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1.1 BACKGROUND 

Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

The growing complexity of LSI circuits, particularly 

microprocessors, has made testing these devices increasingly 

difficult. A typical microprocessor can perform several 

hundred different operations and contains thousands of 

transistors, many of which are arranged irregularly. The 

testing problem is further complicated by the lack of 

functional level failure mode data and by the unavailability 

of gate-level device descriptions to the end user. The 

problem is not only how to test the device but also what 

faults to look for. 

Most current microprocessor testing techniques involve 

the use of some external tester or automatic test equipment, 

ATE [l, 2, 3, 4, 5], which often includes a minicomputer. 

This external equipment monitors the microprocessor chip (or 

board) under test as the microprocessor executes various 

test sequences. The observed responses are compared with 

"correct" responses that are either stored in the tester or 

generated by a "known good device". The test stimulus is 

provided by either stored data or an assembly language test 

program. 

1 
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Algorithmic generation of the test stimulus and expected 

·results is also possible; here the test patterns are 

computed during the test, requiring algorithms fast enough 

to drive the microprocessor at full speed [1]. This 

severely limits the complexity of the algorithms, which in 

turn limits the application of algorithmic generation to 

microprocessor testing. For example, a common program 

counter (PC) test consists of incrementing the PC through 

its full range by executing repeated no-operations; but the 

PC can change in many ways other than as a counter, ways 

that do not lend themselves to algorithmic generation [3]. 

Advantages of external testing include being able to 

stimulate the microprocessor under test with any desired 

instruction sequence independent of the addresses generated 

by the microprocessor, and being able to monitor all 

external signals. 

One disadvantage is the necessity to output all results 

to the data or address bus for verification, thus slowing 

down the test procedure. Another disadvantage is the cost 

and complexity of the test equipment, making this technique 

best suited for high volume testing such as incoming device 

inspections. Finally, the external tester verifies the 

device under test, but what guarantees the integrity of the 

tester? 
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The complexity of the LSI testing problem has led to the 

current trend of building-in testability during the initial 

design stages. This can take the form of self-checking 

hardware circuitry or software self-tests using built-in 

hardware test points and features such as signature analysis 

[4]. Another technique that seems quite promising is level 

sensitive scan design, LSSD; here, the various memory 

elements of a device can be connected as a shift register to 

allow application of test patterns to internal circuits and 

to allow verification of internal signals. IBM uses this 

technique to allow a diagnostic processor to detect and 

sometimes correct errors in the main processor. 

But what are we to do with the existing, very popular 

microprocessors that have no built-in testability? This 

question becomes especially important in light of the 

growing use 

applications 

of 

such 

these devices 

as avionics. It 

in real-time control 

is the intent of this 

thesis to show that software self-tests using only a minimum 

of extra hardware can effectively test such processors 

without removing them from their operating environment. 

Only information commonly found in the user's manual will be 

used, since this is the only data generally available to all 

users. 
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1.2 SELF-TESTING 

There are several advantages to software self-testing a 

microcomputer system. First, this method uses the inherent 

intelligence of the device so that only a minimum of 

additional hardware is required. The small amount of 

hardware makes this a low cost test method and avoids the 

problem of actually degrading reliability by making the 

system too complex. Second, it becomes possible to 

self-test the system while it is operating in its real 

environment. This especially useful for vehicle 

applications where the devices are subjected to vibrational 

stress and changing temperatures. 

test thus becomes very valuable. 

An on-going background 

Such a background test must be transparent to the 

applications program. It must therefore execute quickly, on 

the order of a millisecond, to avoid interfering with any 

real-time control function. The test must also be 

nondestructive; that is, when the test has been completed, 

the system must be restored to the state it was in before 

the test began. This requires saving and restoring all user 

registers, RAM locations, and I/O port configurations that 

are altered during the test. Periodic self-test passes 

would be made about once per second, or more or less often 

as required by the specific application. Work has been done 
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in this area before [l, 2, 6], but under less harsh 

constraints on speed and hardware. 

There are, however, some problems inherent to such a 

software self-test. First, a catastrophic failure could 

render the processor unable to function at all and hence 

quite unable to test itself. Fortunately, this problem can 

be overcome by including a simple hardware timeout feature 

to ensure that the processor is successfully self-testing 

(refer to Section 2.3). A second problem is the possibility 

that a fault may counteract itself during a series of 

operations and thus escape detection. Fault simulation is 

the best answer to this problem; it identifies such 

counteractions and allows the self-test program to be 

improved. Third, some parts of the microprocessor cannot be 

self-tested without adding special hardware, something we 

are trying to avoid, so that complete coverage cannot be 

achieved. But no test, however complex, can detect all 

faults, if only because the complexity of the microprocessor 

makes the number of faults possible virtually infinite. 
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1.3 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Some of the major work already done in the area of 

microprocessor testing will now be summarized. Much of this 

work is oriented towards external testing, and is therefore 

not directly applicable to self-testing. However, some of 

the basic methods and ideas do apply; these will be 

emphasized. 

Microprocessor Tesing Using ~ Minimal Instruction Cover by 

M. Bhuj ade and S. Deshpande [ 7] : The basic idea of this 

article is that each instruction is composed of a number of 

machine cycles which in turn are composed of various 

micro-operations. Therefore, a failure in the control 

portion of a microprocessor can be attributed to the failure 

of one or more micro-operations. The authors present the 

general idea of how to find a minimal set of instructions 

covering all micro-operations, and list such a minimal cover 

for the 8080. However, they present no details justifying 

their choices and never list the micro-operations they 

considered. The procedures they present are concerned with 

self-testing, but the lack of detail reduces the value of 

this paper to just the basic concepts. 

The procedures for self-testing developed in this thesis 

do include consideration of micro-operation coverage. 
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However, covering all micro-operations does not directly 

test instruction decoding. Therefore a somewhat more 

powerful method is developed in this thesis that overlaps 

testing basic- instruction decoding with covering all 

micro-operations. This is detailed in Chapter 4. 

Microprocessor Self-test by B. Ebel [2]: 

develops the basic concept of exploiting 

This article 

the inherent 

intelligence of the microprocessor and describes a 

systematic and fairly exhaustive test procedure that starts 

by testing just a minimal set of operations, then tests a 

few more, then a few more (assuming those already tested 

work), etc. Examples from 8080 and 6800 tests are 

presented. Certain elements are tested with all possible 

patterns, such as the 8-bit accumulators with all 256 

patterns. The author employs a substantial amount of 

external hardware to detect generation of invalid addresses 

as well as excessive execution time. This hardware saves 

the last 64 values from both the data bus and address bus to 

permit fault diagnosis. 

Many of the same basic concepts and methods described in 

this paper were used during this research. However, most of 

these seem self-evident, such as connecting an input port to 

an output port to self-test I/O. Also, the complexity of 
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the added hardware and the nature of the self-test program 

described in this article are not appropriate for the 

self-test being researched here: their total test scheme 

required 8K bytes of program space and over 30 seconds of 

execution time. 

Testability Considerations in Microprocessor Based Design by 

E. McCluskey and J. Hayes [1]: This paper provides a good 

overview of the concepts and methods currently in use for 

testing microprocessors. Some specific examples are 

discussed which employ an external tester to verify an 8080 

microcomputer board; the tester had access to the system 

data, address, and control buses. Self-testing is then 

discussed, including the basic ideas for a system-wide 

background type self-test. Unfortunately, the authors 

present no details on the CPU self-test for such a system; 

they do, however, discuss the test strategies for 

self-testing RAM, ROM, and I/O ports, but again, these ideas 

are almost self-evident. 

Microprocessor Functional Testing by G. Saucier and C. 

Robach [8]: This paper develops a general graph theoretical 

model for microprocessors in an effort to automate the 

generation of test programs. The model is based on the 

instruction set and system block diagram of the processor to 
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be tested. The techniques concentrate on exercising the 

different functional units within the processor: the memory 

elements and micro-operations. Unfortunately, they rely on 

external verification. This is a deficiency common to most 

current abstract models; the theory provides a systematic 

and general means for exercising the components of the 

processor but does not provide any means for 

self-verification. Rather, the results of test vectors are 

output onto the system bus for verification. The most 

valuable ideas 

fault classes 

taken from this 

applicable to 

micro-operation control. 

article were some general 

register selection and 

Fault Coverage of Test Programs for ~ Microprocessor by J. 

Abraham and S. Thatte [ 9] : This paper presents another 

graph theoretical model. Processor functions are broken 

into five groups: register selection, 

and control, data storage, data 

instruction decoding 

transfer, and data 

manipulation. Once again a test program was designed to 

exercise all the functional elements and once again external 

verification was required. Simulation was conducted to 

determine fault coverage, but faults activated by a given 

test vector were considered detected, ignoring the 

possibility of counteractions. 
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1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS 

The remainder of this thesis will present some 

generalized fault classes, procedures for writing a CPU 

self-test, and methods for fault simulation and test 

en.'1-iancement. First, however, Chapter 2 will present a more 

detailed overview of the self-test and discuss a system-wide 

self-test scheme; hardware requirements will also be 

detailed here. 

Beginning with Chapter 3, the thesis will concentrate 

almost exclusively on self-testing the CPU itself, as this 

is the primary contribution of this work. Chapter 3 wi 11 

present the basic test strategy and then develop generalized 

fault classes that apply to all microprocessors. 

Chapter 4 will then discuss how to sensitize these faults 

and present guidelines and procedures for actually writing 

microprocessor self-test programs. 

Chapter 5 will describe a self-test for the Intel 8080 

microprocessor in order to illustrate these procedures. 

Fault simulation results validating the coverage of this 

self-test are then presented. 

Chapter 6 will discuss the benefits of simulation and 

propose an iterative self-test design procedure. The 

discussion will be kept general to avoid being processor 

dependent and will concentrate on techniques needed for good 
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fault simulation. More specific examples from the 8080 

simulation will then be presented. 

Finally, Chapter 7 will summarize the key ideas and 

results of this research and comment on the feasibility of 

automated self-test generation. 



Chapter II 

OVERVIEW OF THE SELF-TEST SCHEME 

2.1 NATURE OF THE TEST 

The proposed self-test is a background test initiated by 

interrupt on the order of once per second. Since the test 

must be transparent to a user program that may be performing 

real-time control, the self-test must be completed quickly, 

on the order of a millisecond. Thus it becomes necessary to 

overlap some testing of different functional elements within 

one device; this is called the "start-big" approach [8] 

since the test employs various different parts and functions 

of the device right away. 

The "start-small" approach, on the other hand, tries to 

test the various elements one by one, building up from a 

small core (1, 2, 6, 8, 10]. This approach is hard to apply 

to microprocessor testing since even the simplest 

instruction, a no-operation, involves the processor's 

instruction register, instruction decoder, program counter, 

and various control circuits and data paths. Still, the 

start-small approach is often used with external testers to 

partition the testing as much as possible, and hence provide 

some indication of what element has failed. 

12 
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Software self-testing the microprocessor, however, does 

not allow much partitioning at all because the processor 

must verify its own test results. So after applying a test 

vector to one element, the processor must use other elements 

to verify the result. If the verification fails, the 

processor cannot tell which element is faulty: is it the 

one under test or the one used for verification? Therefore 

a fair amount of overlap is inevitable. The constraint on 

test time requires still more overlap so that the test can 

be completed quickly. 

The overlap reduces the amount of diagnosis possible by 

the self-test to a bare minimum, especially since a fault in 

one device could conceivably cause the self-test of a 

different device to fail. For example, a fault in the ROM 

containing the CPU test would cause the CPU test to fail 

even though the processor chip itself is faultless. Even if 

the constraint on test time were removed, diagnosis by a 

software self-test would still be unreliable. 

Since diagnosis is not feasible, the self-test becomes a 

simple GO/NO-GO (pass/fail) test, concerned only with 

detecting whether something has failed. After a fault has 

been detected, however, the faulty system can be diagnosed 

separately by more extensive tests and test equipment to 

determine exactly what has failed. 
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2.2 SELF-TESTING THE ENTIRE MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM 

The microprocessor system as a whole includes CPU, ROM, 

RAM, and I/O ports, far too much to test in one short test 

pass; hence a series approach is adopted, using a number of 

test passes to test the system piece by piece. Memory 

elements, both RAM and ROM, are partitioned into blocks 

small enough to test in one pass; they are then tested block 

by block by successive test passes. Slow I/O devices, such 

as UARTs, may also require more than one pass. The main CPU 

test, however, is performed in a single pass so that control 

may be reliably restored to the user. 

Due to the limited test time, this CPU test will not be 

able to test for pattern sensitivities, as detecting these 

faults requires application of thousands of patterns. A 

pattern sensitive fault is a failure that corrupts data only 

for a certain few distributions of data bi ts, and hence 

charge, through a region of circuitry. Tests for these 

faults generally apply all.possible patterns to an element, 

so an 8-bi t element would require 256 patterns, a 16-bi t 

~lement 65536 patterns, etc. A separate, multi-pass CPU 

pattern sensi ti vi ty test can be included to remedy this 

deficiency if the application requires detection of pattern 

sensitive faults. 
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The series of tests may be arranged in a purely circular 

fashion; here the CPU is tested, then ROM, block by block, 

then RAM, block by block, and then the I/O ports, one by 

one; the cycle then restarts. An alternate style is to test 

the CPU, then a single block of ROM, a single block of RAM, 

and then one I/O port. The next cycle then begins, testing 

the CPU again, then the next ROM block, the next RAM block, 

and the next I/O port. This style ensures that the CPU is 

not left untested for too long as would happen using the 

first method when the system includes lots of ROM, RAM, and 

I/O ports. Frequent CPU testing is justified by the central 

and thus critic al function of the CPU coupled with the 

possibility of intermittent faults. 

Self-test schemes for each system component are 

summarized in the subsections that follow; refer to 

reference [ 11] for complete details on self-·testing memory 

and I/O ports. 

2.2.1 RAM 

Since the self-tests must be nondestructive, only one or 

two RAM locations can be tested at a time (so that the 

original contents can be restored). This differs radically 

from thorough RAM tests, which fill the entire RAM with test 

patterns to detect interactions between cells and faulty 
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address decoders. A limited self-test for these faults is 

possible by testing pairs of adjacent locations, but the 

effectiveness of this technique depends on the internal RAM 

layout, which is usually unknown. Note, however, that a 

thorough RAM test could be performed upon system power-up to 

precheck the RAM. 

The RAM self-test will concentrate on detecting cells 

stuck at one or zero, interactions between bits within one 

location, and write recovery faults. A possible test flow, 

checking the RAM one location at a time, is shown below: 

1. Read a location and save in a processor register. 

2. Write complement of the origin.al contents, read it 

back immediately and verify. The immediate readback 

is designed to detect write recovery faults. 

3. Apply a pseudo-random 

(immediately) and verify. 

will change from pass to 

pattern sensitivities. 

pattern, read it back 

The pseudo-random pattern 

pass, helping to uncover 

4. Restore original contents, read it back and verify; 

this completes the test for stuck-ats. 

5. Proceed to next location in the RAM block under test, 

or quit if this was the last location. 
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2. 2. 2 ROM 

ROM can be easily tested by means of checksums stored in 

the ROM itself. During a test pass, the contents of all 

locations in the ROM block under test are summed and 

compared against an expected sum. A modulo-two sum 

(actually exclusive-OR) could be used, but double errors in 

the same column (bit position) will not be detected. 

A better method is to use integer addition with 

carry-outs added back in to the least significant bit (LSB). 

Now two bi ts in the same column must fail in opposite 

directions (a one turned zero and a zero turned one) to 

counteract, which is not very likely: due to the nature of 

a ROM, PROM, or EPROM, bits generally will fail only in the 

same direction, ones turned zeroes or zeroes turned ones, 

but not both. As an example illustrating why this is the 

case, consider an EPROM. The memory cells of the EPROM 

store charge to represent one logic value and are discharged 

to represent the other logic value. Ultra-violet light 

erases the EPROM by allowing all stored charge to leak away. 

The EPROM is then programmed by applying a high voltage 

pulse to store charge in those locations that should be at 

the opposite logic value. Once programmed, it is 

conceivable that charge will leak away from certain cells, 

causing bits to fail in one direction. However, for bits to 
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fail in the other direction, they must be supplied with 

charge; a high static voltage could cause this to happen, 

but would generally effect many bits of the device. 

Therefore, it is quite unlikely that faulty bit values in an 

EPROM will escape this test procedure. 

One checksum is stored in each ROM block so that the sum 

of each block's contents will equal the same expected value. 

An alternate method uses a. table of the expected sums for 

each block to avoid having to place checksums in blocks 

containing program code. 

2.2.3 lLQ Ports 

I/O ports are self-tested by connecting an output port to 

an input port while isolating the peripheral device [l, 2, 

11]. Hardware must be added to perform the wrap-around and 

isola~ion; this is discussed in Section 2.3. Some of the 

newer UARTs, such as the 8250 and 6854, 

feature wrap-around 

exploited in order 

requirements. 

built-in. Such features 

to minimize additional 

have this 

should be 

hardware 

Most UART serial I/O chips can transmit and receive data 

simultaneously, so that the chip's serial input can be 

connected to its own serial output fer self-testing. The 

test must verify that the UART can send and receive data 
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accurately, can detect overrun errors (reception of a second 

character before the first has been input by the CPU), and 

can send and detect a break (if the UART supports this). In 

the process, various status bi ts will be verified and 

stuck-at ones or zeroes in UART registers or data paths will 

be detected by using complementary data patterns. Note that 

should a status bit fail, the test may become stuck in an 

infinite loop, resulting in a hardware timeout (see Section 

2.3 for details on the timeout logic). 

Parallel I/O chips are tested in an analogous manner; if 

the chip has multiple I/O ports, as do most of the newer 

ones, then ports on the same chip can be connected for 

self-testing. If this is not the case, then separate input 

and output chips must be used, and both are tested 

simultaneously. Again, the test must verify the chip 1 s 

input and output capability and perhaps some status bi ts, 

and must detect stuck-at one and zero faults. 

If the microprocessor system contains several I/O chips 

of the same type, then memory mapped I/O should be employed 

to allow a common test routine to check each of the chips; 

the routine is merely passed different port addresses. This 

reduces the amount of ROM needed to house the self-test 

program. 
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2.2.4 CPU 

The CPU is tested by exercising the various functions, 

operations, and elements of the processor. As mentioned 

previously, a multi-pass pattern sensi ti vi ty test can be 

included along with the functionality test. The CPU is 

considered to include the microprocessor chip plus any 

external clock logic, bus controllers, etc.; for example, 

the 8080 CPU consists of the 8080, 8224 _clock generator, 

8228 status and data bus 

CPU test methods will 

driver, and address bus buffers. 

be discussed in detail in the 

remaining chapters of this thesis. 

2.3 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

One advantage of software self-testing is the small 

amount of extra hardware required. ROM is of course needed 

to house the self-test program and a small amount of RAM is 

needed for storing various flags and pointers and for 

testing the microprocessor's memory write instructions. 

Addi ticnal stack space must also be reserved so that the 

test can save user registers and test CALL, RETURN, PUSH and 

POP instructions. 

Two timers must also be included, the first to generate 

the interrupt that initiates a self-test pass, and the 

second to generate a timeout (error) signal should the test 
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fail to finish in the time allotted [l, 2, 11]. This 

timeout logic is necessary since a fault could cause loss of 

program control (such as a jump to oblivion) or an infinite 

loop (such as waiting for a faulty UART status bit). The 

two timers are started simultaneously; the user program runs 

until Timer 1 times out, generating an interrupt to start a 

test pass; Timer 2 is still counting. If the self-test pass 

completes successfully, it outputs a GO signal and both 

timers are restarted; control is restored to the user and 

the cycle then repeats. On the other hand, if the test 

fails to output the GO signal in its allotted time, Timer 2 

will time out and generate an error signal, thus providing 

the needed NO-GO signal. Note that should Timer 1 fail to 

generate the interrupt, Timer 2 will time out, thereby 

detecting the fault. 

Some interrupt control logic is also required to pass 

control of the microprocessor to the self-test program (when 

Timer 1 times out). Note that during a test pass, further 

interrupts must be disabled to prevent Timer 2 from 

erroneously generating the NO-GO signal. Also, were a RAM 

or I/O test interrupted, the user interrupt routine might 

confuse test patterns with valid data and malfunction. 

The next hardware requirement is test status reporting 

logic; this consists of a parallel output port for status, 
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some combinational logic, and an ERROR latch. When test 

status is output, the combinational logic decodes the status 

port bits into a GO/NO-GO signal. If the status is GO, the 

two timers are restarted; if it is NO-GO or if Timer 2 times 

out, the ERROR latch is set and held until the system is 

reset. The status signal output by the self-test should be 

calculated based on results generated during the test to 

minimize the chance of erroneously outputting the GO signal 

(such as a faulty processor "stumbling upon" the GO status 

output instructions) [12]. 

What is done with the ERROR signal depends on the 

application. If the system is fault tolerant, control may 

be switched to a backup system. If the system has a human 

operator, an error light may be used; this light should 

normally be ON to indicate "OK" so that a defective light 

indicates ERROR. An even better visual indicator is a 

"heart-beat." This is merely a LED that blinks on and off 

at a visible rate; if test passes are made about once per 

second, each successful pass could toggle the LED. A fault 

is then indicated by the LED staying on or off, or blinking 

erratically. 

Regardless of the type of fault indication chosen, the 

status reporting logic requires some sort of redundancy to 

prevent a fault in this logic from always generating the GO 
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status. E'or example, two indicator lights could be used, 

each driven by separate logic. Now both sets of logic must 

fail in order for the status to become stuck on GO, which is 

much less likely than a single unit failing. 

The final hardware requirement consists of the 

wrap-around, 

necessary to 

isolation, 

self-test 

and 

I/O 

associated 

ports. For 

control logic 

a UART, the 

configuration shown in E'igure 1 is used; two tri-state 

buffers provide isolation, a third provides wrap-around, and 

only one control bit is required (plus an inverter). This 

control signal, CNTL, comes from a parallel output port, the 

other bi ts of which can control the testing of other I/O 

ports. Hardware for testing parallel I/O is basically the 

same, except that it may be necessary to latch data going to 

or coming from the peripheral device. Note that this 

self-test scheme tests the wrap-around logic as it tests the 

I/O port, but isolation logic cannot be tested without 

disturbing the peripheral. Therefore it is left to the user 

to test this isolation logic while communicating with the 

peripheral device. 

Refer to reference [11] for complete details and examples 

of hardware requirements. 
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UART 
xmit1--~-..~~~--1 

rev 

To peripheral 

From peripheral 

CNTL 

Fi~ure 1: Self-testing a UART 
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2.4 THE HARD CORE --------
The hard core consists of components that cannot be 

self-tested and must therefore be assumed to work. For the 

self-test scheme just described, this hard core includes: 

1. Timer 2 and associated timeout logic; 

2. the status reporting circuitry; 

3. the exact frequencies of the processor clock and 

Timer l; 

4. certain elements in the CPU which can only be loaded 

with valid addresses (such as the program counter); 

5. RAM address decoders; 

6. the isolation logic and associated control used for 

I/O port testing; and 

7. the peripheral devices themselves. 

Redundant logic can be used to remove Timer 2 and the 

status logic from the hard core. Redundancy simply uses 

identical copies of vital components so that no one element 

is critical to the system. Note that many faults in the 

status logic and some faults in Timer 2 (such as it running 

too fast) will create a NO-GO signal and thus detect 

themselves. 

The exact clock frequencies cannot be guaranteed, but if 

the processor clock is too slow, Timer 2 may detect this 

fault. And as was already noted, Timer 2 can also detect a 
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fault making Timer 1 run too slow. More complex logic could 

be added to ensure that Timer 1 does not run too fast, but 

this would increase the overall complexity of the system and 

so degrade the overall reliability. 

Limitations on self-testing the CPU will be discussed in 

the remaining chapters of this thesis. 

A thorough RAM test can be included to test the RAM 

address decoding upon system initialization. However, there 

is really no way to fully test this decoding once system 

operations have begun, at least not without adding complex 

hardware. 

Finally, the user can test the isolation logic and the 

peripheral devices by checking a known sequence of events 

for each specific device. 



Chapter III 

MICROPROCESSOR TEST OBJECTIVES 

3.1 BASIC CPU TEST STRATEGY 

Beginning with this chapter, the thesis will concentrate 

almost exclusively on self-testing the microprocessor CPU. 

The CPU is the most difficult element to test due to its 

complexity and because it is testing itself with no outside 

help except the hardware timeout. The main contribution of 

this thesis is a procedure for self-testing the 

microprocessor and it is to this end that the remaining 

chapters will be devoted. Self-tests for the other system 

components (memory and I/O ports) differ from existing 

techniques only in the transparent, background nature of the 

test. 

As mentioned in the introduction, there is very little 

functional level failure mode data for microprocessors, and 

what data is available tends to be processor dependent (13, 

14]. General failure modes have been described for 

transistor level circuits (15], and much theory, such as the 

D-algorithrn, has been developed to test gate level circuits 

[16, 17]. But internal device descriptions, even gate level 

descriptions, are not generally available to the 

27 
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applications designer. Also, modelling a microprocessor at 

the gate level tends to be cumbersome and is certainly very 

~rocessor dependent. It seems necessary then to define 

functional fault classes which will apply to microprocessors 

in general. 

The microprocessor self-test methods proposed in this 

thesis concentrate on verifying the different functional 

components that compose the CPU: memory elements (registers 

and latches), data paths, uni ts performing boolean 

(arithmetic or logic) functions (such as adders), and 

micro-operations. Only information generally available in 

microprocessor user's manuals will be used and no 

complicated graphical models are needed. 

The methods for self-testing the CPU that are detailed in 

Chapter 4 are both general and simple so that they will 

apply to all microprocessors. The basic strategy [l, 7, 8, 

9] is this: 

1. verify that bi ts of memory elements and data paths 

can be both zero and one and are independent of one 

another; 

2. verify the truth tables of functions; 

3. verify the selection of registers within a register 

arra.y; and 
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4. verify the micro-operations that actually carry out 

instruction execution. 

This basic test does not attempt to detect pattern 

sensitivities due to the constraint on test time. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, a separate test can be included to 

check for pattern sensitive faults over a series of test 

passes. 

3.2 GENERALIZED FAULT CLASSES FOR MICROPROCESSORS 

In order to simplify the task of developing the self-test 

program, it helps to first assume that only a single fault 

exists. This assumption is helpful because there always 

exists a set of faults that will escape a particular test 

vector even though that vector might detect each fault by 

itself. This is especially true for a self-test, since 

elements within the device under test must be used to verify 

test results. Also, since thousands of single faults are 

possible, the number of combinations of these faults taken 

even two at a time is astronomical. The main intent of the 

single fault assumption is to allow the test designer to 

concentrate on detecting a certain fault class without 

having to worry about another fault counteracting the first 

one. These worries only tend to cloud the issue at hand and 

make writing the self-test more difficult. 
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Despite the single fault assumption, the self-test will 

still be able to detect almost all sets of multiple faults. 

This is true because the test will still sensitize 

(activate) each of the faults; the uncertainty arises 

because of the possibility of the faults counteracting one 

another. However, very few sets of faults will be able to 

counteract throughout the entire test, so most sets of 

multiple faults will be detected. 

The faults considered are assumed to be hard failures; 

that is, the fault is present before the test begins and 

will still be there when it completes. Intermittent and 

soft failures will be detected by the same techniques 

provided they are active during the test pass, or during an 

appropriate segment of the test. (Soft failures are faults 

that appear once, but then disappear for quite a while.) 

These faults are discussed further at the end of this 

chapter. 

Since the fault classes to be considered must be general 

enough to apply to all microprocessors, it is important to 

first consider the typical elements of microprocessors. 

Typical hardware components include: 

- an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU); 

- a general purpose register array; 

- condition flags; 
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- an instruction register and decoder; 

- timing and control circuitry; 

- various internal registers and latches; 

- various data paths and buffers; and 

- specialized registers, such as an accumulator, 

program counter, or stack pointer. 

Typical functions include add, subtract, increment, 

decrement, complement, and logical AND, OR, and XOR. 

Subtraction, X-Y, is generally performed by adding the two's 

complement of Y to X, and usually uses the same adder logic 

employed for addition. 

The processor control is assumed to be hardwired, not 

microcoded. With microcoded processors it is often unclear 

just what is performed by hardware and what by microprograms. 

Also, a fault in the microprogram ROM might only show up for 

a certain case of a certain opcode. With hardwired 

processors, a fault in the control logic will usually affect 

many instructions (opcodes) [ 7]. Sti 11, most of the ideas 

developed for testing hardwired microprocessors do apply 

equally well to microcoded processors since only the control 

logic is significantly different. 

The generalized fault classes are summarized in the 

subsections that follow; recall that only a single fault is 

assumed to be present. 
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3.2.1 Stuck-a ts 

This fault class includes all stuck at one and stuck at 

zero faults for all registers, latches, buffers, status 

flags, and data paths. Stuck-a ts in control lines are 

considered in another fault class, since these faults will 

result in faulty micro-operations or register selection. 

Likewise, stuck-a ts inside a functional unit such as an 

adder are considered separately, since this type of fault 

will modify the behavior of that function; more importantly, 

the internal gate design of the unit is generally unknown so 

that the stuck line cannot be defined. 

A stuck-at fault forces the faulty bit always to maintain 

the same value. The fault can therefore be detected by 

applying both a one and a zero to each bit. Note that a 

stuck-at in the instruction register or the data bus will 

corrupt opcodes as well as data, probably causing loss of 

program control. Stuck-ats in the program counter or 

address bus can cause an opcode fetch from the wrong 

address, also resulting in loss of program control. Such 

~atastrophic faults will be detected by the hardware timeout 

feature or by the processor producing an invalid GO status 

signal. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the self-test 

will calculate the GO status value based on the results of 

various test vectors [ 12] / so that it is virtually 
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impossible for the processor to lose program control and 

still pass the test. 

3.2.2 Shorts 

The faults considered here are shorts between two 

adjacent bits of a register, latch, buffer, or data path. 

Again, shorts between control lines or buried within a unit 

performing some boolean function are treated in separate 

classes. Note that just which bits of an element are 

physically adjacent depends on the internal chip layout and 

so is generally unknown. Therefore, shorts between any two 

bi ts must be considered. The testing problem would of 

course be simplified if the layout were known. Chapter 4 

presents methods for detecting shorts between bits known to 

be adjacent and for shorts between any two bits. 

A short in this fault class causes an interaction between 

two bits such that the fault will corrupt data either when 

the bits are equal or when they are opposite. Shorts are 

most likely to disturb data when the shorted bits are 

opposite in value, but it may also be possible for data to 

be disturbed when the shorted bits are equal. For example, 

consider a common RS latch; as shown in Figure 2, this has 

both Q (true) and Q' (complement) outputs, though only Q may 

be propagated beyond the latch. The Q output of one bit 
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position may be adjacent to the Q' output of the neighboring 

bit position, as shown in the figure. If Ql is shorted to 

Q2', then there is a conflict when data bits Ql and Q2 are 

equal, because Q2' will be opposite to Ql. Suppose both Ql 

and Q2 in the figure are equal to 0 and the short between Ql 

and Q2' forces Q2' to zero as well. Now the feedback in the 

RS latch sets output bit Q2 to l; the fault is thus active 

when the two data bits Ql and Q2 are equal. 

Shorts can cause a number of different effects. One bit 

of a register memory may dominate a neighboring bit, forcing 

the neighbor to the same (or opposite) value while remaining 

unchanged itself. Or the fault may be commutative, forcing 

both bits to the logical AND (or OR) of the two; this alters 

only one bit at a time, but either bit can be affected. It 

may also be possible for both bits to be inverted whenever 

they are equal or whenever they are opposite. Figure 3 

lists these different effects; note that each fault affects 

two of the four combinations of bit values. Other, more 

obscure effects may also be possible. This fault class does 
' 

not include purely pattern sensitive faults, where data is 

corrupted only for one combination of bit values (for 

example, only for 10, and not 00, 01, or 11). 
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s'-----i 
Q2 

t------...j ---
(Similar Latch) -~-----..::. Ql 

Figure 2: An RS latch and its neighbor. 
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Fault XY XY XY XY 

** None ** 00 01 10 11 

x Dominates 
Y=X 00 00* 11* 11 
Y=X' 01* 01 10 10* 

y Dominates 
X=Y 00 11* 00* 11 
X=Y' 10* 01 10 01* 

Commutative 
Logic AND 00 00* 00* 11 
Logic OR 00 11* 11* 11 

Inversion 
When opposite 00 10* 01* 11 
When equal 11* 01 10 00* 

Figure 3: Effects of a short between bits X & Y. 

* marks entries for which faults are active. 
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3.2.3 Errors in Boolean Functions 

This fault class consists of errors in the output(s) 

(truth table) of an arithmetic or logic function [l, 8, 18]. 

Each bit position of each function is treated as a "black 

box" containing combinational logic and having n inputs and 

m outputs. Figure 4 illustrates this for a general function 

FN and for an 8-bit ripple-carry adder in which the addition 

logic is treated as eight identical 3-input, 2-output 

devices (full adders) . Note that outputs from one bit 

position may be inputs to another bit position, as is the 

case for the adder. The functions in all bit positions are 

generally the same, but they do not have to be. 

Under the single fault assumption, only one "black box" 

is allowed to fail, but several entries in its truth table 

could be faulty at once. The self-test must verify the 

truth table for each bit position of each boolean function 

the processor can perform. 

Note that the first two fault classes, stuck-a ts and 

shorts, could be treated as special cases of this class; two 

adjacent bi ts can be thought of as a 2-input, 2-output 

function, and a single bit as a 1-input, 1-output function. 

The short or stuck-at then modifies the function. However, 

because these faults cause only certain modifications of the 

"truth tables" involved, it is easier to treat these faults 

as separate, more specific classes. 
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FN 

(a) 

• • • 

(b) 

FN FN ••• 

X1 Y1 

s, 

Figure 4: Representation of (a) a Function FN and (b) an 
8-bit Adder. 
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3.2.4 Register Select Faults 

This fault class applies to register arrays and consists 

of three subclasses: erroneous select, multiple select, and 

null select (no register selected) [8, 9]. For each of 

these subclasses there are three possibilities for when the 

fault is activated: on register reads, on register writes, 

or on both reads and writes. 

An erroneous select fault results in the wrong register 

being selected, with the desired register not selected at 

all. 

A multiple select, on the other hand, results in both the 

desired register and one or more erroneous registers being 

selected. For multiple selection when reading a register, 

the value read back is assumed to be either the logic OR or 

logic AND of the contents of the registers involved. For 

multiple writes, all registers selected are written with the 

same data. 

For a null select, a write has no effect and a read is 

assumed to always read the same, indeterminate value. 

In all cases, the fault is assumed to effect all bits of 

the register(s) involved; that is, entire registers are 

either selected or not selected. The case where only one 
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bit position has faulty selection will be considered later. 

Also, only selection of registers within a register array is 

considered here; faulty selection of registers outside the 

array is included in the micro-operation coverage. 

The faults in this fault class correspond to a failure in 

the control signals that determine which register of the 

array is to be selected. Registers are read out of the 

array through a multiplexer, or equivalent logic, and data 

is written into a register of the array by means of a 

demultiplexer. Figure 5 illustrates this for an array of 

four registers. There is a multiplexer (demultiplexer} for 

each bit position; each multiplexer is provided the same 

control inputs. The faults under consideration affect these 

control inputs to all of the multiplexers ( demuliplexers) 

and therefore affect all bit positions. Since al 1 of the 

control inputs are most likely supplied by a single decoder, 

this seems like a realistic fault class. 

The decoder takes a set of m select inputs, SO to Sm, and 

generates M = 2 control outputs: CNTLO = SO' ( Sl' ) ... Sm 1 , 

CNTLl = SO(Sl' )S2' ... Sm', ... , CNTLM = SO(Sl)S2 ... Sm. Under 

correct operation, exactly one of the CNTL outputs will be 

active at any one time. A null select results from none of 

the CNTL lines being active. An erroneous select results 

from the wrong one of the CNTL outputs being set active. A 
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Figure 5: Register selection devices. 
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multiple select fault generates more than one true CNTL 

output. 

Also, if the number of registers is not a power of 2, 

then not all combinations of the control inputs are used, 

resulting in "don't care" conditions in the truth table of 

the multiplexer. For example, suppose there are three 

registers in the array, RO, Rl, and R2, and these are 

selected by control signals CO and Cl. A multiplexer could 

be implemented in the standard form such that output 

Y =CO' (Cl' )RO+ CO(Cl' )Rl CO' (Cl)R2. A faulty select that 

sets CO=Cl=l would then result in a null select, Y=O. But 

to save logic, the multiplexer would most likely be 

implemented taking advantage of the 

(CO=Cl=l), so that Y =CO' (Cl' )RO + 

"don't care" condition 

(CO)Rl + (Cl)R2. Now 

the faulty select setting CO=Cl=l would result in a multiple 

select, Y = Rl + R2; the value read back would be the logic 

OR of Rl and R2. 

It is of course equally possible for just one multiplexer 

(demultiplexer) to fail, resulting in an erroneous, 

multiple, or null select for just one bit position. This 

possibility will be addressed in Chapter 4. The faults in 

the fault class defined here effect all bit positions. 

The self-test must verify that each register can be 

selected, for both read and write access, and that its 
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selection is independent of other registers in the array. 

Methods for accomplishing this are presented in Chapter 4. 

3.2.5 Micro-Operation or Instruction Decoder Faults 

This fault class includes almost all failures in the 

microprocessor's instruction decoding and control cicuitry. 

Since the details of this control logic are unknown, the 

faults in this class are not well defined. Still, some 

generalizations [8, 9] can be made: 

1. a micro-operation or instruction is not performed; 

2. one micro-operation or instruction is replaced by 

another; and 

3. executing one micro-operation or instruction causes 

another to be executed as well. 

Note the similarity between these possibilities and the 

register select faults; register selection is in fact a 

special kind of micro-operation. It is treated separately 

because the possible faults are well defined. 

Micro-operations are the individual events that compose 

each instruction. Most micro-operations are used for many 

different instructions; for example, the micro-operations 
I 

performing an instruction fetch are common to all 
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instructions. Here, micro-operations are considered in 

relation to the control circuitry involved. That is, the 

control sequences that activate the actual operations of 

data manipulation and transfer are considered. Failures in 

the operations themselves are considered in the previous 

fault classes. It is possible, however, to treat all 

elements and actions within the microprocessor as 

micro-operations [8]; this will be considered in Chapter 7 

in relation to automatic generation of self-test programs. 

An instruction decoding fault could conceivably be 

sensitized only by one particular opcode. The self-test, 

however, does not have time to verify each opcode, so an 

instruction class is defined: an instruction class contains 

all opcodes that differ only in those bits defining: 

1. the source operand(s); 

2. the destination operand(s); 

3. the condition(s) for execution (for conditional 

branches); or 

4. some other special identifier which differentiates 

between operations that are otherwise identical. 

For example, all 8080 instructions of the form ADD x are 

in the same instruction class because all have binary 

opcodes of lOOOOSSS, where SSS defines the source operand. 

Similarly, the 8080 conditional jumps form an instruction 
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defines the condition. 
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an opcode of llCCCOlO, 

As an example of ( 4:), 

where CCC 

the 8080 

instructions RST n form an instruction class since all have 

opcodes of llNNNlll and all perform the same basic 

operation, a special unconditional CALL; NNN corresponds to 

the 3-bit argument n. More specialized instructions, such 

as the 8080 XCHG, meet none of the four criteria above and 

so will constitute their own individual instruction classes. 

The idea behind this is that the opcodes of a given 

instruction class probably share some decoding circuitry in 

order to save space within the LSI microprocessor. Covering 

all instruction classes will then verify most of the 

decoding logic. In the older LSI microprocessors (such as 

the 8080 and 6800) for which the self-test is designed, chip 

real-estate was of great concern, so that much logic is 

likely to be shared. Current trends in VLSI sometimes do 

employ much redundant logic to simplify design and chip 

layout, so less logic may be shared in VLSI devices. But 

these devices are also being designed with built-in 

testability. 

The instructions in an instruction class employ all the 

same micro-operations except those that read the source 

operand{ s), write the result to its destination, or judge 

the condition. These latter micro-operations, reading 
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sources and writing destinations, are in turn common to 

numerous other instructions in different instruction 

classes. Condition evaluation micro-operations may also be 

shared between different kinds of conditional transfers. 

(The 8080, for example, has conditional jumps, calls, and 

returns, forming three instruction classes.) Much of the 

control circuitry is likely to be shared. It seems logical 

then that exercising all the micro-operations and at least 

one instruction of each instruction class will verify the 

majority of the control circuitry. 

To detect faults in this fault class, the test must 

therefore exercise almost all of the micro-operations and 

instruction classes; only those operations requiring a lot 

of extra hardware to facilitate self-testing will be left 

untested. Note that the faults considered here can cause 

erratic behavior and loss of program control; such 

malfunctions will be detected by the hardware timeout. 

3.2.6 Others 

There are three main categories of faults left and these 

apply to just about all the elements of the microprocessor: 

dynamic (transition) faults, pattern sensitive faults, and 

intermittent faults. Dynamic faults involve the ability of 

some element to make a transition. For example, a sense 
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amplifier used for reading register memory may take an 

excessive amount of time to switch from one to zero after 

reading a long string of ones, resulting in a zero being 

read as a one. Such faults are common in memories [19] and 

since the register array is a small internal RAM, or even a 

block of external RAM (as in the Texas Instruments TMS 

9900), these faults must be considered for microprocessors 

as well. However, dynamic faults are often pattern 

sensitive in nature, occuring only for some worst case 

conditions. As noted previously, the single-pass CPU test 

will not attempt to detect pattern sensitivities; it will, 

however, perform limited transition tests by following one 

pattern with its complement. The limitation arises from the 

speed of instruction execution; since more than one 

instruction is usually required to load a register with 

first one pattern and then its complement, it becomes 

impossible to create truly rapid transitions. 

Pattern sensitive faults are faults that appear only for 

certain distributions of data (and hence charge) throughout 

~ region of circuitry; they depend upon such physical 

effects as parasitic capacitance. Without sophisticated 

analysis based on detailed knowledge of internal circuit 

layouts, worst case conditions cannot be predicted, 

especially for logic as irregular as that in 
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microprocessors. Therefore, thousands of patterns must be 

employed in an exhaustive test for pattern sensi ti vi ties. 

Such a test requires considerable time and therefore would 

require many test passes to execute. This will be discussed 

further in Chapter 4. 

A final consideration is that of intermittent faults; 

these faults come and go because of environmental conditions 

such as temperature and vibration, and are thus especially 

relevant to the control applications for which the self-test 

is being developed. The background self-test is well suited 

to detect intermittent faults simply because it is an 

on-going test. At some point in time, the intermittent 

fault will be present during a self-test pass and will then 

be detected. The fault could, however, cause the user 

software to malfunction before the self-test can detect it; 

for this reason, test passes should be initiated frequently. 



Chapter IV 

SELF-TEST DESIGN PROCEDURES 

4.1 SENSITIZING THE FAULTS 

A fault is said to be sensitized when it causes data to 

be corrupted. Note 

guarantee detecting 

that sensitizing a fault does not 

the fault; during a series of 

operations, a fault can sometimes counteract itself, 

producing the correct final result and escaping detection. 

This is especially true for microprocessor self-testing, 

since the verification of test results is performed by the 

device under test; this makes it possible for certain faults 

to counteract themselves even during a verification. The 

procedures described in this chapter are designed to 

minimize the chances of a fault counteracting itself, but 

simulation of certain faults will be recommended to validate 

the test coverage; fault simulation techniques will be 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

4.1.1 Stuck-ats, Shorts, and Register Select Faults 

Stuck-at faults and shorts between adjacent bi ts, as 

described in Chapter 3, can be sensitized by applying 

certain sets of test patterns to the various registers and 

49 
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data paths of the processor. A sequence of patterns will 

sensitize all possible stuck-ats and shorts between bits in 

an element if and only if the sequence: 

1. sets each bit to both one and zero; and 

2. sets each bit both equal and opposite to its adjacent 

bits. 

Requirement (1) sensitizes stuck-ats while Requirement (2) 

sensitizes shorts. 

If information is available specifying exactly which bits 

are physically adjacent, then the sequence consists of only 

three patterns. For example, suppose logically adjacent 

bi ts are known to be physically adjacent. Figure 6 shows 

some suitable sequences of 8-bit patterns for testing this 

case. The first two patterns of each sequence are 

complements of one another so as to sensitize all stuck-at 

faults; the second and third patterns set all logically 

adjacent bits to equal and opposite values, thereby 

sensitizing any shorts between adjacent bits for this case. 

In general, however, exactly which bi ts are physically 

~djacent is unknown. In addition, the physical arrangement 

of bi ts in different registers and data paths could quite 

possibly differ. Therefore, a more thorough test for shorts 

between bits is required; this test will check for an 

interaction (as described in Section 3.2.2) between any two 
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Hex Binary 

55 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
AA l 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

33 0 0 l l 0 0 1 1 
cc 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
66 0 1 l 0 0 l l 0 

36 0 0 1 , 0 1 1 0 
C9 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
63 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Figure 6: Test sequences for stuck-ats & shorts 
when logically adjacent bits are 

physically adjacent. 
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bits of an element and so will work for any physical 

arrangement. 

required. 

Unfortunately, more test patterns are 

Since a sequence must set each bit both equal and 

opposite to every other bit, two patterns must be applied to 

each pair of bits, such as 00 and 01. Still another pattern 

must be applied to complete the stuck-at coverage. Note 

that a pattern and its complement cover all stuck-ats but 

give exactly the same coverage of shorts, because inverting 

all bits of a pattern does not effect which bits are equal 

and which are opposite. 

Consider a 4-bi t element; there are six pairs of bi ts: 

0/1, 0/2, 0/3, 1/2, 1/3, and 2/3. Bits in each pair must be 

set to equal and opposite values; the problem is to find a 

minimum length sequence of test patterns that will 

accomplish this. A pattern with only one bit equal to 1 (or 

only one bit equal to 0) will set the bits in three pairs to 

opposite values and three pairs to equal values. It does 

not matter which bit is set to one, since we are considering 

all pairs of bits independent from their logical position in 

the pattern. By renumbering (relabelling) the bit 

positions, all patterns with the same number of ones and 

zeroes can be made the same; that is, all are isomorphic. 

It is therefore possible to consider any pattern having only 
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one bit set. Also note that a single pattern of zero will 

set all bi ts to equal values; it is therefore logical to 

first find a sequence that sets the bi ts in all pairs to 

opposite values, and then look for pairs whose bits have not 

been set equal. 

Consider the binary pattern 0001; bit 0 is opposite from 

bits 1, 2, and 3. Bit 1 must still be set opposite to bits 

2 and 3, and bit 2 opposite to bit 3. The four bit case 

(bits 0-3) has been reduced to a three bit case (bits 1-3). 

This cannot be covered by just one more pattern because bits 

2 and 3 must both be opposite to bit 1, and therefore must 

themselves be equal; but bi ts 2 and 3 must also be set 

opposite. To maximize coverage of opposites, the next 

pattern is chosen to set bit 1 opposite to both bits 2 and 

3; pattern 0010 will do. 

Now it remains to set bits 2 and 3 opposite; the 3-bit 

case has been reduced to a 2-bit case. One more pattern can 

accomplish this and can complete the task of setting bits in 

all pairs equal. Pattern 0100, for example, will complete 

~he coverage. Therefore a total of three patterns are 

required to sensitize shorts between any two bits of a 4-bit 

element. However, one additional pattern is required to 

complete stuck-at coverage. This was proven by using a 

computer program to check all possible sequences of three 
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4-bi t patterns; no sequence of length 3 could cover all 

shorts and all stuck-ats, so the minimum length is four. 

Now consider a 4-bit pattern with two bits equal to one, 

such as 0011. This pattern sets the bi ts of 4 pairs to 

opposite values: 0/2, 0/3, 1/2, and 1/3. Only two pairs 

remain: 0/1 and 2/3. So this pattern reduces the 4-bi t 

case to two 2-bit cases (bits 0-1 and bits 2-3). Two-bit 

cases can be covered for opposites by a single pattern. 

Either of the patterns 0110 and 0101 will accomplish this. 

However, it still remains to set two pairs to equal values, 

so that again three patterns are required to sensitize all 

shorts in the 4-bi t element. Some possible sequences are: 

0011 (3), 0110 (6), 0101 (5); 0011, 0110, 0000; 0011, 0000, 

0101; and 0000, 0110, 0101. Again, one additional pattern 

is required to complete stuck-at coverage. 

Now consider the 8-bi t case. Figure 7 illustrates how 

this can be reduced to two 4-bit cases, or a 5-bit case and 

a 3-bit case, er 6 and 2-bit cases, or a 7-bit case. Each 

of these cases is further reduced until the 2-bi t case is 

reached, since the 2-bi t case can be solved for opposites 

with a single pattern. 

The shortest path, as shown in the figure, is of length 

three: split the 8-bit case into two 4-bit cases, and each 

of these intc two 2-bit cases. As for the 4-bit case, this 
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Figure 7: Reductions for the 8-bit case. 
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minimum length sequence sets bits in all pairs to opposite 

values, but does not set bits in all pairs to equal values; 

a total of four patterns are therefore needed to sensitize 

all possible shorts in the fault class defined by Section 

3.2.2. And once again, covering all stuck-ats requires 

still another pattern; the complement of any pattern used to 

sensitize shorts will accomplish this. 

The sequence used for the 4-bi t case can be readily 

extended to the 8-bi t case by using 00001111 binary (OF 

hexadecimal) to reduce the problem to two 4-bit cases. 

Since a sequence of 3, 6, 5 will cover the 4-bi t case, 

patterns of 33 (hex), 66, and 55 will then complete the 

sequence. Bits in different hexadecimal digits are set 

equal at the same time as bits within each digit because the 

two digits of each pattern are the same. 

In general, for a word size of w=2!1 bi ts, a minimum of 

n+l patterns are·required to sensitize all possible shorts 

between two bits. Figure 8 gives examples of sequences that 

will test for shorts in 4, 8, 16, and 32-bit elements. 

Notice that each of these patterns contains an equal number 

of zeroes and ones. The order in which the patterns are 

applied does not effect coverage. Any pa.ttern of a sequence 

may be replaced by its complement. Again, completion of 

stuck-at coverage requires one additional pattern, bringing 
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the number of patterns needed to test for both shorts and 

stuck-ats to a total of n+2 (for 2n-bit words). Note that 

this sequence of patterns will sensitize multiple shorts 

between bits and multiple stuck-ats. This is true because 

the sequence sensitizes every possible single short and 

every possible single stuck-at. 

To prove that this sequence can be extended to any 

length, consider the pattern 333 ... 333 hexadecimal (i.e., a 

pattern whose every digit is a 3). As before, bits 0 and 1 

differ from bi ts 2 and 3; however, now bi ts 0 and 1 also 

differ from bits 6 and 7, 10 and 11, or in general, from 

bi ts (2+4k) and ( 3+4k), where k=O, l, 2, etc. Similarly, 

bits 2 and 3 differ from bits (0+4k) and (1+4k}, k=O, 1, 
\ 

etc. Extending the analysis through the entire word, it 

becomes evident that bits (0+4m) and (1+4m) differ from bits 

(2+4k) and (3+4k), where both m and k are integers 0, 1, 2, 

etc. Naturally, bits (0+4k) and (1+4m) are equal, as are 

bi ts (2+4k) and ( 3+4m). This should be obvious from the 

fact that each hexadecimal digit is a 3. 

Now consider pattern 666 ... 666 (hex.) for cases not yet 

covered: bi ts ( 0+4m) differ from bi ts ( 1+4k), and bi ts 

(2+4m) differ from bits (3+4k); also, bits (0+4m) equal bits 

(3+4k) and bits (1+4m) equal bits (2+4k). 



Word 
Size 

4 (n=2) 

8 (n=3) 

16 (n=4) 

32 (n=5) 
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Sequences 
Length Patterns 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3 / 6, 5 

OF, 33, 66, 55 

OOFF, OFOF, 3333, 6666, 5555 

OOOOFFFF, OOFFOOFF, OFOFOFOF, 
33333333, 66666666, 55555555 

Figure 8: Short sensitizing sequences. 

All patterns in hexadecimal. 
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At this point it only remains to set bits (i+4m) opposite 

to bits (i+4k), where i=O, 1, 2, or 3, and excluding k=m, 

and to set bits (0+4m) equal to bits (2+4k) and bits (1+4m) 

equal to bits (3+4k), where k may now equal m. The criteria 

for bi ts being equal are fulfilled by any of the patterns 

555 ... 555, AAA ... AAA, 000 ... 000, and FFF ... FFF. This, 

however, gives no help in fulfilling the first criterion. 

In fact, no single pattern can set all bits (i+4m) opposite 

to all bits (i+4k), m not equal to k, because these 

requirements are not independent. But half can be covered 

by the pattern FOFO ... FO. It now remains to set bits (i+8m) 

opposite to bits (i+8k), where mis not equal to k. Half of 

these requirements can be fulfilled by the pattern 

FFOOFFOO ... FFOO, leaving bits (i+l6m) to be set opposite to 

bi ts ( i + 16k) , m not equal to k. The remainder of the 

sequence should now be obvious: FFFFOOOOFFFFOOOO ... , 

FFFFFFFFOOOOOOOO ... , etc. 

Certain other sequences of the same length can also be 

shown to cover all short and stuck-at faults. Figure 9 

lists some of the different sequences that will verify 8-bit 

data elements; these can readily be extended to any word 

size using the analysis presented above. In each of the 

sequences shown, the first three patterns take care of 

setting the bits of each pair to opposite values; the fourth 
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finishes making bi ts in each pair equal and so can be 

replaced by zero. The fifth pattern is the complement of 

one of the first four patterns to complete stuck-at 

coverage. Note that sequence (11) is the same as sequence 

( 10) except that several patterns have been replaced by 

their complements. 

An even more thorough test of a register array is 

possible by treating all of the registers in the array as 

arranged end to end to form one long word. A sequence could 

then be applied to test for shorts between bits of different 

registers as well as within one register. For example, if 

there were eight 16-bi t registers in the register array, 

then they could be treated as one 128-bit word, requiring 9 

(7+2) patterns of 128 bits each. A program counter (PC) 

contained in the register array, however, could not be 

included in this technique since the PC cannot be loaded 

with data patterns. The time required for such a test makes 

this technique inappropriate for the self-test under 

consideration, but it should be considered for applications 

where speed is not critical. 

The technique described above overlaps testing for 

stuck-ats with testing for shorts. Further, as the patterns 
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( 1) OF, 33, 66, 55; cc 
( 2) OF, 66, 55, 00; 99 

(3) OF, 33, 55, 00; AA 

(4) OF, 33, 66, 00; FO 

( 5 ) OF, SA, 66, S5; cc 
(6) OF, 33, SA, 55; AA 

( 7 ) SA, 33, 66, 55; 99 

(8) OF, 63, 36, 55; 9C 

(9) OF, 63, 36, C6; C9 

(10) 36, 6C, SS, C6; AA 

(11) C9, 6C, AA, C6; 55 

Figure 9: Sequences testing 8-bit elements for shorts 
between any two bits and for stuck-ats. 

All patterns in hexadecimal. 
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are moved into processor registers and then retrieved for 

verification, shorts and stuck-ats in the data paths 

employed will also be sensitized, providing additional 

overlap. 

Still more overlap can be attained by combining the 

register select test with a portion of the test for 

stuck-a ts and shorts in the register array. Since several 

different patterns are applied to each register, null select 

faults (where no register is selected) will be sensitized; 

this is true because a null read select always reads the 

same indeterminate value and a null write select leaves the 

intended destination unchanged. 

By distributing different patterns among the different 

registers, erroneous select faults will be sensitized since 

these faults result in the wrong register of the array being 

selected. This can be overlapped with the short and 

stuck-at test by loading the different registers with 

different patterns from the sequences just described. 

Sensitizing multiple read select faults requires that 

these different patterns be logically distinct, where two 

patterns A and B are logically distinct if and only if both 

(A OR B) and (A AND B) equal neither A nor B. This is 

necessary and sufficient to sensitize the fault because a 

multiple read select is defined to read back either the 
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logic OR or logic AND of the contents 

involved. Logically distinct patterns 

produce erroneous data under a multiple 

of the registers 

will therefore 

read fault, and 

hence sensitize the fault. Some logically distinct 8-bi t 

patterns are, in hexadecimal: 55, 33, 66, 36, 6C, OF, and 

their complements; note that these are some of the same 

patterns listed in Figure 9 for sensitizing stuck-ats and 

shorts, so there is no problem overlapping these tests. 

Multiple write select faults will be sensitized by 

loading the registers with different patterns using two 

different orders of loading; the second order is the reverse 

of the first. For example, if a processor contains 

registers RO through R7, and the first order loads RO, then 

Rl, up to R7, then the second order will load R7, then R6, 

down to RO. Since a multiple write fault loads two 

registers with the same data, the two registers will both 

contain the same data after one (and only one) of the two 

load orders. For example, suppose Rl is the true 

destination, TDST (the only register written in absence of 

the fault), and R3 is the erroneous destination, EDST (the 

register loaded along with Rl because of the fault). Under 

this fault, Order 1 will loa.d both Rl and R3 with the 

pattern intended for Rl, but then R3 will be loaded with its 

own pattern and the effect of the fault is lost. However, 
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Order 2 will load R3 with its pattern, and then, because of 

the fault, will load both Rl and R3 with the pattern for Rl; 

therefore R3 will still contain the wrong data after Order 2 

and the fault will remain sensitized. Figure 10 illustrates 

how each load order catches exactly half of the possible 

multiple write faults. 

In summary, the register select test can be overlapped 

with the first two segments of the test for shorts and 

stuck-ats. All select faults except certain multiple writes 

can be sensitized in the first test segment by using 

logically distinct patterns. Remaining multiple writes and 

remaining stuck-ats can be sensitized in the second segment 

by reversing the load order and using the complements of the 

first patterns. Since two complementary patterns have been 

applied, n more patterns will have to be applied to a 

register 2n bi ts wide to complete the test for shorts in 

that register (i.e., to complete the n+2 pattern sequence). 

It is possible to overlap some or all of these remaining 

tests with the tests for boolean functions, described in the 

next section. 

Still more overlap is achieved as these same test 

patterns are moved through various data paths and other 

internal registers, sensitizing stuck-ats and shorts in 

these elements. Note that these elements are more likely to 
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EDST 
TDST RO Rl R2 R3 R4 RS R6 R7 

RO x 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Rl 1 x 2 2 2 2 2 2 

R2 1 1 x 2 2 2 2 2 

R3 1 1 1 x 2 2 2 2 

R4 1 1 1 1 x 2 2 2 

RS 1 1 1 1 1 x 2 2 

R6 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 2 

R7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 

key: x not a fault 

1 fault sensitized by Order 1 

2 fault sensitized by Order 2 

Figure 10: Sensitizing multiple write faults. 
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be arranged such that logically adjacent bits are also 

physically adjacent, which would reduce the complexity of 

testing for shorts between bits. 

Note that exactly what data paths are common to what 

elements may not be clear from the system block diagram, 

which is the only generally available information showing 

the data paths. Therefore it is not appropriate to design a 

separate test for data path faults; rather they are tested 

while testing other, more well defined elements such as 

registers and functions. 

The highly overlapped nature of the self-test is one of 

the original contributions of this thesis work. Detailed 

procedures for writing such an overlapped self-test program 

are discussed in Section 4.3. 

As a final consideration, note that certain registers and 

data paths of the microprocessor may allow only addresses to 

be moved through them. This is true of the address bus and 

program counter (PC); these elements cannot be tested for 

stuck-ats or shorts between adjacent bi ts by applying the 

standard test patterns because only valid addresses can be 

applied for meaningful results. It is possible to add some 

fairly intelligent hardware to allow the sequences to be 

used, but the complexity of this added hardware makes it 

more likely to fail than the elements it tests. It is also 
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possible to split the self-test program ROM between high and 

low memory so as to at least sensitize stuck-at faults in 

the PC or other such elements, but this has a greater impact 

on the system, since it restricts addresses available for 

user memory and I/O 

solution. Stuck-ats 

ports. It is, however, the best 

in the PC or address bus will then 

result in invalid addresses for opcode or data fetches, 

probably causing loss of program control; such failures 

would then be detected by the hardware timeout feature. 

As mentioned in Section 3. 2. 4, it is possible that a 

single register select multiplexer (or demultiplexer) in the 

register array will fail, resulting in a null, erroneous, or 

multiple select for just one bit position. Null selects, 

even for one bit position, will be sensitized while covering 

stuck-ats, since both a 1 and 0 will be verified for each 

bit. This is also true for erroneous write selects, since 

one bit will not be written and so will stay either a 0 or a 

1. Erroneous reads and multiple select faults for a single 

bit position can be sensitized by making each bit of a 

register differ from the corresponding bits in all the other 

registers, and reading back all registers for verification. 

A systematic test could be written to do this as follows: 

1. load all registers but one with pattern X; 
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2. load the remaining register with the complementary 

pattern, X' ; 

3. read back all registers (verify); and then 

4. repeat for each other register. 

The self-test under consideration does not have 

sufficient time to perform this systematic test. However, 

it is certain that most of these single bit select faults 

will be sensitized somewhere during the course of the test. 

This is true because, as will be seen in the next section, 

complementary patterns are used to test many of the boolean 

functions. Also, the variety of patterns employed to detect 

stuck-ats and shorts will themselves sensitize many of these 

multiplexer faults. As will be seen in Section 5.2.5, the 

8080 test detected over 99% of the almost 900 single bit 

select faults simulated. 

It is also possible to integrate testing for these single 

bit select 'faults into the overall test procedures. This 

can be done by making a list of all the different 

combinations of bi ts required in the different registers, 

and choosing patterns to overlap with covering these 

possibilities as well as covering shorts. However, the 

number of combinations that must be considered is well into 

the thousands; also, trying to attain too much overlap 

complicates the test procedures and could result in an 
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inefficient test design. For these reasons the self-test 

design procedures presented in this chapter will not 

specifically attempt to cover these faults. However, if 

these techniques are automated, then it becomes possible to 

test specifically for single bit select failures. This is 

because computer programs have little trouble handling such 

lengthy lists. This idea will be considered further in 

Chapter 7 when ideas for automating self-test design are 

discussed. 

4.1.2 Errors in Boolean Functions 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a self-test will verify a 

boolean function by verifying each entry in the truth table 

for each bit position of that function (1, 8, 18]. If the 

function for a particular bit position has k inputs, then 

there will be 2k entries in its truth table and 2k input 

patterns must be applied to test it. If the different bit 

positions of the function are independent (such as for 

complement and XOR), then 2k test patterns can provide full 

coverage for all bit positions; if not, more test patterns 

may be required. 

Once all 2k input patterns have been applied to a bit 

position of the function, any faults in that truth table 

will ·have been sensitized. To ensure detecting multiple 
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faulty entries in one truth table, the results of each of 

the 2k test vectors should be verified separately; this 

prevents one bad entry from counteracting the effect of 

another and causing both to go undetected. Note that the 

verification must not employ the function under test, or 

again the fault could counteract itself. Recall that the 

single fault assumption allows only one bit position to have 

a faulty truth table but cannot realistically restrict the 

number of faulty entries within that truth table; this is 

because a single line stuck-at 1 or 0 within the logic 

implementing the function could effect numerous entries in 

its truth table. 

As a first example, consider an 8-bi t one's complement 

function; this is implemented by eight 1-input, 1-output 

devices called inverters. Since each bit position is 

independent of the others, only 2 (21) patterns are 

necessary to test this function. The two patterns must be 

one's complements of one another, so that each bit is tested 

for inversion both from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0. 

Two successive complements, with no verification in 

between, would be a very poor test even though they do 

sensitize any faults in the function, because the same 

result will be obtained if no inversion is performed at all. 

Therefore each result must be verified separately. Note 
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that complement functions for registers may be built into 

each register, so that each must be tested individually. 

As an example of a slightly more complex function, 

consider a logical exclusive-OR (XOR) operation; this is 

performed by a set of 2-input, 1-output devices, namely XOR 

gates. The truth table for an XOR gate is shown below: 

Inputs 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Output 
0 
1 
1 
0 

Again, the bit positions are independent of one another, so 

that 4 (2 2 ) input patterns will suffice to verify all the 

truth tables. Any two complementary data patterns, X and 

X', will work. Exclusive-ORing X with X, XOR(X,X), combined 

with XOR(X' , X' ) verifies input patterns of 00 and 11 for 

each XOR gate; similarly, XOR(X,X') and XOR(X' ,X) combine to 

cover input patterns 01 and 10 for all bit positions. 

Again, each test vector should be verified separately, so 

that four verifications are needed, one after each XOR. 

Other logical functions such as AND and OR are tested in a 

completely analogous manner. 

Since the bit positions of these logic functions are 

independent, this test procedure will sensitize faults in 

more than one bit position as well as in a single bit 
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position. When the bit positions are not independent, then 

such multiple faults can conceivably counteract one another. 

As an example of a function where the bit positions are 

not independent of one another, consider an 8-bi t addition 

function; this is performed by eight 3-input, 2-output 

devices called full adders as was shown in Figure 4 in 

Chapter 3. The truth table for a full adder is shown below, 

where inputs X and Y are the addends, and C the carry-in, 

while output C is the carry-out and S the sum: 

Inputs 
x y c - - -0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

Outputs 
c s 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 

The carry-in to one bit position equals the carry-out of 

the next lower position, so that the bit positions are not 

independent. This is a ripple-carry adder, sc> called 

because each bit position must wait for the carries from all 

less significant bit positions before its output becomes 

valid; the carries thus ripple through the adder. However, 

it is still possible to apply all 8 (23) input patterns to 

each bit position using only 8 adds, provided an add with 
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carry instruction is available. If not, then the least 

significant bit position (bit 0) is a 2-input, 2-output 

device known as a half adder, and so has only 4 (22 ) truth 

table entries to verify; it is the same as the full adders 

except that i~ has no carry-in. Still, only eight adds are 

needed to verify all eight truth tables. 

Figure 11 illustrates these eight additions for both 

cases; only the inputs to bit position 0 differ. Additions 

1 through 6 verify truth table entries (XYC) 000, 010, 100, 

111, 011, and 101 respectively. Addition 7 verifies entry 

110 for even numbered bits (bits 0, 2, 4, and 6) and entry 

001 for odd numbered bi ts; similarly, the last addition 

verifies entry 001 for even numbered bits and entry 110 for 

odd numbered bi ts. A half adder in bit position 0 is 

verified by the first four additions (input patterns 00, 01, 

10, and 11 respectively). 

A carry look'-ahead adder is considerably more complex 

than a ripple-carry adder; with carry look-ahead, the 

outputs of the most significant bit position (MSB) are 

functions of all source bits and the carry-in to bit 0 (if 

any). These adders use a lot of extra logic to obtain an 

increase in speed. Fortunately, the amount of logic 

required makes carry look-ahead adders unpopular for 

microprocessors, and they will not be considered further. 
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With add-with-carry Without add-with-carry 
x + y + Cin = Cout, s x + y = Cout, s 

1) 00 + 00 + 0 = 0, 00 00 + 00 = 0, 00 

2) 00 + FF + 0 = 0, FF 00 + FF = 0, FF 

3) FF + 00 + 0 = 0, FF FF + 00 = 0, FF 

4) FF + FF + 1 = 1, FF FF + FF = l, FE 

5) 00 + FF + 1 = 1, 00 01 + FF = 1, 00 

6) FF + 00 + 1 = l, 00 FF + 01 = 1, 00 

7) 55 + 55 + 0 = 0, AA 55 + 55 = 0, AA 

8) AA +AA + 1 = 1 55 AA+ AB = 1, 55 _, 

Figure 11: Verifying full adder truth tables. 

All numbers are hexadecimal. 
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As was mentioned in Chapter 3, almost all processors 

perform subtraction, X-Y, by adding the two's complement of 

Y to X so that X-Y = X + Y' +1. Subtraction with borrow, 

X-Y-C (where C, the carry flag, is O or 1), becomes X+Y'+C' 

(since X-Y-1 = X+Y'+l-1 = X+Y'+O and X-Y-0 = X+Y'+l-0). 

Thus subtraction is merely the combination of a one's 

complement function (for Y') and addition. Since the 

addition is performed by the same logic used for adds, only 

the complement logic must be tested to verify the 

subtraction function; a test for one's complement has 

already been described. Note that compare instructions 

employ subtraction, and hence use the addition logic; 

therefore compares cannot be used to verify results of adder 

tests. Rather, an XOR function should be used. 

An increment function may also use the same addition 

logic, or separate logic using half adders may be employed. 

Half adders are 2-input, 2-output devices: a source bit and 

carry in; a sum and carry out. They are more difficult to 

test than adders because carry (borrow) propagation is not 

as easy. Consider an 8-bit increment function; the logic is 

set up in the same fashion as the 8-bi t adder of Figure 4 

except that now there is only one 8-bit source operand and 

the carry-in to bit 0 is always 1. Once again, the carry-in 
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to one bit position equals the carry-out from the next lower 

position. Half adder input patterns (written SC, where S is 

the source bit and C the carry-in) 10, 11, and 00 can be 

exercised for all bit positions except bit 0 by incrementing 

FE (hexadecimal), FF, and 00, respectively. The patterns FE 

and 00 can be replaced by patterns X and X' -1, where X is 

any even number; for example, AA and 54 (hex.) will also 

combine to cover patterns 10 and 00 for bits 1 through 7. 

However, exercising the half adders in bit positions 1 

through 7 with input pattern 01 requires seven more 

increments; only one bit position can be tested at a time 

because the carry stops propagating at the first position 

with a source input of 0. In general, for an increment 

function w bits wide, w+2 operations are required to fully 

exercise all w truth tables, 3 to cover 10, 11, and 00, and 

w-1 to cover 01. A tradeoff between half adder coverage and 

speed may have to be made here, especially if w is 16 or 32. 

Note, however, that these same half adders may be used to 

increment the program counter and stack pointer, so that 

some additional coverage is provided. 

A decrement function is quite similar. Decrementing 

values of zero, X, and X'+l, where X is now any odd number, 

will cover truth table entries (SB, source bit and 

borrow-in) of 01, 10, and 00. Input 11 is now the problem; 
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again w-1 decrements are required to verify this last entry 

for all bit positions (except bit 0 whose borrow-in is 

always 1). Hence, just as for increment, a total of w+2 

operations are needed to verify all entries of all w truth 

tables. 

If increment and decrement are performed using the full 

adders in the ALU, then the addition logic will be tested by 

the adder test. However, to test the basic functionality of 

these operations, the increment (decrement) instruction 

should still be tested for maximum and minimum carry 

(borrow) propagation. This is accomplished by incrementing 

-1 to test carry propagation through all bit positions, and 

incrementing an even number to test carry propagation 

through no bit positions. Similarly, borrow propagation is 

tested by decrementing 0 (borrow through all bit positions) 

and decrementing an odd number (no borrows). 

Any remaining boolean functions for a particular 

microprocessor are treated in the same manner: verify each 

entry of the truth table for each bit position in the 

function. 

Note that rotate functions do not really operate on data, 

but just move it; as such they can be viewed as data paths, 

with bit i moving to bit i-1 or bit i+l for right or left 
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shifts, respectively. Rotates should thus be tested for 

stuck-ats and shorts between adjacent bi ts in the manner 

described in Section 4.1.1. The same is true if shift 

registers implement the rotate, since again the data is just 

moved over. 

Certain other functions, such as decimal adjustment for 

binary coded decimal (BCD) arithmetic, are better treated as 

micro-operations. This is because such operations depend on 

most or all bits of the source data and possibly on status 

flags as well, as is the case for decimal adjust. Treating 

such an operation as a boolean function results in a truth 

table with too many entries to verify completely in the 

short test time available. They are therefore treated as 

micro-operations and will be discussed in the next section. 

Some simpler operations, such as clear, are also treated as 

micro-operations since they are not functions on data, but 

rather fixed operations on processor elements such as 

registers. 

The proposed test procedure verifies one entry of a truth 

table at a time to prevent a fault from counteracting 

itself. Since the fault will thus be sensitized only once 

before verification, and since a different function will be 

used for the operation of verifying the results, the fault 
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will be unable to counteract itself. This saves having to 

conduct fault simulation to ensure fault detection. 

A test using fewer verifications, that is testing several 

entries in the truth table for one bit position before 

verifying the result, will require fault simulation to prove 

fault detection. This is because the fault can counteract 

itself if several entries in the truth table are faulty. 

Simulation of all possible faults in a truth table can be 

quite a formidable venture. For example, a full adder has 

N = 2 3 = 8 possible input patterns, and M = 2 2 = 4 possible 

output patterns, so that MN -1 = 4 8-1 = 65535 variations of 

the truth table are possible (4 possible output patterns for 

each of the 8 input patterns, less one for the all-correct 

truth table) . 

As a final note, observe that the patterns used to test 

the functions described tend to use complementary data 

patterns. Therefore, any stuck-at faults in the data paths 

leading to or from the functions will be sensitized. Also, 

by quickly following one pattern with its complement, some 

qynamic (transition) faults will be sensitized. By choosing 

these patterns from the sequences that sensitize shorts, 

these function tests can be overlapped with completion of 

the test for shorts in registers. This will be discussed in 

more detail in Section 4.3. 
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4.1.3 Micro-operation and Instruction Decoding Faults 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the basic approach used to 

verify micro-operations and instruction decoding is to 

exercise each micro-operation [7] and instruction class at 

least once during the course of the test. Some instructions 

and/or micro-operations, however, cannot be exercised 

without adding special hardware. For example, testing a 

processor's ability to disable interrupts requires adding 

logic to generate, upon command, a test interrupt; control 

would be passed to the NO-GO routine should the interrupt be 

processed. This may not seem to require too much additional 

hardware, but consider that many processors have the ability 

to buffer an interrupt (i.e., to remember that an interrupt 

is pending) and then process it when interrupts are once 

again enabled. This tends to complicate the problem. Also, 

the hardware added to test this one instruction would 

generally be more apt to fail than the instruction itself, 

so that the net effect would be detrimental. 

The micro-operations are determined from the clock cycle 

by clock cycle breakdown of instructions and the system 

block diagram, both of which can be found in the user's 

manual for the particular microprocessor to be tested. Some 

simplifications are possible by treating certain 

micro-operations separately; these are register selection 
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within a register array, treated in Section 4 .1.1, and 

condition evaluation, which will be treated later in this 

section. This saves having separate micro-operations for 

reading and writing each individual register in the array or 

for evaluating each condition, and so reduces the number of 

micro-operations that need to be considered. 

Micro-operations are determined based on the movement of 

data from element to element and any functions activated; 

exercising all micro-operations will verify the circuitry 

controlling these operations [7]. Note that here the 

functions are totally independent of the data involved, 

since the micro-operation is only responsible for activating 

the proper function. Other micro-operations are responsible 

for moving the data to the inputs of the function and still 

others for storing the results; all are independent of the 

actual data involved. Each micro-operation thus represents 

a set of control signals within the microprocessor. Refer 

to Chapter 5 for an example of the micro-operations 

determined for the 8080. 

A possible enhancement of the above micro-operation 

analysis is to differentiate between identical micro-

operations performed during different clock cycles; that is, 

each micro-operation would be flagged according to the clock 

cycle during which it is activated. Each micro-operation 
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would then be tested in each of its possible time slots. 

This has the advantage of associating a little more control 

circuitry with each micro-operation, but it has the 

disadvantage of increasing the number of micro-operations to 

be considered. This method was not employed during this 

research; it is suggested only as a possible enhancement of 

the current technique. 

When preparing to write a CPU self-test, it is helpful to 

make a checklist to aid in covering all of the instruction 

classes. This checklist should have an entry for each 

instruction class, and for each addressing mode, both read 

and write, which the microprocessor supports. The 

assumption here is that if an addressing mode works for one 

instruction, it will work for others as well since the same 

basic sequence of micro-operations is performed. 

Some of the instruction classes will require more than 

one check on the checklist; for example, an add with carry 

instruction should be checked for carries of both O and 1. 

Similarly, a compare instruction should be checked for both 

equal and not-equal results. A decimal adjustment 

instruction should have checklist entries for no-adjustment, 

adjustment due to flags, and adjustment due to a digit 

greater than 9; further, these three possibilities should be 

checked for each nibble (i.e., each BCD digit) since 
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separate logic will be employed to adjust different nibbles. 

However, since the adjustment is performed for the whole 

word at once, all nibbles are tested for one of their three 

entries simultaneously. Note that proper BCD arithmetic 

never produces a result with both a digit greater than 9 and 

a carry from that digit, so this condition need not be 

tested. 

Condition evaluation is also included on the checklist; 

there should be two entries for each of the possible 

conditions, one for true and one for false. This will 

ensure verifying each condition evaluation micro-operation 

for both true and false results and will also verify that 

the condition flags can be both 0 and 1. 

Refer to Chapter 5 for an example of a complete checklist 

developed for the 8080. A checklist for a simple example 

processor will be presented in Section 4.3. 

Checking off each entry on the checklist will inevitably 

cover almost all the micro-operations. Those not covered 

will be micro-operations only activated by some special case 

w:i thin an instruction class. Instructions covering these 

special case micro-operations should be added to the 

checklist so that completion of the checklist will cover 

both all instruction classes and all micro-operations. If 

any one of a set of different instructions will cover a 
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given special case micro-operation, then only a single check 

representing the entire set should be added to the 

checklist. This gives the test designer the most 

flexibility in choosing the instructions to use for the test 

program. 

Note that covering all micro-operations will in general 

not even come close to covering all entries on the 

checklist. This is because most micro-operations are common 

to several instruction classes. The checklist is therefore 

a more powerful tool for verifying the control circuitry of 

the processor. It has the advantage of reducing the number 

of micro-operations that need to be considered to just a few 

special case micro-operations. The checklist can easily be 

determined from the information in the user's manual. 

By filling in the complete checklist, most faults in the 

processor's decoding and control circuitry will be 

sensitized. Only a decoder fault sensitized just by one 

particular opcode would be likely to escape. Certainly any 

gross errors will be sensitized. Recall that should a fault 

cause the microprocessor to lose program control, the 

hardware timeout feature will detect the fault. Note also 

that subtle control failures, such as a fault active for 

only one opcode or only a particular sequence of opcodes, 

could possibly cause memory or I/O tests to fail as these 
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tests will employ some instruction sequences and opcodes not 

covered by the CPU test. 

4.1. 4 Pattern Sensitive Faults 

A separate pattern sensi ti vi ty test can be included in 

addition to the basic CPU test; this test will require 

multiple test passes due to the large number of patterns 

that must be employed. The basic methodology to sensitize 

pattern sensitivities is to test an element with one 

pattern, 

this is 

applied 

increment the pattern, and test the element again; 

repeated until all possible patterns have been 

[l, 2, 3]. This is not too bad for 8-bit data, 

since only 256 patterns are needed, but 16-bit data requires 

65536 patterns. And to exhaustively test a function with 

two 16-bit operands requires over 4 billion operations. 

As an example, consider testing registers for pattern 

sensitivities; each register must be tested for the ability 

to store every possible pattern. One way to do this is to 

load each register with zero, and then increment each 

register until the last register returns to zero. Then all 

the registers are checked to verify that each contains zero. 

For variety, some of the registers can be decremented 

instead of incremented; they will still return to zero after 

the same number of operations. Due to the short test time 
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available, even this one pattern sensitivity test may have 

to be partitioned into several segments. 

Because of the vast number of operations required before 

even considering verification of the results, 

be said about pattern sensitivity tests 

no more will 

here. The 

interested reader is referred to references (1, 3, 5, 20] 

for more information. 
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4.2 INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND GUIDELINES 

This section will present some general guidelines for 

writing a CPU self-test before systematic procedures are 

detailed in Section 4.3. The idea is to acquaint the reader 

with some of the tradeoffs involved in this type of 

self-test program, and some general things to do and to 

avoid when writing the program. 

The self-test strategy can be summarized as follows: 

moving certain test patterns though the processor elements, 

performing various functions on those patterns, and 

verifying certain results. 

The CPU test program will consist of a number of blocks, 

each performing a series of operations and then verifying 

the final result. Due to the constraint on test time, the 

self-test cannot verify all registers and flags after each 

test block. However, by designing the test so as not to 

write over information unnecessarily, a fault sensitized but 

not detected in one block will carry over into the next 

block and may be detected there. For example, a test block 

may require loading a certain pattern into a register; if 

possible, this would be done using an ADD, XOR, or like 

operation, that makes use of the current value of the 

register, instead of a MOV that just writes over the current 

value. This is not always possible since some 
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microprocessors can only store results of arithmetic and 

logic operations in a special accumulator register. 

Operations such as add, subtract, and XOR are good for 

generating test results since only the current status flags 

are lost, while the current data value is incorporated into 

the next value. The best operations are add with carry and 

subtract with borrow, since these operations combine even 

the current carry flag into the next result. On the other 

hand, functions such as AND and OR should be avoided while 

testing other functions, since they mask over bi ts of the 

current value. For example, suppose an accumulator register 

contains 27 and a register being tested for stuck-ats 

contains 54 instead of 55 due to a stuck-at-0. If this 

register is read back using an OR function, the result will 

be 77, which is the same result that 55 will produce. 

However, if an add is used, the result will be 7B instead of 

7C and the fault can be detected. 

The results of the operations performed in a test segment 

are verified by means of the processor's condition flags and 

conditional transfers. By far the best verification is 

provided by the zero flag, since this is the only condition 

that verifies all bits of a result. This is also the most 

natural condition to use; the test result is compared with 

the expected result and the processor fails the test if they 
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are unequal. The sign flag, on the other hand, only 

verifies the most significant bit (MSB) of the result and 

thus has very limited verification ability. A parity flag 

will detect single bit errors, but after a series of 

operations, a fault may well effect several bi ts of the 

result. A carry flag is really a separate part of the 

result, and thus does not provide much help in verifying the 

whole result. So the zero flag is the best means of 

verifying most results. Each test block should set the zero 

flag with its last operation, and then verify the result 

with a branch on zero or nonzero. Of course the zero flag 

and zero condition evaluation logic must themselves be 

tested. 

The next consideration is how often to verify test 

results; i.e., how many operations should be performed 

before comparing the test result with the expected result? 

Frequent verifications give the best fault coverage but 

increase test time. Too few verifications can allow a fault 

to counteract itself or, with elements such as flags, to 

simply escape notice. This is the main tradeoff of the 

self-test: frequency of verification versus speed. 

The proposed test is performed in such a manner that most 

faults will be sensitized only once before the test vector 

is verified, thereby preventing the fault from counteracting 
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itself. This technique has already been proposed for 

testing boolean functions and the next section will describe 

procedures for testing registers in this manner. The 

technique is not as applicable to data paths, but the large 

number of patterns that traverse common data paths during 

the course of the test provides a high probability of 

detecting these faults as well. 

When considering tradeof f s between test coverage and 

speed, it is helpful to identify the most commonly used 

operations and the less common, special purpose operations. 

The most common operations should be tested thoroughly, 

while more obscure operations may not need to be tested at 

all. For example, does it really matter that a CPU has a 

faulty decimal adjust operation if the application does not 

involve any BCD arithmetic? Identifying such unused 

operations allows the available test time to be spent more 

profitably, thoroughly testing more important elements. 

The self-test must prevent a faulty processor from 

sucessfully outputting the GO signal after losing program 

control and somehow finding its way to the GO status 

routine. This can be accomplished by making the GO routine 

calculate the needed status output word based on various 

intermediate results from some of the different test blocks 

[ 12] . A result can be stored in a RAM location by each 
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chosen test block; the contents of some processor registers 

after the last test block should also be involved. The RAM 

locations used should be written over before the GO routine 

exits, so that the next test pass must once again generate 

and store the results. This technique makes it virtually 

impossible for the processor to lose control and still 

successfully output the correct GO status. Note that this 

procedure can also detect a fault that was sensitized during 

a test block but then counteracted itself before 

verification. This will happen if the fault produced an 

erroneous intermediate result which was then stored for use 

in generating the GO signal. Provided the fault does not 

counteract itself once again during the GO routine 

calculations, it will be detected by an erroneous GO status. 

As a final note, certain patterns have been found to be 

hazardous to self-test fault coverage under certain 

sequences of operations; these patterns are 0 and -1. In a 

series of add with carry operations, zero and -1 become 

interchangeable. This is because adding -1 decrements the 

on-going sum and generates a carry-out; the next add with 

carry then adds in this carry of 1 along with the next 

datum, so that the net effect of the two adds is to add zero 

and the next datum. Hence, zero and -1 cannot be 

distinguished in a series of adds with carry; the same is 

true for subtracts with borrow. 
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4.3 WRITING THE SELF-TEST PROGRAM 

This section will discuss some specific procedures for 

writing the various test blocks that comprise the self-test 

program. While writing these blocks, the test designer 

should keep referring to the checklist described in Section 

4 .1. 3 for aid in deciding what instructions to use. This 

will avoid having redundant tests of one operation 

(instruction class) when another, as yet untested operation 

could be employed. 

4.3.1 The Test Begins 

The first part of the self-test will check for register 

select faults and stuck-ats and for some of the possible 

shorts between bits in the registers. 

most of the conditional branches for 

It will also verify 

both transfer and 

no-transfer, with the rest tested in later blocks. This 

overlaps with testing for stuck flags and provides partial 

verification (sign, carry, etc. ) of intermediate results. 

Unconditional branches are verifi,ed at the very start of 

this segment. 

The patterns needed for 

were described in Section 

this overlapped register test 

4.1.1, along with some basic 

methods. This part of the self-test consists of two main 

blocks, corresponding to the two load orders needed to test 
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for multiple write select faults and the two complementary 

patterns needed to sensitize stuck-ats. All possible 

registers of the register array are tested here, including 

the stack pointer (SP); only the PC and internal, temporary 

registers are omitted. Internal registers must be tested 

indirectly, while performing certain operations, and so will 

be verified somewhere during the course of the test; more 

will be said about this later. 

If the microprocessor does not have an accumulator 

register separate from the register array, then one of the 

registers of the array should be used as an accumulator; a 

memory location can- sometimes be used, but this will slow 

down the test. 

The specific procedure for this part of the test is 

outlined below: 

1. Load all possible registers with logically distinct 

patterns using various load instructions. Each 

pattern is the first of a sequence that sensitizes 

shorts between bits. 

2. Test unconditional branch(es). 

3. Verify the contents of the accumulator register. 

4. Readback each register, adding it to or subtracting 

it from the accumulator register. Use adds with 

carry and subtracts with borrow to avoid losing 
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information. An intermeditate result should be 

stored for use in calculating the GO status word. 

5. Test various conditional branches during Step 3. 

6. Compare the final result, including carry, with the 

expected result, and fail the CPU if they differ. 

7. Load the registers with the complements of their 

first patterns in reverse order from Step ]:; this 

sensitizes remaining stuck-at and multiple write 

faults. 

8. Verify the contents of the accumulator register. 

9. Repeat Step 4, using a somewhat different order of 

operations and different opcodes {where possible). 

10. Repeat Step 5, testing different conditions. 

11. Verify the result. 

The first test block, Steps 1-6, will sensitize any 

multiple read select faults, as was explained in Section 

4.1.1. Erroneous register select faults will also be 

sensitized by this first block. If one of the registers of 

the register array is used as the accumulator, care must be 

~aken to ensure that, after each add or subtract, the 

contents of this accumulator register are still logically 

distinct from the contents of the next register to be read 

back. If they are not, then a fault that selects the 

accumulator register along with this next register will 
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escape detection. Using . this technique, the first test 

block will detect all multiple reads and erroneous selects 

(both reads and writes) provided the selection of only one 

register is faulty. 

If more than one register of the array has faulty 

selection, then it is conceivable, though unlikely, that 

these faults will counteract each other and produce the 

correct final result. However, faults escaping this first 

test block still face the rest of the test and will most 

likely be detected, especially since an intermediate result 

of this test block will be stored and used in calculating 

the GO status signal. Still, simulation of these particular 

faults is recommended to guarantee detection. 

Null select faults should also be detected by this first 

test block. However, since the original contents of the 

registers are unknown (they depend on the user software at 

the time of interrupt), it is conceivable that a register 

already contains the test pattern that is to be loaded in 

Step 1. Therefore, it is conceivable that a null write 

select would not be sensitized. Similarly, since the value 

read back by a null read select is indeterminate, it is 

remotely possible that such a fault would not be sensitized 

by the first block. These cases are extremely unlikely and 

regardless, the remaining test blocks will certainly detect 
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such faults since several different patterns will be 

verified. 

The second test block (Steps 7-11) finishes the test for 

stuck-ats and for multiple write selects. If a register of 

the register array is used for the accumulator, then care 

must once again be taken to ensure that after each readback 

(in Step 9), the contents of this register are different 

from the contents of the next register to be read back. If 

the two registers are equal, then a fault resulting in a 

multiple write to this next register when the accumulator is 

written will not be sensitized. It is no longer necessary 

that the accumulator be kept logically distinct because 

multiple reads have already been detected, but it must be 

kept at least different. 

Without Steps 3 and 8, stuck-ats and shorts between 

adjacent bi ts in the accumulator register may be able to 

counteract before a test block verifies its result, since 

the fault wi 11 most likely be sensitized several times. 

Chances of such a fault escaping detection throughout the 

whole test are slim, and storing an intermediate result for 

use in generating the GO signal further lessens the danger. 

However, to absolutely prevent counteraction, the contents 

of the accumulator are verified in Steps 3 and 8 before 

adding in (or subtracting) any of the other registers. When 
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a register of the register array is used for the 

accumulator, this verification will also ensure detecting a 

multiple read fault affecting the selection of just this 

register; without this verification, counteraction is again 

possible because this fault is sensitized more than once. 

For processors having a special accumulator separate from 

the register array, micro-operation faults causing the 

accumulator to be written along with a register of the 

register array, or vice versa, can also be detected by this 

test segment. The accumulator is loaded before any of the 

other registers to detect a fault disturbing it when writing 

to the register array. In Steps 4 and 9 of the test 

procedure, the accumulator is written many times, thereby 

sensitizing a fault disturbing the register array when 

writing the accumulator. By varying the order of readback 

between Steps 4 and 9, the fault will most likely be 

detected; again, counteraction is conceivable, so that fault 

simulation is recommended. 

Counteraction is most possible for a fault in a data path 

or internal register, since this fault will probably be 

sensitized numerous times during any one test block. 

However, the chances of such a fault escaping detection 

throughout the entire test are very slim, especia~ly when 

some intermediate results are stored for use in calculating 

the GO status. 
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Faults disturbing the program counter (PC) when writing 

other registers will cause 

least an unexpected branch; 

hardware timeout feature or 

loss of program control or at 

this will be detected by the 

the remainder of the test. 

Likewise, faults disturbing a register when writing PC (and 

PC is written by every branch if not after each opcode 

fetch) will corrupt data in the register · and should be 

detected by this test segment. 

During Step 5 of the procedure, the branch on nonzero 

instruction should be tested for branch (nonzero condition 

true) to verify that it can indeed branch. This is 

necessary because this instruction will be used throughout 

the self-test for verifying that the test result equals the 

expected result, and branching to the NO-GO routine if they 

differ. When testing conditional transfers for branching, 

the transfer under test is followed by an unconditional 

branch to the NO-GO routine; if the conditional transfer 

works correctly, it jumps around this unconditional branch 

and the test continues. 

4.3.2 An Example of the First Two Test Blocks 

As an example of this procedure, a test will be developed 

for a mythical 8-bi t microprocessor. This processor has 

four 8-bi t registers in a register array and a separate 
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11-bit program counter, PC; there is no separate accumulator 

and no stack pointer. Figure 12 shows the system block 

diagram for this processor. There are two temporary 

registers, an 8-bit TMPl and a 3-bit TMP2; together, these 

registers form an 11-bit address register. The address can 

be transferred to either the address bus buffer (for memory 

reads and writes) or to the PC (for branching). TMPl is 

also used to latch the first source operand for ALU 

operations such as ADD, since only one source operand can be 

read out of the register array at a time. 

There are three status flags: S (sign), Z (zero), and C 

(carry). There are six conditions: negative (LT, S=l), 

non-negative (GE, S=O), zero (EQ, Z=l), nonzero (NE, Z=O), 

carry (CS, C=l), and no-carry (CC, C=O). 

Figure 13 summarizes the instruction set for the 

processor. Operands for instructions, shown in the figure 

as x and y, are either registers, constants, or memory 

location addresses (labels). There are thus three 

addressing modes: register, immediate (constants), and 

direct (where the address is specified after the opcode). 

For example, MOV #5, R2 moves the constant 5 into register 

R2, while MOV MEM, RO moves the contents of memory location 

MEM into RO. 
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Figure 12: Block diagram of the example processor. 



Mnemonic 

JMP label 

BEQ/BNE 

BLT/BGE 

BCS/BCC 

MOV x,y 

ADD x,y 

SUB x,y 

ADDWC x,y 

SUBWB x,y 

CMP x,y 

INC x 

DEC x 

XOR x,y 

AND x,y 

OR x,y 

HALT 

Flags 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

all 

all 

all 

all 

all 

all 

all 

s,z 

s,z 
s,z 
none 
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Operation 

Unconditional branch 

Branch on zero/nonzero 

Branch on negative/non-negative 

Branch on carry/no-carry 

Move x to y 

Add x to y 

Subtract x from y 

Add x+C to y (add with carry) 

Subtract x+C from y (subtract 
with borrow) 

Compare x with y; set flags for x-y 

Increment x 

Decrement x 

Exclusive-OR x with y; store 
result in y 

Logic AND x with y 

Logic OR x with y 

Stop the processor 

Figure 13: Instruction set of example processor. 
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Figure 14 shows the checklist for this processor. Note 

that the three addressing modes require five checks total, 

since both reads and writes are possible for register and 

direct addressing. There are also two blanks for each 

condition and for ADDWC, SUBWB, CMP, INC, and DEC. 

Increment and decrement operations are performed by the 

addition logic in the ALU, and so each is tested only for 

maximum and minimum carry (or borrow) propagation. (The 

program counter has its own built-in increment circuitry.) 

The HALT entry has a star instead of a blank for a check 

because the extra hardware needed to test HALT outweighs the 

benefits of testing it. Note also that HALTs are not 

commonly used in applications programs. 

The first block of the test will load the registers with 

logically distinct patterns in order, from RO to R3. The 

unconditional branch, JMP, will then be tested. Should JMP 

fail such that the processor continues sequentially, a HALT 

will be executed to stop the processor; the hardware timeout 

will then detect the fault. 

Since there is no accumulator separate from the register 

array, RO will be used for the accumulator after first 

verifying its contents (to prevent a fault in RO from 

counteracting itself). Three operations will suffice to 

read back Rl, R2, and R3, accumulating a final result in RO. 



Instruction 

JMP 

Bee 

ADD 

SUB 

MOV 

XOR 

AND 

OR 

ADD WC C=O 

SUBWB C=O 

CMP Equal 

INC -1 

DEC 0 

HALT *** 

Classes 

C=l 

C=l 

Unequal __ 

Even No. 

Odd No. 
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Condition Evaluation 

Condition True False 

EQ 

NE 

LT 

GE 

cs 
cc 

Addressing Modes 

Type 

Register 

Immediate 

Direct 

Read Write 

Figure 14: Checklist for example processor. 
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Care must be taken to keep RO logically distinct from the 

next register to be read back in order to detect multiple 

read select faults. Between operations, conditional 

transfers are tested. The final result, including carry, is 

then verified. 

Figure 15 shows the instructions employed to implement 

this first test block; NOGO is the NO-GO (fault detected) 

routine. Note that the patterns 36, CC, 66, and OE are all 

logically distinct. Also note that JMP must really be 

tested in line 5 of the test block before it can be reliably 

used in lines 14 and 19 to detect faults. Finally, note 

that line 12 stores an intermediate result to be used later 

in generating the GO status. 

Lines 1-4 of the test block write the registers using 

Load Order 1. Line 3 uses direct addressing to load R2 with 

a pattern stored in a memory location labelled MEM66. To 

guarantee detecting faults in RO that are sen.si ti zed by 

pattern 36 hexadecimal, the contents of RO are verified in 

lines 7 and 8 before RO is used as the accumulator. These 

lines can also detect a fault in the TMPl register and some 

of the data paths, as the pattern 36 is moved through these 

elements. 

The additions and subtractions in lines 9, 11, and 15 of 

the test block were chosen in such a manner as to keep RO 
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;Load the registers in Order 1 

1) BLOCKl: 
2) 

MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 

#36H, 
#OCCH, 
MEM66, 
#OFH, 

3) 
4) 

5) 
6) 

7) 
8) 

9) 
10) 
11) 

12) 

13) 
14) 

15) 
16) 

17) 
18) 
19) 

JMP 
HALT 

Xl: CMP 
BNE 

Xl 

RO, 
NOGO 

ADD R3, 
BLT NOGO 
SUBWB Rl, 

MOV RO, 

BNE X2 
JMP NOGO 

X2 : ADDWC R2 I 

BCS NOGO 

CMP 
BEQ 
JMP 

RO, 
BLOCK2 
NOGO 

RO 
Rl 
R2 
R3 

;R0=36 Hex 
;Rl=CC 
;R2=66 
;R3=0F 

;Test JMP 
;Faulty JMP! 

#36H ;Verify RO contents 
; & Z=l, NE False 

RO ;R0=45, C=O 
;Verify S=O, LT false 

RO ;R0=79, C=l 

STRGl ;Store result for use ... 
;in generating GO status. 
;Verify Z=O, NE True 
;Fault somewhere! 

RO ;RO=EO, C=O 
;Verify C=O, CS false 

#OEOH ;Verify result in RO 
;Test Z=l, EQ true 
;Fault! 

Figure 15: Test Block One. 
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logically distinct from the other registers. If an 

ADD Rl, RO were performed in line 9, then RO would become 02 

and so would not be logically distinct from either R2 or R3. 

A register select fault reading back the logic OR of RO and 

R2 (or R3) instead of just R2 (or just R3) would then not be 

sensitized in this first test block, since 66 OR 02 equals 

66 (and OF OR 02 equals OF). The test sequence shown in 

Figure 15 avoids this problem by keeping RO logically 

distinct from all other registers. 

If RO were not logically distinct from R2 in line 11 of 

the test block shown, then there would still be no problem; 

this is because RO will change before R2 is read back. 

However, RO must be logically distinct from R2 after line 

13, since R2 will be read back in line 15. 

Note that a fault causing a multiple read when selecting 

RO would be detected by the verification of RO in lines 7 

and 8. This kind of fault could conceivably escape 

detection by the remainder of the test block, since it would 

be sensitized three times (lines 9, 11, and 15). 

Figure 16 shows the second test block; here the order in 

which the registers are loaded has been reversed, completing 

sensitization of multiple write fc.ul ts. The registers are 

now loaded with the complements of the patterns used in the 

first block, completing sensitization of stuck-at faults. 
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Loading complementary patterns also has the advantage of 

forcing the register to make a transition in all of its 

bits, possibly sensitizing a dynamic fault. Note that the 

loads are accomplished using adds and subtracts, to avoid 

writing over the results of the first test block. 

Register Rl is now used as the accumulator, exercising 

the ability of this processor to use different registers as 

the destination operand of ALU instructions. As Rl is used 

as the accumulator, it must be kept different from the next 

register to be read back in order to detect remaining 

multiple write faults; that is, the result stored in Rl at 

line 7 must not equal R2 because R2 is the next register to 

be read back (in line 9). Similarly, the result of line 9 

must not equal the contents of R3. 

This block tests different conditional transfers than the 

first block. Different opcodes are employed for the 

instructions reading back the registers. The order in which 

the registers are read back is also different; this is done 

to sensitize faults that disturb one register when reading 

another, or sensitivities to transitions in register 

selection. These faults are rather obscure and so were not 

defined in Chapter 3; they are mentioned here only in the 

interest of completeness. Using ADDs and SUBs instead of 

MOVs in lines 1-4 also helps to uncover faults such as 

these. 
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;Load registers in Order 2 

1) BLOCK2: ADD #OElH, R3 ;R3=FO Hex 
2) ADD #33H, R2 ;R2=99 
3) SUB #99H, Rl ;Rl=33 
4) SUB MEMl 7, RO ;RO=C9 

5) CMP Rl, #33H ;Verify Rl 
6) BNE NOGO 

7) ADD RO, Rl ;Rl=E'C, C=O 
8) BGE NOGO ;Verify S=l, GE false 
9) ADDWC R2, Rl ;Rl=95, C=l 
10) BCS X3 ;Verify C=l, cs true 
11) JMP NOGO ;Fault! 

12) X3: SUBWB R3, Rl ;Rl=A4, C=l 

13) MOV Rl, STRG2 ;Save a result to use ... 
; in generating GO status 

14) BCC NOGO ;Verify C=l, cc false 
15) BLT X4 ; Verify S=l, LT true 
16) JMP NOGO ;Fault! 

17) X4: XOR #OA4H, Rl ;Verify result; Rl=OO 
18) BNE NOGO ;Fault if not zero! 

Figure 16: Test Block Two. 
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Once again, an intermediate result is stored (line 13) 

for later use in calculating the GO status word. Finally, 

note that the verification in line 17 employs an 

exclusive-OR function instead of a compare; this is done 

because three compares have already been used. 

The checklist of Figure 14 is repeated in Figure 17 with 

checks in the entries covered by instructions in these two 

test blocks. Even though all of the condition evaluations 

have not been covered, all three flags have been verified 

for being both 0 and 1. The entries not checked will be 

covered by later test blocks, except for HALT, which will 

not be tested. 



Instruction Classes 

JMP X 

Bee x 
ADD x 
SUB x 
MOV x 
XOR x 
AND 

OR 

ADDWC C=O x C=l 

SUBWB C=O x C=l 

x 
x 

CMP Equal X Unequal ~-

INC -1 Even No. 

DEC 0 Odd No. 

HALT *** 
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Condition Evaluation 

Condmtion True False 

EQ X 

NE 

LT 

GE 

cs 
cc 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

Addressing Modes 

Type 

Register 

Immediate 

Direct 

Read Write 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

Figure 17: Checklist after first two test blocks. 
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4.3.3 Soecial Considerations 

Some microprocessors (such as the 8080) have both 8-bit 

and 16-bit register selection modes, in order to drive both 

an 8-bit data bus and a 16-bit address bus. If this is true 

for the microprocessor to test, then the basic procedure 

described in this section should be repeated for the second 

word size. Two test blocks will again be required; coverage 

of shorts in the registers should continue in these blocks. 

To save test time, this test should be further overlapped 

with a test for some new operations. 

Some microprocessors (such as the Texas Instruments 9900) 

do not have an internal register array, but use a segment of 

external RAM, called a workspace, for register memory; the 

workspace can be relocated in memory to eliminate having to 

save registers on stack one by one. In this case, register 

selection can still be verified in the same manner, testing 

the micro-operations that perform the selection. However, 

the stuck-at and short faults will change as the workspace 

is relocated. Since the CPU test does not have time to 

save, test, and restore several different workspaces, the 

test for these faults is passed to a RAM test, which can 

test the different workspace areas over a series of test 

passes. Between the CPU test checking register selection 

micro-operations and the RAM test verifying the integrity of 
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the actual memory, the processor registers will be tested 

completely. 

As a final note on the register test, observe that the 

additions and subtractions used to read back the registers 

will sensitize many faults in the adder logic. But since 

several operations are performed before the result is fully 

verified, an adder fault can counteract itself. Still, many 

of these faults will be detected. Similarly, faults in any 

internal registers employed during these test blocks may 

also be detected, but again there is a chance for 

counteraction. Simulation of stuck-at and short faults in 

these internal registers should be conducted to determine 

the exact coverage. 
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4.3.4 The Test Continues: Verifying Functions 

Methods for sensitizing faults in boolean functions were 

detailed in Sec ti on 4. 1 . 2 . The patterns needed to test 

typical functions were also discussed. The main point to 

recall here is that one entry of the truth table for each 

bit position is verified at a time to prevent multiple bad 

entries from counteracting one another. 

Under the single fault assumption, only one bit position 

can be faulty at a time. For functions where the bit 

positions are independent of one another, this restriction 

is not necessary, since one faulty bit position cannot 

counteract a fault in another bit position. The assumption 

applies to functions where the bit positions are not 

independent, such as addition. However, by applying many 

combinations of patterns during the course of the test, 

multiple faulty bit positions will almost surely be detected 

for these functions as well. This is especially true for 

adders, since numerous additions, subtractions, and 

comparisons are performed during the test. 

A test segment is required for each of the functions the 

processor can perform. These tests should: 

1. employ patterns from the short sensitizing sequences 

to continue the test for shorts between bits in the 

registers; 
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2. whenever possible, use operations not yet checked off 

on the checklist; 

3. employ previously unused opcodes, when possible; 

4. avoid, if possible, writing over results from the 

previous test block; and 

5. load pairs of registers with complementary patterns 

to detect single bit register select faults; recall 

that testing most functions requires complementary 

patterns anyway. 

As an example, a test segment verifying the XOR function 

of the example processor will now be developed. For clarity 

of example as well as to continue the test for shorts, the 

patterns X=FO and X'=OF (hexadecimal) are chosen. Since 

these patterns are complements of one another, their 

coverage of shorts is identical. Recall that all stuck-ats 

in the registers have already been covered by the first two 

blocks. 

Figure 18 shows the instructions implementing this test 

segment. Lines 1 and 3 load RO and Rl using ADDs to avoid 

writing over their values after Test Block 2. Line 2 tests 

a register to register MOV; note that any fault in RO will 

be propagated to R2. An XOR RO, R2 in line 4 would 

therefore fail to verify that RO contains FO since the 
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result would be the same (zero) as long as R2 equalled RO, 

regardless of the actual contents of RO. For this reason, 

the function XOR(X' ,X) is tested first, producing a result 

of FF, in the absence of faults, which is then verified in 

lines 5 and 6. 

At this point the test has verified that RO=FO, Rl=OF, 

R2=FO, and R2=FF; incidentally, FF is another pattern from 

the short sensitizing sequence. Further, XOR has been 

verified for inputs 10 in bit positions 0-3 and inputs 01 in 

bit positions 4-7. Finally, the contents of RO and Rl after 

Block 2 and the register to register MOV have also been 

verified. Register Rl has therefore been verified for 

pattern 00, which was written in line 17 of Block 2, but was 

not read back and verified; this is noteworthy because zero 

is a pattern from the short sensitizing sequences. 

The order of operations in lines 1-3 was chosen to detect 

any single bit multiple write select faults activated when 

writing Rl. Registers RO, R2, and R3 all contain FO when Rl 

is written with OF in line 3. Therefore a fault that writes 

a, bit of any of these three registers when Rl is written 

will be sensitized, and should be detected by this test 

block. 

Lines 7-10 repeat this basic procedure to verify 

XOR(X,X'), completing coverage of XOR input patterns 10 and 
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1) BLOCK3: ADD :if27H, RO ;RO = x = FO hex 
2) MOV RO, R2 ;R2 = x = FO 
3) ADD #OFH, Rl ;Rl = X'= OF 

4) XOR Rl, R2 i XOR(X' ,X); R2=FF 
5) CMP R2, #OFFH ;Verify 
6) BNE NOGO 

7) MOV Rl, R2 ;R2=0F 
8) XOR RO, R2 i XOR(X, x I ) i R2=FF 
9) INC R2 ;Verify via INC; R2=00 
10) BNE NOGO 

; 
; Still have R3=FO from Block 2 

11) XOR RO, R3 ; XOR(X,X); R3=00 
12) BNE NOGO ;Verify result=OO 

13) ADD Rl, R3 ;R3=FO 
14) BCC Yl ;Test CC true; C=O 
15) JMP NOGO ;fault! 

16) Yl: XOR R3, Rl ; XOR ( x I , x I ) i RO=OO 
17) BNE NOGO ;Verify result is 00 

Figure 18: Test block for XOR function. 
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01. Note that an increment is used to verify the result of 

FE' instead of a compare; this allows INC for -1 to be 

checked off on the checklist. 

Lines 11-12 make use of the fact that R3 still contains 

FO after Block 2 to test XOR(X, X). Note that R3 now 

contains zero but this has not yet been verified because the 

Z flag tested in line 12 is set by the result of the XOR, 

before this is stored in R3. To verify that R3 does indeed 

contain zero, which again is a short sensitizing pattern, an 

ADD is used in line 13 instead of a MOV. 

Lines 14-15 test the CC condition for being true and also 

provide partial verification of the ADD in line 13. Lines 

16-17 then verify XOR(X' ,X') to complete the coverage of the 

XOR function. 

Figure 19 summarizes the patterns applied so far in the 

test for shorts between bi ts and the patterns needed to 

complete coverage for each register. The patterns listed in 

the figure correspond to the sequences described in Section 

4.1.l; some of the patterns actually used were the 

complements of those shown, which of course provide the same 

coverage of shorts. Note that there is a fair amount of 

flexability in the choices remaining. 

The next two test segments would test the AND and OR 

functions of the example processor. Special care is 
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Reg Patterns Verified So Far Patterns Remaining 

RO 36, OF 6C & either SA or 00 

Rl 33, OE' I 00 either 66 or 55 

R2 66, OE' I 00 either 33 or 55 

R3 OE' I 00 either 33 & 66 
or 33 & 55 
or 66 & 55 
or 36 & 63 

Figure 19: Coverage of shorts after Block 3. 
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necessary to overlap these tests with the completion of the 

test for shorts in the registers. This is because AND and 

OR mask over bi ts and can thus allow a single fault in a 

single register to go undetected. For example, consider the 

function AND(X,X'), where Rl = X = 66 and R3 = X'=99 (hex.). 

lf Rl has a short between bit 0 and bit 1 such that both 

bits are set to the logic AND of the two, then Rl becomes 

64. But (64 AND 99) equals zero just as does (66 AND 99); 

so the AND function cannot detect this fault. However, the 

OR function will detect the fault, since (66 OR 99) equals 

FF but (64 OR 99) equals FD. Therefore, AND and OR can only 

be overlapped with the test for shorts if both AND and OR 

are tested together, i.e., with the same patterns from the 

same registers. 

The following test segment would verify the example 

processor's full adders in the ALU and the segment after 

that would test the INC instruction for an even number, and 

DEC for both 0 and an odd number. Note that these 

instructions must be tested separately from the adders 

because they employ the adders. 

During these four test segments, the true case of the GE 

condition would be verified (by a BGE that branches) and the 

compare instruction would be tested for a case where the two 

operands are unequal. The checklist for the example 

microprocessor will then be complete. 
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The remaining short sensitizing patterns must also be 

applied to the registers during these segments. The adder 

test can cover patterns of 55 (AA) for Rl, R2, and R3, and 

pattern 00 (FF) for RO. It will then remain only to apply 

6C to RO and either 66 or 33 to R3; this can easily be 

accomplished by the other segments. 

4.3.5 The Final Test Segments 

The remaining test blocks must check off all remaining 

entries on the checklist and exercise any remaining special 

case micro-operations, except those whose testing requires 

extra hardware. The remaining entries will typically 

include various memory write instructions, stack operations, 

and addressing modes. As these vary widely between 

different processors, little can be said in general about 

these test blocks except the following general guidelines: 

1. Overlap the testing of different types of memory 

accesses to keep test time as short as possible. 

2. Make use of previously untested opcodes whenever 

possible. 

3. One kind of memory write is best verified using a 

different kind of memory read instruction. For 

example, a stack PUSH instruction is best verified 

using memory read operations other than POP to ensure 
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that the data went where it was supposed to go. The 

stack pointer must of course be loaded with a known 

address. 

4. CALL and RETURN instructions can be tested by calling 

a subroutine that stores a value to be used in 

calculating the GO signal. The RETURN should be 

followed by an unconditional branch to the NO-GO 

routine and/or a HALT so that a fault causing the 

RETURN to be ignored would be detected. 

Refer to Chapter 5 for an example of this part of the 

self-test program for the 8080. (Nothing remains to be 

covered for the example processor due to its simplicity.) 

4.3.6 Generating the GO Status 

After all test blocks have been completed, the self-test 

program should calculate the value of the GO status output 

word based on various results of the different test vectors 

already performed [12]. Most of these results were stored 

in memory at various points during the course of the test. 

The rest are contained in various registers after the last 

test block. This technique keeps a processor that has lost 

program control from successfully executing the GO routine 

and also provides some additional fault coverage for 

failures that were sensitized but not detected. 
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The GO status word should be a pattern containing both 

ones and zeroes. Words of 0 and -1 should not be used since 

they are the easiest patterns for a faulty processor to 

generate. For example, a floating bus looks like a -1 to 

TTL logic. Some good patterns to use are the checkerboards, 

55 and AA hexadecimal, since these have alternating ones and 

zeroes. 

The memory locations used for storing the values used 

here must be written over with incorrect values before 

control is restored to the user. This is necessary to force 

the next test pass to generate these results again. After 

this, the registers are restored to the user's values at the 

time of interrupt, and control is passed back to the user 

software. 
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4.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has presented methods for sensitizing and 

detecting failures in the fault classes described in Chapter 

3. The necessary test patterns and sequences have been 

described in detail for typical processor elements and 

functions. A checklist was proposed to aid the test 

designer in his choice of instructions as well as to aid in 

covering all instruction classes and addressing modes. 

The tradeoff between the number of verifications versus 

test speed was also discussed; a specific discussion of the 

tradeoffs made when writing the 8080 self-test is presented 

in Chapter 5. 

The techniques described 

detect certain faults 

in this chapter are guaranteed 

to in 

functions by sensitizing the 

counteraction. The coverage 

the processor registers and 

fault only once to prevent 

of faults in data paths and 

some internal registers is less well defined because these 

faults tend to be sensitized quite often and because these 

elements are themselves less well defined when considering 

microprocessors in general. For this reason, fault 

simulation should be conducted to verify that faults in 

these elements, chiefly stuck-ats and shorts, are indeed 

detected. Fault simulation also allows enhancement of the 

test for speed and coverage by eliminating unneeded test 
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vectors and by finding mistakes in the test program. 

Techniques for fault simulation and test program validation 

are presented in Chapter 6. 

The test procedures just described are certain to detect 

the following failures: 

1. one or more bi ts stuck at one or zero in a single 

general register; 

2. one or more shorts between bits in a single general 

register that causes a fault of the nature defined in 

Chapter 3; 

3. faulty selection (null, erroneous, or multiple) of a 

single register in the register array, active on 

reads, writes, or both; 

4. a fault in the truth table of a single bit position 

of a boolean function where the bit positions are not 

independent; 

5. a fault in the truth table of one or more bit 

positions of a boolean function where bit positions 

are independent; 

6. a null read or write select of a single bit position 

in a register; 

7. one or more condition flags stuck at one or zero; 

8. one or more condition evaluation micro-operations 

that always produce the same result; and 
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9. a major control or instruction decoding fault. 

The techniques provide a very high probability of 

detecting: 

1. one or more stuck-ats in data paths and/or internal 

registers; 

2. one or more shorts between bits of data paths and/or 

internal registers; 

3. faulty selection of several registers in the register 

array; 

4. erroneous or multiple select faults effecting only 

one bit position (multiplexer faults); 

5. faults in the truth tables of more than one bit 

position of a boolean function where bit positions 

are not independent; 

6. a micro-operation failure; 

7. an instruction decoding fault affecting an entire 

instruction class; and 

8. combinations of any of the faults listed thus far. 

The uncertainty in the coverage for these faults results 

from the possibility of the fault counteracting itself; 

also, the techniques do not specifically try to detect all 

single bit register select failures. However, all of the 

faults listed above will be sensitized except for a few 

single bit select faults. (The 8080 CPU test developed 
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using these procedures sensitized over 99% of the single bit 

select faults; refer to Section 5. 2. 5 for details. ) 

Therefore, the faults listed above will most likely be 

detected. Fault simulation can be conducted to provide a 

quantitative measure of this coverage for a specific test 

program (and hence a specific processor). In general, 

however, no quantitative measure is possible. 

The test techniques developed in this chapter provide 

some probability of detection for: 

1. interactions between bits of different registers; 

2. instruction decoding failures affecting only one 

opcode; 

3. interactions between different condition flags; 

4. faults in elements which can only be loaded with 

addresses; 

5. incorrect flag modification by only certain 

instructions; 

6. faults in functions not tested completely due to lack 

of test time (such as half adder increment 

functions); and 

7. dynamic (transition) faults. 

The test techniques were not specifically designed to detect 

any of these failures; therefore, these faults may not even 

be sensitized, making their coverage uncertain. 
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Finally, the test techniques provide only chance 

discovery of pattern sensitive faults. 



Chapter V 

EXAMPLE SELF-TEST FOR THE 8080 MICROPROCESSOR 

This chapter will present the development of a CPU 

self-te·st for the Intel 8080A microprocessor in order to 

illustrate the procedures described in the previous chapter. 

The considerations, tradeoffs, and assumptions made in 

designing this self-test will be documented. Fault coverage 

statistics based on the results of fault simulation will be 

presented at the end of the chapter. The complete listing 

of the CPU test program can be found in Appendix A. 

5.1 THE 8080 CPU 

Figure 20 shows the block diagram of the 8080 CPU, found 

in the MCS-80 User's Manual [21]. The register array 

contains six 8-bit general purpose registers, B, C, D, E, H, 

and L, two internal temporary 8-bi t registers, W and Z, a 

16-bi t stack pointer SP, a. 16-bi t program counter PC, a 

16-bit address latch, and a 16-bit increment/decrement 

circuit. 

As explained in the user's manual [21]: 

Eight-bit data bytes can be transferred between 
the internal bus and the register array vi a the 
register-select multiplexer. Sixteen bit 
transfers can proceed between the register array 
and the address latch or the incrementer/ 
decrementer circuit. The address latch receives 

128 
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Figure 20: 8080 CPU Functional Block Diagram [21]. 
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data from any of the three register pairs and 
drives the 16 address output buffers, as well as 
the incrementer/decrementer circuit. The 
incrementer/decrementer circuit receives data from 
the address latch and sends it to the register 
array. The 16-bi t data can be incremented or 
decremented or simply transferred between 
registers. 

The self-test must therefore verify both 8 and 16-bit 

register selection and must test the 16-bi t increment and 

decrement operations. 

The ALU of the 8080 supports the following functions: 

1. addition, with or without carry; 

2. subtraction, with or without borrow; 

3. logic XOR; 

4. logic AND; 

5. logic OR; 

6. rotate left or right, either through or around the 

carry flag; 

7. increment and decrement; and 

8. decimal adjustment (for BCD arithmetic). 

Subtraction is assumed to be performed by adding the two's 

complement, as explained in Section 4.1.2: 

A - Y = A + Y' + 1 

A - Y - CY = A + Y' + CY'. 

Subtraction will therefore use the same adders as addition 

plus some additional logic to invert the value to be 

subtracted. 
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The ALU also contains a specialized accumulator register 

A, and two temporary registers, TMP and ACT. Data inputs to 

the ALU pass through TMP and/or ACT; the results of almost 

all ALU operations are stored in the accumulator A. 

There are five condition flags: Z (zero), S (sign), P 

(parity), CY (carry), and AC (auxiliary carry). The AC flag 

is used for decimal adjustment and is not testable by any 

conditional transfer. The 8080 can evaluate eight 

conditions based on the other four flags: 

1. Z (zero) and NZ (nonzero); 

2. M (minus) and P (positive); 

3. PE (even parity) and PO (odd parity); and 

4. C (carry) and NC (no carry). 

In each case the appropriate flag is set to make the first 

condition true and cleared to make the second condition 

true. The positive (P) condition is really a non-negative 

condition, since it is true for values of zero. 

Both the accumulator and the carry flag are equipped with 

complement functions. The complement logic is assumed to be 

built into the register logic, as opposed to being shared 

with the complement logic for subtract. 
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The boolean functions for the 8080 are summarized below: 

1. full adders (ALU); 

2. inverters for subtraction; 

3. XOR function logic (XOR gates); 

4. AND function logic; 

5. OR function logic; 

6. complement logic for A and for CY; 

7. rotate logic, both right and left; and 

8. the register array incrementer/decrementer. 

Tests are required for all, al though the register array 

increment/decrement circuit will not be fully verified due 

to the constraint on test time. This will be discussed in 

detail when the test for this circuitry is developed. 

The micro-operations for the 8080 are listed in Appendix 

B; they were derived from a clock cycle by clock cycle 

breakdown of the 8080 instructions, found in the MCS-80 

User's Manual [21]. 

All registers in the register array were treated 

equivalently, as r8 or r16 for 8 or 16-bit selection, 

respectively. So, for example, only one micro-operation is 

needed for moving a register out of the array and onto the 

external data bus, r8=>DBUS. This is much simpler than 

having B=>DBUS, C=>DBUS, etc. The main reason behind this 
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is that all the registers of the array use the same data 

paths external to the array (see Figure 20) and a specific 

test of register selection within the array is included in 

the test procedures (separate from micro-operation 

coverage). 

The accumulator and both ALU temporary registers, ACT and 

TMP, have unique data paths and were treated as such in the 

micro-operations. Thus there are micro-operations for: 

r8=>TMP, r8=>ACT, A=>ACT, and A=>TMP. 

Figure 21 shows some examples from this breakdown for two 

common instructions. All of the micro-operations can be 

covered while covering the instruction classes except for 

the following special-case micro-operations: 

1. ALU => Data Bus 

2. Flags => Data Bus 

3. TMP => Data Bus 

4. TMP => A 

5. A => TMP 

6. Data Bus => Flags 

These micro-operations are covered only by special cases 

within certain instruction classes. For example, ALU=>DBUS 

is only covered by .the instructions INR M and DCR M, which 

increment or decrement the contents of a memory location 

pointed to by the HL register pair. The second special-case 
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PC => ABUS; Status: Instruction Fetch 
PC + 1 => PC 
DBUS => IR/TMP 

register B => TMP; A => ACT 
ACT + TMP => ALU outputs; 

ALU outputs => A, flags CY, S,Z,P & AC 

JNZ address (Jump if nonzero) 

PC => ABUS; Status: Instruction Fetch 
PC + 1 => PC 
DBUS => IR/TMP 

Judge Condition 

PC => ABUS; Status: Memory Read 
PC + 1 => PC 
DBUS => register Z 

PC => ABUS; Status: Memory Read 
PC + 1 => PC 
DBUS => register W 

If the condition is true, the next 
instruction fetch begins with: 

WZ => ABUS; Status: Instruction Fetch 
WZ + 1 => PC 

If false, the next instruction fetch 
begins as usual: 

PC => ABUS; St.atus: Instruction Fetch 
PC + 1 => PC 

Figure 21: Micro-operation breakdown of some 8080 
instructions. 
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micro-operation is covered only by the PUSH PSW instruction, 

which saves the contents of the accumulator A and the five 

condition flags on stack. Figure 23 lists the instructions 

covering the other special case micro-operations. 

Figures 22 and 23 present the entire checklist for the 

8080. Notice the multiple blanks for certain instructions, 

such as ADC (add with carry), DAD (double add a register 

pair to HL), and DAA (decimal adjust accumulator) . The 

compare instruction CMP has two blanks as well, but the CPI 

(compare immediate) instruction has only one; this is 

because it seems sufficient to verify that one of the 

compare instructions works for unequal operands, since the 

same micro-operations do the actual comparison for both. 

Certain other instructions have special conditions with 

their entries. For example, ADD should be tested when the 

carry flag is equal to one in order to verify that an ADC is 

not performed, as could happen under an instruction decoder 

or micro-operation fault. Similarly, RLC (rotate A left 

around carry) must be tested when the carry differs from bit 

7 of the accumulator to verify that RAL (rotate A left 

through carry) is not performed instead. The rest of the 

checklist is reasonably straight forward: one or more 

blanks for each instruction class, condition evaluation, 

addressing mode, and special-case micro-operation. The Ccc, 
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Jee, and Rec entries are for conditional calls, conditional 

jumps, and conditional returns, respectively. 

The XCHG instruction is of special interest because it 

exchanges the contents of register pairs DE and HL without 

moving any data [22]. This is accomplished by switching the 

addressing (selection) for the· two register pairs. This 

must be taken into account when developing tests for 

stuck-ats and shorts because the physical memory associated 

with DE and HL is interchanged; an XCHG will therefore move 

a fault from HL to DE or vice versa. This will be discussed 

further during the development of the self-test. 

The reader unfamiliar with the 8080 instruction set 

should consult reference [ 21] for that information. The 

remainder of this chapter will present the test program and 

the results of fault simulations. Details on the actual 

fault simulation programs are presented in Chapter 6. 
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LXI MVI LDA LDAX 

LHLD MOV STA STAX 

SHLD PUSH POP SPHL 

XRA ORA ANA CMA 

XRI ORI ANI CMC 

XTHL XCHG INX DCX 

CALL JMP RET PCHL 

Ccc Jee Rec RST 

STC EI OUT NOP 

HLT DI IN 

ADD with CY=l SUB with CY=l 

ADI with CY=l SUI with CY=l 

ADC CY=O CY=l SBB CY=O CY=l 

ACI CY=O CY=l SBI CY=O CY=l 

CMP equal __ unequal CPI 

RAL CY=O CY=l 

RLC with CY=B7' 

INR max min 

DAD 

DAA 

cy L to H: 1 

upper nibble: 
lower nibble: 

0 

CY=l 
AC=l 

RAR CY=O CY=l 

RRC with CY=BO' 

DCR max 

CYout: 1 

dig>9 
dig>9 = 

min 

0 

no adj. 
no adj. __ 

Figure 22: The checklist for the 8080, Part 1. 



Condition evaluations: 

NZ T F 

NC T F 

p T F 

PO T F 

Addressing Modes: 

Immediate: 8-bit 

Direct: Reads 8-bit 
Writes 8-bit 

Register: Reads 8-bit 
Writes 8-bit 
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Z T 

C T 

M T 

PE T 

16-bit 

16-bit 
16-bit 

16-bit 
16-bit 

Register Indirect: Read Write 

Special-case Micro-operations: 

Flags => DBUS 

DBUS => Flags 

TMP => A 

A => TMP 

(PUSH PSW) 

(POP PSW) 

(MVI A, x; MOV A, x) 

(MOV x, A; INR A; DCR A) 

ALU outputs => DBUS {INR M; DCR M) 

TMP => DBUS (MVI M, x; MOV M, x) 

F 

F 

F 

F 

Figure 23: The checklist for the 8080, Part 2. 
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5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE 8080 CPU TEST 

The self-test is initiated by an interrupt from a 

hardware timer (Timer 1 described in Chapter 2); an RST 7 

instruction (a special kind of subroutine call) is then 

executed to pass control to location 0038 hexadecimal. The 

self-test has then been initiated and will save the contents 

of user registers before dispatching to the appropriate test 

of the series, which in this case is the CPU test. Figure 

24 shows this initial dispatch routine, including the 

beginning of the CPU test where the system stack pointer SP 

is saved in RAM. The stack pointer must be saved so that it 

can be loaded with data patterns to test for stuck-ats and 

shorts. Notice that the dispatch, performed by PCHL, is 

followed by an RST 6 and a HLT. If the PCHL were ignored, 

the RST 6 would cause the processor to branch to the NO-GO 

routine located at address 0030 hex. The RST 6 should work 

since the RST 7 just did, but if it too is ignored, the HLT 

is executed to stop the processor. 
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SLFTS: 

I 

CPUTS: 
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Entry point after a test pass interrupt 

PUSH PSW 
PUSH B 
PUSH D 
PUSH H 

LHLD NXTS 
PCHL 

RST 6 
HLT 

CPU Test 

LXI 
DAD 
SHLD 

H, 0 
SP 

SPSTR 

;Save user's A & flags 
and registers 

;Read address of next test 
; routine & branch to it. 

;PCHL didn't branch - Fault! 
;Neither did RST 6, halt 

;Load HL with zero so .. . 
, SP can be read back .. . 
; and saved. 

Figure 24: Self-test initialization routine. 
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5.2.1 The First Two Test Blocks 

Figure 25 lists the first test block of the 8080 CPU 

self-test. The registers are loaded using four different 

kinds of load instructions in order to cover these four 

instruction classes (LDA, LXI I MVI, and LHLD). The 

immediate addressing mode is covered for 8 and 16-bit data 

by the MVI. and LXI, respectively. Direct addressing is 

covered for read accesses of 8 and 16-bi t data by the LDA 

and LHLD, respectively. The registers of the register array 

are written in the order B, C, E, D, L, H, SPl, and SPh, 

where SPl is the low byte of SP and SPh the upper byte. The 

order results from the fact that the LXI and LHLD 

instructions load the lower byte of a register pair before 

loading the upper byte. Eight-bit register selection is 

employed throughout, since data is being moved into the 

register array from the data bus. 

Each general register of the array is loaded with a 

pattern from the short sensitizing sequences described in 

Chapter 4. All the patterns used are logically distinct in 

order to detect multiple read faults. However, the 

accumulator A is not loaded with one of the standard short 

sensitizing patterns; this is because A will be verified for 

so many patterns during the course of the test that a 

different, somewhat longer sequence can be employed. The 
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T3: 

I 

T4: 
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LOAD THE REGISTERS USING ORDER 1 

LDA 
MVI 
MVI 
LXI 
LHLD 
LXI 

JMP 
RST 
HLT 

CPI 
JNZ 

DAD 
JC 
ADC 
JM 
JMP 

SBB 
JM 
ADC 
JNZ 
JMP 

SBB 
JPE 

STA 

SBB 
JP 
ADC 
JNC 
JMP 

CPI 
JNZ 

PATTA 
B, 
c, 
D, 
PATHL 
SP, 

Tl 
6 

79H 
NOGO 

SP 
NOGO 
B 
T2 
NOGO 

D 
NOGO 
L 
T3 
NOGO 

E 
NOGO 

IRESl 

H 
NOGO 
c 
T4 
NOGO 

OE9H 
NOGO 

OFH 
36H 
6CC9H 

33ASH 

;A=79 HEX 
;B=OF 
;C=36 
;E=C9, D=6C 
;L=SS, H=66 
;SPL=AS, SPH=33 

;TEST UNCONDITIONAL JUMP 
;FAULT! TRY TO REACH NOGO 
;FAILING THAT, HALT 

;VERIFY A 
;VERIFY Z=l, NZ CONDITION FALSE 

;READ BACK SP; L=FA, H=99 
;VERIFY CY=O, C CONDITION FALSE 
;A=88, CY=O 
;VERIFY S=l, M CONDITION TRUE 
;FAULT! JM DIDN'T BRANCH 

;A=lC, CY=O 
;VERIFY S=O & M COND. FALSE ~ow 
;A=l6, CY=l 
;VERIFY Z=O, NZ TRUE 
;FAULT! 

;A=4C, CY=l 
;VERIFY P=O, PE FALSE 

;STORE INTERMEDIATE RESULT 

;A=B2, CY=l 
;VERIFY S=l, P FALSE 
;A=E9, CY=O 
;VERIFY CY=O & NC TRUE 
;FAULT! 

;VERIFY RESULT 

Figure 25: 8080 Test Block 1. 
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sequence for A used by this self-test will be of length six 

instead of the usual five. The patterns in A are kept 

logically distinct from the pattern in read back from each 

general register in order to detect a micro-operation fault 

that reads both A and a register of the array. 

The temporary registers W and Z in the register array are 

not tested here because the only way to move data patterns 

through them is to use the XTHL instruction (exchange top of 

stack with HL). This instruction requires the stack pointer 

SP to point to a section of RAM, which would mean that SP 

could not be tested here. It was decided that it is better 

to test SP here than WZ. A test for WZ will be discussed in 

Section 5.2.5. 

Block 1 first verifies the unconditional branch 

instruction JMP. The JMP also can sensitize a register 

select fault that writes to B, C, D, E, H, L, or SP when 

writing to W or Z. This is because the address for the JMP 

is loaded into W and Z using two 8-bit writes. Should JMP 

be ignored, an RST 6 will be executed, which should transfer 

control to the NOGO routine at address 0030 Hex. Should the 

RST 6 be ignored as well, a HLT (halt) is executed. 

However, the self-test pass is initiated by an RST 7 

instruction, so that the RST 6 should work. 
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The next instructions verify the contents of the 

accumulator A to guarantee detecting stuck-ats and shorts 

sensitized by pattern 79 hex. These instructions also serve 

to cover the NZ false condition evaluation, conditional jump 

(Jee), and CPI entries on the checklist. This verification 

is also good for detecting faults in data paths leading to 

the ALU or in one of the internal ALU registers, ACT and 

TMP. In fact, this verification detected just over 50% of 

the short faults simulated for ACT and TMP. 

The read.back of registers in the register array then 

begins with DAD SP, which adds the contents of register pair 

SP to register pair HL. This is the only means for reading 

back the contents of SP, so there is no choice but to use 

DAD. The only flag affected by DAD is the CY flag, and this 

is verified by the JC instruction in the next line. Note 

that HL contained 6655 (hex.) before DAD and now contains 

99FA; H has in effect been complemented, thus completing the 

test for stuck-ats in H. It is conceivable that a fault in 

H could counteract itself, but fault simulation proved that 

all stuck-ats in H are in fact detected by Block 1. As an 

example of a possible counteraction, suppose H had bit 7 

stuck at l, so that it really contained E6 (hex.). Now add 

the 33 from SP, producing a sum of 19; but the stuck-at will 

once again be sensitized, so that H will contain 99, the 
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correct result. The fault has thus counteracted itself in 

H. However, the carry-out of the addition is now 1 instead 

of 0, so the fault can be detected. This is why the DAD is 

followed by a verification of the carry flag. 

The test next reads back register B using an add with 

carry instruction, and then verifies that the result is 

negative with a JM (jump on minus). The Minus condition is 

therefore verified for being true and the S flag for being 

one. Should the branch not be taken, an unconditional jump 

to NOGO is executed; recall that JMP has already been 

verified. 

The test proceeds in this manner, using subtracts with 

borrow and adds with carry to read back the other registers 

and executing various conditional jumps both to test the 

condition evaluations and to provide partial verification of 

on-going results. An intermediate result is stored after E 

is read back at T3; this will be used in calculating the 

final GO status if the CPU passes the test. The final 

result of Block 1, including carry, is verified by the last 

four instructions. 

During this segment, numerous patterns pass through the 

internal temporary registers TMP and ACT as the various ALU 

operations are performed. Likewise, numerous patterns are 

moved through the accumulator A. Fault simulation was 
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conducted to determine the effectiveness of this first test 

block in detecting stuck-ats and shorts between bi ts in 

these registers. All single stuck-at-1 and stuck-at-0 

faults in these registers were detected by Block 1. Certain 

short between bits faults were also simulated. There are 28 

pairs of bits in an 8-bit element; short faults causing the 

shorted bits to be logically ANDed and faults causing 

logical ORing were simulated for each pair of bits. That 

is, the two shorted bits were both set either to their logic 

AND or their logic OR. There were thus 56 faults simulated 

for each of these three registers. All the faults in A and 

ACT, and 53 of the 56 faults in TMP were detected by this 

first test block. The three faults not detected were 

sensitized here, but counteracted themselves to escape 

detection; they were detected by Block 2. The effects of 

one of these faults is described in Figure 26 with an 

explanation on its means for counteraction. Notice that the 

fault is a short between bit 1 and bit 2, bits that may well 

be physically adjacent. 

Fault simulation also verified that Block 1 detects all 

erroneous 8-bit register selects involving the registers B, 

C, D, E, H, L, SPh, and SPl. Faults active on read selects, 

on write selects, and on both reads and writes were 

simulated; each register was given a turn as the intended 
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Effects of a short between 
bits 1 and 2 of the ALU internal 

register TMP, with both bits 
assuming the logic AND of the two. 

1. After DAD SP, HL=99F6 instead of 99FA. 
The fault was sensitized during the addition 
by the pattern AS from SPl, so that Al was 
added instead of AS. 

2. After SBB D at T2, A=20 instead of lC, 
and the AC flag is 1 instead of 0. The 
fault was sensitized by the pattern 6C from 
D, so that 68 was subtracted instead. 

3. The next addition, ADC L, adds the erroneous 
value in L to the erroneous value in A: 

20+F6 = 16, with a carry of 1. 
But this is the correct result, since 

lC+FA = 16, with a carry of 1. 
The fault has thus counteracted itself. The 
AC flag was once again wrong, but there is no 
conditional branch with which to test this flag. 
Note that the fault was not sensitized by this 
addition; the counteraction resulted from adding 
two erroneous values. 

4. The processor then executed the rest of Block 1 
properly, without sensitizing the fault again. 

5. Block 2 sensitized this fault three times while 
loading the registers, as the constants of MVI's 
moved through TMP: D=91 instead of 93 and 
HL=31A8 instead of 33AA. 

6. Next, the SUI 63H used to load A subtracted 61 
instead of 63, as the 63 passed through TMP. 
Thus A=88 instead of 86 and this is detected by the 
verification of A in the next line. The fault was 
not sensitized by the CPI 86 because 86 has both 
bits 1 and 2 equal to one. 

Figure 26: Example of a counteraction. 
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register (the one not selected due to the fault) with each 

other register tried as the erroneously selected register. 

There were thus 8x7x3 or 168 faults simulated. It is 

however conceivable that an erroneous write select fault 

would not be sensitized by Block l. This would only happen 

if: (1) the value in the intended register already equalled 

the pattern used here, and (2) the erroneously selected 

register was loaded with its own test pattern after it was 

written by the fault. Then both registers would contain the 

correct data and the fault would not be sensitized in this 

block. However, the fault would certainly be detected by 

Block 2 since different patterns are used there. Faul ts 

involving W, Z, or the PC were not simulated because the 

results would depend on the address at which the test 

program was located. 

Multiple 8-bit select faults, active on reads, writes, or 

both, were also simulated for the same registers. The first 

test block detected all the multiple reads and the multiple 

read/writes and detected all the multiple writes that were 

sensitized in this block. Note that the DAD instruction 

used to read back SP writes both H and L and so sensitizes 

some multiple writes not sensitized by the load order. The 

remaining, unsensitized multiple writes were all detected by 

Block 2, as expected. 

• 
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Null select faults were not simulated because null read 

selects read back an indeterminate value and null writes 

leave the current (unknown) value unchanged. Also, null 

selects are guaranteed to be detected because different 

values are loaded during the rest of the test; so even if 

the correct value was read back for this first block, an 

incorrect value would be read back later. 

During this test block, the contents of A were kept 

logically distinct from the contents of the next register to 

be read back to ensure sensitizing a micro-operation fault 

that reads A along with a register of the array. 

The second test block loads the registers in reverse 

order from Block 1 to complete the sensitization of multiple 

write faults. The patterns used are the complements of 

those employed by the first block, except that H is loaded 

with 33 to continue short testing since H has already been 

completely tested for stuck-a ts by Block 1. The 

instructions implementing Block 2 are listed in Appendix A, 

page 232. 

Note that SP is loaded using LXI once again; this is 

because LXI is the only instruction that causes 8-bit writes 

to SP. A multiple write select that writes SPh along with 

SPl will therefore not be sensitized, since LXI loads SPh 
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after SPl. However, this particular multiple write is not 

really a fault, since no data can be corrupted. In fact, 

whether or not SPh is written along with SPl is really a 

"don't care" condition, since SPh will be loaded next with 

its own data as LXI completes. 

The structure of Block 2 is analogous to that of Block 1. 

One important point to note is that the accumulator A is 

loaded with its complementary pattern by means of a subtract 

immediate (SUI) instruction, thereby incorporating its 

current value into its new value. The contents of A are 

once again verified at the start of the block; since A is 

now compared to the complement of the value verified at the 

start of Block 1, the inverters employed by subtraction have 

now been tested for correct inversion of both O's to l's and 

l's to O's. This is true because the constants in the two 

CPI instructions are complements of one another, and these 

values are subtracted from the value in A to do the 

comparison. The multitude of subtracts and compares in the 

test as a whole virtually ensured _this coverage from the 

beginning. 

Block 2 uses new opcodes when reading back the registers 

to help maximize instruction decoder coverage. For example, 

Block 1 reads back H with an SBB while Block 2 uses an ADC. 

Notice that a SUB (subtract without borrow) is employed at 
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T6; the CY flag was equal to 1 before this step, so that if 

the SUB is executed as a subtract with borrow ( SBB) , the 

fault will be sensitized. The carry was first verified as 

equal to one by the JC instruction. Similarly, an ADD is 

tested with CY=l in the next readback, after once again 

verifying that CY does in fact equal one. Thus no 

information is lost by using these operations instead of 

their counterparts with carry or borrow. 

Another intermediate result is stored by Block 2 (after 

T6), about half way through the block. Two successive 

jumps, a JPO that branches and a JNC that does not branch, 

are then employed to detect a slow transition (dynamic 

fault) in the condition evaluation logic. The test block 

completes by verifying the final results using an ACI (add 

with carry immediate) instead of a CPI because three CPI's 

have been used already. 

Similar to Block 1, the H register is again tested with 

two patterns from its short sensitizing sequence: 33 

(loaded with MVI) and 00 (after DAD SP). Thus His tested 

with four of the five patterns of its sequence by these 

first two blocks: 66, 99, 33, and 00. Notice that the DAD 

SP was again the first operation used in the readback; this 

was done because DAD writes over the current carry flag 

without incorporating it into the new result. Coverage of 
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DAD on the checklist is now complete, since this time there 

is a carry from each addition while there were no carries in 

Block 1. 

The accumulator A has also been specifically verified for 

four different patterns: 79, E9, 86, and 74. These are not 

standard short sensitizing patterns, but the test for shorts 

can be completed by verifying two more patterns: 00 and AA. 

This will be done by the next test block. The point is: A 

is going to be verified for so many different patterns that 

there is no need to use a standard 5-pattern sequence. Note 

that A contains 00 at the end of Block 2, but the flags were 

set before A was written. So A must still be read back to 

verify that it does contain 00. 

The four main condition flags, CY, S, Z, and P, have now 

been verified for containing both 1 and 0. Block 1 actually 

verified CY, S, and Z for 0 and 1, but only checked P for 

containing 0. Block 2 completed this coverage. All but one 

of the condition evaluations have also been verified; only 

PO false remains. 

Fault simulation of stuck-at faults in registers BC, DE, 

HL, and SP was conducted to verify that Blocks 1 and 2 do 

indeed detect all single bit stuck-ats in these registers. 

All these stuck-ats were in fact detected by these two test 

blocks. Numerous short faults were also detected, but all 

possible shorts have not yet been sensitized. 
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5.2.2 Testing Boolean Functions and Remaining Shorts 

The next three self-test blocks will test the functions 

of the ALU: full adders, logical XOR, OR, and AND, and 

rotates; decimal adjust will be tested later. The 

accumulator and carry flag complement functions will also be 

tested. These tests are overlapped with the continuation of 

the test for shorts between bits in the registers. The 

single fault assumption is advantageous here in permitting 

this overlap between tests. This will be clarified as the 

tests are described. 

The test for the full adders, called ADDER, is listed in 

Appendix A, page 233. Register H is loaded with OF hex. to 

complete the test sequence 66, 99, 33, 00, OF. Registers B, 

C, D, E, and L are loaded with the third pattern of their 

stuck-at/short sensitizing sequences; SP will not be tested 

in this block. 

The first addition is 00+00+0 (A, source operand, CY) 

performed by an ADD D; the add without carry makes the 

carry-in to bit 0 a zero as needed. The result of zero is 

then verified, but the carry-out is not. Rather, CY is 

complemented, as is A, to test these functions while 

providing the input patterns for the next adder test. 

Inputs of 000 (A, source, CY) have now been verified for the 

full adders in bit positions 0 through 6. Register D and 
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the accumulator A are also verified to contain 00. The full 

adder in bit position 7 could at this point be faulty, 

producing a carry-out of 1 instead of 0. This will be 

detected by the second addition, FF+FF+l, because if bit 

position 7 is faulty, then bit positions 0 through 6 work 

correctly under the single fault assumption. Since CY was 

complemented, the next addition would be FF+FF+O, and so the 

result could not be FF. The carry output of this addition 

is then verified before the sum is checked with the 

exclusive-OR XRA E; this order is necessary since XRA clears 

the carry flag. The accumulator is cleared as well, since 

the XRA stores its result in A. At this point, adder input 

patterns 000 and 111 have been verified for all bit 

positions. Register E is employed in both the ADC E and XRA 

E, and so has not yet been verified to contain FF. 

The next addition, 55+55+0, verifies adder inputs of 110 

for even numbered bits and 001 for odd numbered bits. Note 

that an ORA B (logic OR A with B) is used to load A with 55, 

thereby also testing the OR function for inputs of 01 (A, 

source) for even numbered bits and 00 for odd numbered bits. 

The result of the addition is verified by an XRA C, so 

faults in the adders, OR gates, or in registers A, B or C 

will be detected here if they are sensitized by these 

patterns. In a very similar fashion, the next addition, 
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AA+AA+l, will detect adder faults sensitized by inputs 001 

(even bits) or 110 (odd bits), and OR function faults 

sensitized by inputs of 00 (even bi ts) or 01 (odd bi ts) . 

The OR function has thus been verified for inputs 00 and 01 

in all bit positions and the adders for inputs 001 and 110 

in all bit positions (in addition to the 000 and 111 inputs 

already verified). Similarly, the XOR function has now been 

verified for inputs of 00 and 11 in all bit positions. The 

single fault assumption guarantees detecting any of these 

faults because it allows only one of the elements involved 

to be faulty at a time; most combinations of the single 

faults would also be detected, since only a few combinations 

will counteract. And these few would most likely be 

detected elsewhere in the test. 

The next four additions complete the full adder coverage 

and also verify the complement carry function for inverting 

1 to 0. The first of these additions also verifies that E 

contains FF, while the third verifies H for OF and L for FO. 

The net coverage of this block is summarized below: 

1. all 8 full adders for all 8 input patterns (000-111); 

2. all 8 XOR gates for input patterns 11 and 00; 

3. all 8 OR gates for input patterns 01 and 00; 

4. registers B=55, C=AA, D=OO, E=FF, H=OF, and L=FO; 

5. accumulator A=OO and A=AA; 
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6. the complement carry function for inputs of both 0 

and l; and 

7. the complement accumulator function for an input of 0 

in all bit positions. 

The test for shorts in both A and H is now complete. 

The next test segment is called LOGIC, and as the name 

suggests, it tests the logical AND, XOR, and OR functions. 

LOGIC is listed on page 234, Appendix A. Registers B, C, 

and L will also be verified for patterns 00 or FF, providing 

overlap with the test for shorts. Notice that L is loaded 

with FF by moving C to L, so that any fault in C will be 

propagated to L. 

The first test vector verifies XOR for inputs 01 (A, 

source), OR for 10, and AND for 11. Notice that register D 

is used in the OR; this is because D was verified for 

pattern 00 in ADDER; register B could be used, but the OR 

will do nothing to verify that B contains 00 because the 

result will be FF regardless of the contents of B. The 

result of these three operations is compared against 'a known 

FF in register E (verified by ADDER). Registers L or C 

could not be used because this would allow a fault in L or C 

to counteract itself. For example, if C were FE instead of 
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FF, then L would also contain FE because of the MOV, so the 

result of the XOR would be FE. Likewise, the OR and AND 

functions will also produce results of FE. Comparing 

against C or L would then allow the fault to escape because 

both C and L contain FE. Comparing against E will detect 

the fault because ADDER proved that E contains FF. After 

this, we know that C and L contain FF. 

The next test vector employs an immediate OR (ORI) to 

cover another checklist entry as well as testing OR for 

inputs of 11. XOR is then tested for inputs 10 via XRA B, 

and the result of FF is verified. This proves that B 

contains 00, since if B is nonzero, the XOR output is not 

FF. (When considering faults in a register, the single 

fault assumption ensures that the functions are working 

correctly.) The XOR and OR functions have now been verified 

for inputs of 00, 01, 10, and 11 in all bit positions. 

Next, the AND function is tested for inputs of 10, 00, 

and 01, respectively. These must be performed separately 

since ANDing with 0 masks over nonzero bits. Note that an 

ANI is tested so that this instruction class may be checked 

off. LOGIC thus verifies: 

1. all 8 XOR gates for inputs 01 and 10, completing the 

coverage of XOR; 
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2. all 8 OR gates for inputs 10 and 11, completing the 

coverage of OR; 

3. all 8 AND gates for inputs 00-11, completely covering 

AND; and 

4. registers B=OO, C=FF, and L=FF. 

The next test segment, ROT, is listed on page 235 in 

Appendix A. As was mentioned in Chapter 4, rotates do not 

really change data, but just move it over and so are much 

like data paths. ROT therefore tests the rotate functions 

for stuck-ats and shorts between adjacent bits based on the 

following assumptions: 

1. logically adjacent bits are also physically adjacent; 

2. the RLC and RAL operations share the same logic; and 

3. the RRC and RAR operations share the same logic. 

Figure 27 shows the logical structure assumed for RLC and 

RAL; the structure for RRC and RAR is analogous. The 

assumption seems realistic because the operations in each 

pair of rotates are identical except for one output bit: 

the LSB (bit 0) for left rotates, and the MSB (bit 7) for 

right rotates. Note that the mnemonics here are deceptive: 

RLC is rotate A left around carry, where bit 7 of A is moved 

to both bit 0 and the carry output, while RAL is rotate A 
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left through carry, where bit 7 is moved to the carry 

output, and the carry input (CY) to bit 0. 

ROT must test RAL and RAR for carry inputs of both 1 and 

0, and test RLC and RRC for cases where CY differs from bit 

7 and CY differs from bit 0, respectively. The patterns 

chosen to be rotated are designed to test the rotate paths 

for stuck-ats and shorts between adjacent bits, where 

logically adjacent bits are assumed to be physically 

adjacent and bit 0 is considered adjacent to bit 7 as well 

as bit 1. Therefore, three patterns must be applied for 

each direction of rotation, which neatly overlaps with 

fulfilling the first criterion. Further overlap is attained 

by continuing the test for shorts (between any 2 bits) in 

the registers. Still more overlap was acheived by writing 

SP with a new pattern by means of SPHL (move HL to SP); this 

provides the first test of 16-bit register selection (other 

than that used for PC and WZ) and also covers an instruction 

class (SPHL). Sixteen-bit select faults that disturb BC or 

DE when writing SP will be detected by this test block. 

The patterns chosen for testing left rotates are 33 

(hex.), 66, and CC. As required, these set each bit to 1 

and 0 and each pair of adjacent bi ts to the same and 

opposite values. The first rotate is an RAL with CY=O; 33 

is shifted to 66. An SBI 0 is then used to combine the CY 
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Figure 27: Logical structure of left rotate functions. 
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output with the 8-bit result in A. CY is then set using STC 

and an RLC is tested; as required, bit 7 of A is 0 and hence 

differs from CY. The new carry is then complemented from 0 

to 1, and another RAL is executed. Finally, the result is 

verified using ADC L and JNZ. Registers B and L are 

verified for patterns 33 and 66, respectively; the test for 

shorts is now complete for these two registers, and H has 

already been covered. 

The second half of ROT verifies the right rotates in a 

similar fashion and tests registers C, D, and E for patterns 

6C, 36, and 39, respectively. Note that an intermediate 

result is stored during this portion of ROT. The patterns 

rotated are 6C, 39, and 97; this sequence tests for 

stuck-ats and shorts between adjacent bi ts, as required. 

RAR is tested for carry inputs of 0 and 1 and RRC for the 

case where bit 0 of A differs from CY. 

After this segment, the registers have been tested with the 

following sequences: 

A: 79, E9, 86, 74, 00, AA; 

B: OF, FO, 55, 00, 33; 

C: 36, C9, AA, FF, 6C; 

D: 6C, 93, 00, 36; 

E: C9, 36, FF, 39; 

H: 66, 99, 33, 00, OF; 
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L: 55, A..~, FO, FF, 66; 

SPh: 33, CC; and 

SPl: AS I SA. 

Thus the test for shorts has been completed for A, B, C, H, 

and L; D and E both require one more pattern and each half 

of SP requires three more. 

The next test block will complete this coverage, test the 

accumulator complement function CMA for inputs of 1 in all 

bit positions to complete coverage of that function, and 

test the XCHG instruction. Block 6 is listed in Appendix A, 

page 236. The XCHG is executed after loading both HL and 

DE. Notice that DE is loaded with 0000, a pattern already 

verified; E was actually tested with FF, but complementary 

patterns give identical coverage of shorts. After the XCHG, 

the physical register memory that was DE is now HL and so 

now HL must be tested for the remaining short faults, while 

DE, which was HL, has already been covered. 

The pattern 9966 in SP, loaded before ROT, is read back 

into HL by the usual DAD SP. These patterns are added to A, 

which contains 00 after ROT, to form a sum of FF. This is 

then complemented to complete coverage of the CMA function. 

The result is verified by ANA A, which sets the condition 

flags, and a JZ to continue the test if Z is set. The JZ 

was employed since the test has not branched on any 

conditional branch for quite a while. 
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Next SP is loaded with OFFO and this is read back and 

verified. Finally, SP is loaded with 5555 and HL with 0, 

and SP is read.back via DAD. HL (formerly DE) now contains 

5555, which just happens to complete the coverage of shorts 

for these registers as well as for SP. The final sequences 

for DE and SP are shown below: 

D (now H): 6C, 93, 00, 36, 55; 

E (now L) : C9, 36, FF, 39, 55; 

SPh: 33, cc, 99, OF, 55; and 

SPl: AS, SA, 66, FO, 55. 

The next two test blocks will verify the 16-bit 

increment/decrement function and the 16-bit register select 

capability of the register array. Recall that some 16-bi t 

select faults have already been detected during ROT and 

Block 6 due to the SPHL. However, these new test blocks 

will not rely on any previous coverage of 16-bi t select 

faults. 

The 16-bi t select test will be overlapped with testing 

the INX and DCX functions in the register array; there is 

really no choice about this, since these instructions are 

the only means to effectively test the 16-bi t selection. 

The only other instructions (except SPHL) that perform 
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16-bi t selects use the contents of the selected register 

pair as a memory address and so are not useful for this 

test. 

Figure 28 shows the logical structure of the INX/DCX 

function; recall from Section 5. 1 that the same circuitry 

can increment, decrement, or pass the data through 

unchanged. The truth table for each output of a single bit 

position in this circuitry is shown in the same figure. 

Only the MSB (bit 15) differs, and it simply has no carry 

(borrow) output. Note that the data output is the same for 

both increment and decrement; only the carry (borrow) 

outputs differ. Also note that by setting the carry 

(borrow) input into the LSB (bit 0) to zero, the data will 

be passed through unchanged. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, a tradeoff may have to be made 

between test speed and coverage of functions using half 

adders, which is basically what this circuit is. This is in 

fact the case here, because the word size of 16 bits would 

require over 30 test vectors to fully verify the circuitry. 

However, since the data output is the same for both 

increment and decrement, it is possible to fully verify this 

part of the function. This is true because, as explained in 

Section 4.1.2, the difficulty of testing an increment 

function arises for input pattern 01 (source bit 0, carry in 
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1) and that for decrements arises for pattern 11. So 

together, increment and decrement can verify all 4 truth 

table entries for the data output with only four test 

vectors: incrementing FFFF applies 11 to all bit positions; 

decrementing 0000 applies 01 to all bit positions; 

incrementing FFFE or decrementing FFFF applies 10 to bit 

positions 1-15; and incrementing 0000 or decrementing 0001 

applies 00 to bit positions 1-15. (Bit 0 always has a carry 

input of 1 when incrementing or decrementing.) 

Since this test is to be overlapped with the 16-bi t 

register selection test, logically distinct patterns and two 

opposite load orders seem necessary. However, this is a 

special case of register selection since INX and DCX alter 

the data, and do not just write over it. This brings up 

some new problems, namely the possibility of an erroneous 

select on both reads and writes. Such a fault would result 

in the wrong register being incremented or decremented, so 

special care must be taken in calculating results for 

verification. A series of adds, for example, would not 

work, because the same sum will result if one register is 

incremented twice and one not at all, or if both are 

incremented once. 

The test is further complicated by one more requirement: 

the 16-bit data paths and incrementer/decrernenter inputs and 
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outputs must be t;ested for stuck-ats and shorts between 

adjacent bits. Here once again, it is assumed that 

logically adjacent bits are physically adjacent due to the 

nature of the circuit. So once again, a three pattern 

sequence will suffice. Recall that data is passed to the 

increment circuit through the address latch, so this latch 

will be tested as well. 

The test blocks performing this part of the self-test are 

listed in Figure 29 as well as in Appendix A. Notice that 

INR and DCR instructions are also tested; this is 

permissable since these use logic in the ALU, entirely 

separate 

notice 

from the INX/DCX circuitry. 

that BC contains FFFF which 

More importantly, 

is not a 

distinct pattern. Therefore, multiple reads 

selected along with another register pair are not 

logically 

with BC 

sensitized 

under logic ANDing, and multiple reads that select another 

register pair along with BC are not sensitized for logic 

ORing. However, after the INX, BC will contain 0000; so in 

Block 8 these multiple reads will be sensitized. For this 

reason· BC is decremented last in Block 8 even though it was 

incremented last in Block 7. The order of writing the 

register pairs is not important here because the data is 

only modified and not written over as it was for the 8-bit 
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select test. Since all four register pairs contain 

different data, all multiple writes are actually sensitized 

by Block 7. 

The test for stuck-ats is accomplished in Block 7 by the 

patterns AAAA, 5554, and FFFF for the incrementer circuit 

inputs, and by AAAB, 5555, and 0000 for the circuit outputs. 

These patterns also set each pair of adjacent bi ts to the 

same and opposite values, and so test for shorts between 

adjacent bits. 

The method of verification is also noteworthy. First, L 

and D are added to A to form a sum of FF; it is not possible 

for a fault to counteract itself here because L is the low 

byte of the pair HL and D is the upper byte of pair DE. 

With the input patterns AAAA and 5554, a fault in the low 

byte of the INX/DCX circuit can only affect the upper byte 

if the fault is in bit position 6 or 7, and this will affect 

at most bits 0 and 1 of the upper byte (bits 8 and 9 of the 

circuit). This is because these patterns are checkerboards, 

and their alternating ones and zeroes prevent a carry from 

propagating more than two bit positions from the faulty bit 

position. There is no way the fault can counteract itself 

during the additions to A under the single fault assumption. 

With a fault in the low byte of the circuit, register D will 

either contain the correct result of AA or a faulty result 
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BLK7: DCR L ; L=54 
LXI SP, OC965H ;SP=C965 
INX SP ;SP=C966 
INX H ;HL=SSSS 
INX D ;DE=AAAB 
INX B ;BC=OOOO 

ADD L ;A=SS 
ADD D ;A=E'F 
INR A ;A=OO ( INR FF TO 00) 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 
ADD B ;A=OO 
ADD c ;A=OO 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 
ADD E ;A=AB 
ADD H ;A=OO, CY=l 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 

i 
·****************************************** I 

i 
BLK8: DCX D ;DE=AAAA 

DCX H ;HL=5554 
INX SP ;SP=C967 
DCX B ;BC=FFE'F 

ADC E ;A=AB (CY WAS STILL 1) 
ADD H ;A=OO, CY=l 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 
SUB B ; A=l, CY=l 

STA I RESS ;STORE INTERMED RESULT 

ADC c ; A=l, CY=l 
JNC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=l 
SUI OlH ;A=OO 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 
DCR A ;A=FE' 
SUB L ;A=AB, CY=O 
CMC ;CY=l 
SBB D ;A=OO 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 
DAD SP ;HL=lEBB 
ORA H ;A=lE 
SUB L ;A=63, CY=l 
ADI 9DH ;A=OO 
JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 

Figure 20. _, . Test Blocks 7 and 8. 
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of AB because all of the half adders in the upper byte work 

correctly. Register L will contain either 55, the right 

answer, or 05, 95, or 25 after faults in bit positions 6 or 

7. Of these possibilities, only 55+AA equals FF, so any 

fault that is sensitized will be detected. 

Notice that Block 7 uses INR to verify the result of FF 

and so covers the checklist entries for INR with maximum 

carry propagation and the special case micro-operation 

A=>TMP. Similarly, Block 8 tests DCR for maximum borrow 

propagation by decrementing 00. 

The verification of B and C follows similar reasoning to 

that of D and L. Since only one bit position can be faulty 

at a time, after the INX, BC could contain FFFF, FFFE, FFFC, 

FFF8, 1000, or 0001, 0002, 0004, etc., or the correct result 

of 0000. This is because a fault in bit position 0 will 

produce either FFFF, FFFE, or 0001 (sum & carry-out wrong, 

just carry-out wrong, or just the sum output wrong), a fault 

in bit 1 will produce either FFFE, FFFC, or 0002, and so on. 

Regardless, the two additions used to read back B and C will 

produce a nonzero result unless both B and C contain zero. 

The remaining verifications in Block 7 and Block 8 follow 

this same reasoning. 
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Notice that SP is not read back in Block 7; further, in 

Block 8, SP is incremented again, while the other register 

pairs are decremented. This is necessary to prove that SP 

was in fact altered by the INX, since an INX followed by a 

DCX produces no net change. The stack pointer is verified 

in Block 8 only to detect 16-bit select faults that affect 

SP. The testing for stuck-ats, shorts, and failures in the 

INX/DCX function did not need SP at all. 

The coverage for these two test blocks is summarized 

below: 

1. INR for maximum carry propagation; 

2. DCR for both minimum and maximum borrow propagation; 

3. INX/DCX data outputs fully verified (inputs 00, 01, 

10, and 11) by FFFF+l, 0000-1, 5554+1, and AAAA+l; 

4. INX carry outputs covered for inputs 00, 11, and 10 

for bit positions 1-14 (bit 15 has no carry output, 

and bit 0 always has a carry-in of 1 for INX); 

5. DCX borrow outputs covered for inputs 00, 01, and 10 

for bit positions 1-14; 

6. INX carry output covered for input 01 for bit 

positions 0 and l, and input 11 for bit O; 

7. DCX borrow output for bit 0 covered for inputs 01 and 

11; 
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8. all stuck-ats covered for the 16-bi t data paths, 

address latch, and INX/DCX circuit; 

9. all shorts between adjacent bi ts covered in these 

16-bit elements, assuming logically adjacent bits are 

physically adjacent; and 

10. 16-bit register select faults covered. 

Therefore, the only INX/DCX entries not covered are the 

carry outputs from bit positions 2-14 for INX input pattern 

01, and the borrow outputs from bit positions 1-14 for DCX 

input pattern 11. 

As a final note, it must be observed that the INX/DCX 

circuitry is used to increment the program counter after 

each object code fetch and to increment or decrement SP when 

performing stack operations presented in the next section. 

Therefore, faults in this circuit could be detected by a 

loss of program control (resulting in a hardware timeout) or 

by the tests of stack operations. This provides some 

additional fault coverage, but the coverage is of course 

address dependent. 
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5.2.3 Completing the Checklist 

After the eight test blocks just described, most of the 

entries on the checklist have been covered. As shown in 

Figures 30 and 31, most of the remaining entries involve 

memory writes, stack operations, or register indirect 

addressing. The decimal adjust instruction (DAA) must also 

be tested; this will be overlapped with testing the PUSH/POP 

PSW instructions because DAA is the only means for verifying 

the auxiliary carry flag (AC). The DI (disable interrupts), 

HLT (halt), and IN (input) instructions will not be tested 

since they would require too much added hardware. Note that 

if I/O ports are read using IN, then the I/O port tests will 

verify this instruction; if I/O ports use memory mapped 

addressing, then IN will never be used and so does not need 

to be tested. 

The EI (enable interrupts) and OUT (output) instructions 

will be tested indirectly. The OUT instruction will be used 

to output the GO status word that resets the hardware 

timers. If OUT fails to work properly, the status port will 

not be written and the hardware timeout will detect the 

fault. The EI instruction is used to re-enable interrupts 

after the test has been completed, just before control is 

restored to the user. Should EI fail, interrupts will 

remain disabled, and the next test pass will not be 

initiated, once again causing a hardware timeout. 
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LXI x MVI x LDA x LDAX 

LHLD x MOV x STA x STAX 

SHLD PUSH POP SPHL x 

XRA x ORA x ANA x CMA x 

XRI ORI x ANI x CMC x 

XTHL XCHG x INX x DCX x 

CALL JMP x RET PCHL x 

Ccc Jee x Rec RST x 

STC x EI OUT NOP 

HLT DI IN 

ADD with CY=l x SUB with CY=l x 

ADI with CY=l x SUI with CY=l x 
ADC CY=O x CY=l x SBB CY=O x CY=l x 

ACI CY=O x CY=l x SBI CY=O x CY=l x 

CMP equal ~ unequal CPI x 
RAL CY=O x CY=l x RAR CY=O x CY=l x 

RLC with CY=B7' x RRC with CY=BO' x 

INR max x min DCR max x min x 
DAD cy L to H: 1 x 0 x CYout: 1 x 0 x 

DAA upper nibble: CY=l dig>9 -- no adj. 
lower nibble: AC=l dig>9 -- no adj. --

Figure 30: Checklist after Blocks 1-8, Part 1. 
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Condition evaluations: 

NZ T X F X z T X 

NC T X F X c T X 

P T X F X M T X 

PO T X E' PE T X 

Addressing Modes: 

Immediate: 8-bit X 16-bit x 
Direct: Reads 8-bit X 16-bit X 

Writes 8-bit X 16-bit 

Register: Reads 8-bit X 16-bit X 
Writes 8-bit X 16-bit X 

Register Indirect: Read Write 

Special-case Micro-operations: 

Flags => DBUS (PUSH PSW) 

DBUS => Flags (POP PSW) 

TMP => A x (MVI l\, x; MOV A, x) 

A => TMP x (MOV x, A· I INR A; DCR A) 

ALU outputs => DBUS (INR M; DCR M) 

TMP => DBUS {MVI M, x; MOV M, x) 

F X 

F X 

F X 

F X 

Figure 31: Checklist after Blocks 1-8, Part 2. 
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Test Block 9 is listed in Appendix A, page 238. 

is first loaded with 44 hex., the complement 

Register 

of the 

pattern BB in L, and then SP is loaded with an address 

pointing to test RAM. These test locations, RAMl and RAM2, 

are located just after the RAM locations used for storing 

intermediate results. This is done so that a fault 

disturbing locations neighboring RAMl and RAM2 might destroy 

the intermediate results and cause an incorrect GO signal. 

Block 9 next pushes H and L into RAM2 and RAMl, 

respectively; note that since H and L contain complementary 

patterns, some dynamic faults may be sensitized when the two 

registers are read out onto the data bus in quick 

succession. An XCHG is then performed to save the 44BB 

pattern in DE so that HL can be loaded with an address 

(RAM2). Register pair BC is loaded with address RAMl. An 

LDAX B is then performed to test register indirect 

addressing, to cover the LDAX instruction class, and to 

verify the contents of location RAMl. The comparison made 

next, CMP D, tests CMP for the case where the operands are 

not equal. Had the PUSH written H into RAMl instead of 

RAM2, the fault would be detected here. 

An INR M is executed next, covering INR for minimum carry 

propagation and covering the ALU=>DBUS special-case 

micro-operation. This also tests the 8080 "M" addressing 
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(register indirect addressing that uses the contents of HL 

as the address of the data). The contents of RAM2 are then 

added to the value from RAMl to create a zero result which 

is verified. 

The next part of Block 9 writes a checkerboard { 55) to 

RAM2, and then a zero to RAMl using STAX D (store A in the 

memory location pointed to by DE). Another XCHG was 

employed to move the address from HL to DE, and DE was 

decremented to point to RAMl. Notice that BC was 

incremented so that it too did not point to RAMl; if this 

were not done, then a fault performing STAX B instead of 

STAX D would not be detected. The contents of both RAMl and 

RAM2 are then read back using XTHL {exchange top of stack 

with HL) and verified. 

The final part of Block 9 tests SHLD (store HL direct) 

and POP. Notice that the patterns used, 639C and 7788, once 

again have the low byte equal to the one's complement of the 

high byte; this is done to try and sensitize dynamic faults. 

Once again, the instructions are verified for both correct 

values and for writing (reading) the two halves of the 

16-bi t values in the correct order. Note that SHLD also 

covers the direc~ addressing mode for 16-bit data writes. 
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Block 10 will complete the checklist coverage, except, as 

noted earlier, for HLT, DI, IN, EI, and OUT. At this point 

the only other entries not checked are: 

1. CALL and conditional call, Ccc; 

2. RET and conditional return, Rec; 

3. DAA; 

4. NOP; 

5. Odd parity false condition evaluation; and 

6. the special-case micro-operations Flags=>DBUS and 

DBUS=>Flags. 

Block 10 is listed in Appendix A on pages 238 and 240. 

Before testing CALL and PUSH PSW, the stack pointer is 

restored to the value it had after user registers were 

stored on stack; so SP onc:e again points to the system 

stack. CALL is then tested; the SUI 03 after the CALL 

verifies that the subroutine TSUB was in fact executed. The 

rest of the testing is performed by TSUB. 

Subroutine TSUB is listed on page 240 {Appendix A). The 

intent of each instruction should be clear from the 

comments. Notice that subroutine TSUB2, called to verify 

the conditional call instruction class (Ccc), loads register 

C with a value needed by TSUB; if TSUB is not called, then C 

will still contain 88 and the fault will be detected by the 

CPI 92 instruction later in TSUB. TSUB2 also tests 
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conditional returns for no-transfer and transfer; the odd 

parity false condition evaluation is verified by the RPO 

(return if odd parity) instruction. Should this return be 

taken, then C will not be loaded with SC, and the fault will 

be detected just as if TSUB2 were never called. Should the 

RP (return if positive) not be taken, a JMP NOGO will be 

executed. 

As required, each nibble of DAA is tested for all three 

cases: no adjustment, adjustment due to flags (CY=l for the 

upper nibble, AC=l for the lower nibble), and adjustment due 

to the digit being greater than 9. Recall that correct BCD 

arithmetic will never produce a result where both a digit is 

greater than nine and the carry out of that nibble is one. 

In testing DAA, the AC flag is also verified for its ability 

to store both a one and a zero. 

TSUB ends with a RET (return) followed by an 

unconditional jump to NOGO in case RET is ignored. The JMP 

could be followed by a HLT for ex~a protection, but since 

JMP was verified at the start of the test, this was felt to 

be unnecessary. After TSUB returns, Block 10 verifies that 

A contains 03 and the test is then complete. All entries on 

the checklist except those noted at the beginning of this 

section have now been covered. 
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5.2.4 The GO and NO-GO Routines 

The GO status output routine is listed on page 239 in 

Appendix A. Register C is loaded with zero for use in 

writing over the memory locations in which intermediate 

results are stored, and HL is loaded with the address of the 

first of these locations. The stored results are then read 

back using various instructions to form a result in A; each 

memory location is written over with 00. Notice that no ANA 

or ORA instructions are used for read.back; this is because 

these would mask over bits of the current result. The final 

contents of register B are also added into the result, and 

then an XRI is performed to generate the correct GO status 

value of AA, a checkerboard. This is output to the status 

port via an OUT instruction. 

Then the address of the next test in the series, shown as 

the ROM test ROMTS in the listing, is stored in the next 

test address location NXTS. (This will be used by the 

self-test dispatch routine, shown in Figure 24, on the next 

test pass.) User registers are then restored, interrupts 

enabled, and control is returned to the user program. This 

last section, RSTR, is common to all the different tests of 

the series (memory, I/O, and CPU). 
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The NO-GO status routine is listed in Appendix A, page 

230. The accumulator A is cleared using an XRA A and this 

zero value is output to the status port. Note that certain 

faults, such as stuck-at-1' s in A, can cause the value 

actually output to be nonzero. However, no single fault can 

cause the value to equal the GO status of AA. Since control 

cannot be reliably restored to the user in the presence of 

the fault, the processor is then halted. The HLT is 

followed by an unconditional jump back to the HLT and an 

RST 6 (which branches back to NOGO) to ensure that the 

faulty processor is stopped. Since the processor 

successfully branched to NOGO, one of these transfers should 

work. 

5.2.5 Other Considerations 

Certain elements of the CPU were not directly tested by 

the CPU test just described. These are: 

register pair, 

buffers, and 

multiplexers 

indirectly. 

the program counter PC, 

the individual, single-bit 

and demultiplexers. All 

the WZ temporary 

the address bus 

register select 

were tested 
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Only valid addresses were moved through the PC and 

address bus buffers, so that some stuck-at and short faults 

were not sensitized. As mentioned in Chapter 4, these 

elements can at least be tested for stuck-ats by splitting 

the self-test ROM between high and low meltlo,.1'."y. Stuck-ats 

will then be sensitized, probably causing loss of program 

control and the ensuing hardware timeout. 

The address latch, address bus, and program counter can 

be tested for both stuck-ats and shorts between any two bits 

by a series of six consecutive jumps. The addresses to 

which processor branches would be patterns from a stuck-at 

and short sensitizing sequence for 16-bit elements, such as 

3333, 5555, 6666, FOFO, FFOO, and OOFF. However, this would 

require a considerable amount of added hardware (since the 

addresses are spread out) and would have quite an impact on 

the system (restricting addresses available to the users). 

For these reasons, such a test is not recommended. 

The WZ register pair was also tested with numerous valid 

addresses; this is true because every transfer instruction, 

except PCHL, forms the new address in WZ. That is, all 

jumps, calls, returns, and RSTs load WZ with the address to 

which the processor will branch. The XTHL instruction can 

be used to test WZ directly, since this instruction reads 
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the data from the top of stack into WZ before moving it into 

HL. It is therefore possible to write a test for faults in 

WZ; however, there are several drawbacks to such a test: 

1. XTHL is the slowest instruction in the 8080 

instruction set; 

2. no conditional branches can be assumed to work 

because these all employ WZ; and 

3. the manipulations required to apply and verify the 

patterns tend to make the test long and inefficient. 

Because of (1) and (3), a specific test for stuck-ats and 

shorts in WZ would increase the total test time by 10 to 15 

percent. Also, since the RST 7 used to initiate the 

self-test will pass the pattern 0038 (hex.) through WZ, many 

faults in WZ will be sensitized before the test even begins. 

The numerous branches and the two XTHL instructions used in 

Block 9 also provide some coverage of WZ faults. The 

coverage by the branches is of course address dependent. 

Considering the extra time required to specifically test WZ 

versus the slight increase in coverage, it was decided not 

to include a specific test for WZ. 

The test procedures described in Chapter 4 gave only 

slight consideration to faults in the register select 

multiplexer or demultiplexer for a single bit position. It 
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wa·s noted that using complementary patterns in the registers 

would sensitize those faults and that tests of boolean 

functions generally employ such complementary patterns. 

To determine the coverage of these faults by the CPU test 

just developed, some of these faults were simulated. An 

erroneous read select for a single bit position during 8-bit 

reads of register B was simulated with the erroneously 

selected bit corning from the corresponding bit in each of 

the other general registers in turn: C, D, E, H, L, SPh, and 

SPl. This was done for each bit position in B and then each 

of these other registers was given a turn as the true source 

register (replacing B). The same procedure was then 

repeated for an erroneous write select during 8-bit writes 

for each single bit position. Here, during the register 

loads in Block 1, the bit not written into the true 

destination due to the fault was in fact written; this was 

done to assume that the bit was already what it should be. 

Only the first 8 blocks of the test were simulated; 

Blocks 9 and 10 were orni tted because the registers are 

loaded with addresses during these blocks, and so the 

results would be address dependent. 

A total of 896 faults were simulated in this manner, 448 

single-bit erroneous reads, and 448 erroneous writes. A 

total of 442 of the erroneous reads were sensitized and all 
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of these were detected. One of the faults counteracted 

itself and escaped all verifications, but was detected when 

the GO output generated was AS instead of AA. For the 

erroneous writes, all 448 faults were sensitized and all of 

these were detected. Thus while the test was not 

specifically designed to detect these faults, 98.7% of the 

read multiplexer faults (and 100% of those sensitized) and 

all 100% of the write demultiplexer faults were detected. 

It should be noted that all 6 of the faults that were not 

sensitized involved one of the halves of the stack pointer; 

SP was not used in any of the boolean function tests except 

that for the INX/DCX • • +. circu1 ._, which involved 16-bit 

selection, not 8-bit selection. Also, for certain 

addresses, these undetected faults would be detected by 

Blocks 9 and 10, so the total fault coverage could be even 

better. 

One observation that can be drawn from these results is 

that the test procedures will always sensitize single-bit 

erroneous write faults for the primary word size (8 bits in 

this case). This is because each bit of each general 

register is tested for both 1 and 0 in the test for 

stuck-ats, Blocks 1 and 2, and an erroneous write fault will 

leave the affected bit unchanged between these test blocks. 

So it is not surprising that all were detected. 

(Counteraction is of course possible.) 
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5.3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The CPU self-test just described requires 558 bytes of 

ROM, nine bytes of test RAM, and 16 bytes of system stack 

space. An additional 25 bytes of ROM are required for the 

initial dispatch routine (SLFTS), the NOGO routine, and the 

restoration/exit routine (RSTR), but these routines are 

common to all the different tests (CPU, ROM, RAM, and I/O). 

The CPU test program size is therefore quite reasonable. 

The total execution time for the CPU test, including 

everything from the RST 7 that initiates the test to the 

final return to the user, is 2218 clock cycles. This 

translates into 1.11 milliseconds for a 2 MHz clock rate. 

Recall that the test was supposed to execute on the order of 

a millisecond, so this time does meet the speed requirement. 

The ROM space and time requirements for each segment of 

the test are itemized in Figure 32 along with the totals. 

It is interesting to note that the overhead (test 

initiation, dispatch, and saving and restoring user 

registers) accounts for 192 clock cycles.. or 8. 66% of the 

total execution time. 
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Segment Size (bytes) Time (clocks) 

RST 7 11 

SLFTS 8 65 

Saving SP 7 36 

Block 1 71 224 

Block 2 75 216 

ADDER 74 253 

LOGIC 31 111 

ROT 41 154 

Block 6 43 160 

Block 7 24 94 

Block 8 37 148 

Block 9 66 301 

Block 10 60 239 

GO 26 136 

NOGO 8 

RSTR 9 70 

Constants for 
Block 1 loads 3 

TOTAL 583 2218 

Figure 32: Space & time requirements of the CPU test. 
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Over 2000 faults were simulated to validate this CPU 

test; some of these have already been described. Each fault 

category that was simulated is described in the paragraphs 

that follow. A summary of the fault coverage attained by 

this CPU test for these faults is then presented. The 

coverage was excellent. 

Stuck-ats: The faults simulated here involved forcing one 

bit of one register to be stuck at either 0 or 1. All 16 

stuck-ats were simulated for each of the 8-bit registers A, 

ACT, TMP, B, C, D, E, H, L, SPh, and SPl. Thus a total of 

176 stuck-ats were simulated. 

Shorts between any two bi ts: These faults caused the two 

shorted bits to be set to (a) the logic AND of the two (0 

prevails) or (b) the logic OR of the two (1 prevails). The 

fault was therefore commutative and was sensitized whenever 

the two bits were opposite in value. All 28 possible shorts 

(there are 28 pairs of bi ts in an 8-bi t element) were 

simulated for both (a) and (b) in each of the registers A, 

ACT, TMP, B, C, D, E, H, L, SPh, and SPl. There were thus 

56 faults per register for a total of 616 short faults. 

Erroneous 8-bi t register selection: Here, one erroneous 

register was selected instead of the intended register on 
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8-bit (a) reads, (b) writes, or (c) both reads and writes. 

All 8 bits of the registers involved were affected. The 

registers for which faults were simulated were B, C, D, E, 

H, L, SPh, and SPl. Each of these registers had a turn as 

the intended register and faults were simulated making each 

of the other 7 registers the erroneously selected register, 

one at a time, for each case (a), (b), and (c). There were 

thus 8x7x3=168 faults simulated. 

Multiple 8-bi t register selection: These faults were very 

similar to the erroneous selects except that a multiple 

write will write both the intended and the erroneous 

destination (with the same data) and a multiple read will 

read back the logic OR of the two registers selected. 

Logical ORing seems most likely given the logic of a 

multiplexer: output Y = (CNTLl)Xl + (CNTL2)X2 + etc. Again 

168 faults were simulated, but as noted in Section 5. 2 .1, 

the multiple write of SPh along with SPl is not really a 

fault since no data will be corrupted. 

faults were counted. 

Therefore, only 166 

Erroneous 16-bi t selection: These faults are also quite 

similar to the 8-bi t erroneous selects; however, now an 

entire register pair is affected. Only faults active for 

both reads and writes were simulated. The register pairs 
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involved were BC, DE, HL, and SP. 

faults. 

Single bit erroneous selects: 

There were thus 4x3=12 

As already described in 

Section 5.2.5, these faults involved an erroneous selection 

of a single bit of a register during 8-bi t selects. The 

fault was active either on (a) reads or (b) writes. The 

procedure is quite similar to that for erroneous selects of 

the whole register, but now faults were simulated for each 

of the 8 bit positions for both (a) and (b). In all cases, 

the erroneously selected bit was in the same bit position as 

the bit not selected because the fault is located in the 

multiplexer or demultiplexer for that bit position. A total 

of 8x7x2x8=896 faults were simulated. 

ALU full adder faults: These faults caused either (a) the 

sum output, (b) the carry output, or (c) both the sum and 

carry outputs of a single full adder (single bit position) 

to be incorrect for just a single entry in the truth table. 

That is, the fault affected the outputs for only one of the 

8 possible combinations of inputs, for a single full adder. 

Since there are 8 full adders, each with 8 truth table 

entries, a total of 8x8x3=192 faults were simulated. 
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The results of these fault simulations are tabulated in 

Figure 33 along with the totals. Recall that the test did 

not systematically attempt to detect the single bit select 

faults; so coverage of the simulated faults for which the 

test was specifically designed is 100%. 

All of the stuck-ats and 8-bi t register select faults 

were detected by Blocks 1 and 2, as expected. The shorts 

were detected by Blocks 1 through 6; this is again the 

expected result, since the last short sensitizing patterns 

were applied in Block 6. The 16-bit select faults were all 

detected by the end of Block 8; some were detected as early 

as ROT (the rotate test) due to the SPHL instruction 

employed just prior to ROT. This again agrees with the 

expected results. The adder faults were all detected by the 

end of the ADDER test block; most were detected by Blocks 1 

and 2 during the various adds and subtracts used to read 

back the registers. In fact, all of the adder faults that 

were sensitized in Blocks 1 and 2 were detected by these 

blocks. However, these adder faults affected only a single 

entry in the truth table of the faulty full adder; real 

faults may well affect several entries, so the ADDER test 

block is necessary to ensure complete coverage of full adder 

faults. 
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Fault Number Number Percent 
Category Simulated Detected Coverage 

Stuck-ats 176 176 100% 

Shorts 616 616 100% 

Erroneous 
8-bit selects 168 168 100% 

Multiple 
8-bit selects 166 166 100% 

Erroneous 
16-bit selects 12 12 100% 

Single bit 
erroneous selects 896 890 99.3% 

Adder Faults 192 192 100% 

TOTAL 2226 2220 99.73% 

Figure 33: Fault coverage of the 8080 CPU test. 
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The CPU test that has been described in this chapter was 

found to meet all the necessary criteria: speed, program 

size, and fault coverage. The test executed a complete GO 

pass in a total of 1.11 milliseconds for a 2 MHz processor 

clock rate and required 583 bytes of ROM, or just over O.SK 

bytes. The fault coverage for the 2226 faults simulated was 

99.73%. The design procedures were thus quite effective. 

These were all single faults, and the test was designed 

to take advantage of the single fault assumption. 

Nevertheless, its coverage of multiple faults should also be 

excellent. Such faults may not be detected by the test 

block that would detect the single fault, due to the 

possibility of one fault counteracting another. Still, most 

faults, especially adder faults or stuck-ats, will be 

sensitized many times during the course of the test, so that 

even with other faults to help in counteraction, the faults 

are not very likely to escape the whole test. Also, the 

test stores some intermediate results; therefore faults that 

are sensitized but not detected during the course of the 

test may cause one of these results to be erroneous, so that 

the fault will be detected by an invalid GO status. (This 

was the case for one of the single-bit erroneous read select 

faults.) 



Chapter VI 

TECHNIQUES FOR TEST VALIDATION AND ENHANCEMENT 

The previous chapter often made reference to fault 

simulation results and described the faults that were 

simulated for the 8080. This chapter will present some 

basic methods for fault simulation and test program 

validation. The fault simulation programs used to generate 

the fault coverage data presented in Chapter 5 will then be 

described to provide examples of these methods. 

6.1 WHY SIMULATE? 

There are many reasons justifying fault simulation; the 

most obvious is to determine the fault coverage of a 

self-test program. However, simulation can be employed for 

more than just observing the effects of various faults; 

three main types of simulators are relevant: 

1. Good processor simulator: This simulates the correct 

operations of the microprocessor to be tested. It is 

necessary to simulate the good processor in order to 

ensure that the self-test program contains no 

mistakes that would cause a good processor to fail 

the test. This also provides a simulator into which 

faults can later be injected. 

194 
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2. Good processor simulator with sensitization analysis: 

This is the same simulator as (1), but now code has 

been added to determine whether or not the self-test 

sensitizes certain faults. Such a simulator would 

check that, during the course of the self-test, each 

bit of each register, including internal registers, 

was set to both 0 and 1 (sensitizing stuck-ats), that 

the bits of each pair of bits were set to equal and 

opposite values (sensitizing shorts), that each bit 

position of each function was exercised with all 

possible input patterns, etc. This kind of simulator 

can be useful for prechecking the various blocks of a 

self-test program for design errors, before fault 

simulation begins. 

3. Faulty processor simulators: These are also based on 

( 1) but simulate the actions of a processor 

containing one or more faults. They allow test 

vectors to be enhanced for better coverage as well as 

providing data for fault coverage statistics. 

Fault simulation is helpful both in providing a better 

understanding of the normal internal operation of the CPU 

and in determining the effects of various faults. 

Alternative test sequences can be tried and compared on the 

basis of coverage and speed. Potential fault counteractions 
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can be identified and corrected. Also, certain test vectors 

may be found to be redundant with other vectors because of 

the overlapped nature of the self-test; these can be 

eliminated or replaced with new tests that will provide 

simultaneous coverage for as yet untested elements. 

The information provided by fault simulations can also be 

used to "fine tune" a self-test for maximum coverage of 

certain sets of faults. For example, suppose there is a 

fault in a data path or internal register that is only 

employed by a few special operations. Further, suppose that 

when the self-test program tests these operations it 

succeeds in sensitizing the fault, producing an erroneous 

result, but the next operation allows the fault to 

counteract itself and escape the final verification. It is 

possible to add a verification to detect the erroneous 

result, but a better solution is to store this result as one 

of the intermediate values used in calculating the GO 

status. Since a result would probably be stored somewhere 

during the block, this technique avoids increasing the test 

time. 

So fault simulation will be used to enhance the fault 

coverage and speed of the self-test. It should be noted 

that changing the self-test program in response to fault 

simulation results can invalidate some of the previous 
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simulation results. However, the block structure of the 

self-test minimizes this effect since fault detection within 

one block is independent of other blocks. Certainly, 

simulation of faults that were detected by segments prior to 

the modified block need not be repeated. 

In summary then, fault simulation provides the test 

designer with feedback on the effectiveness of the 

self-test, allowing problems to be identified and the test 

to be enhanced. Finally, the results of fault simulation 

provide statistics on the precise fault coverage of a given 

self-test by answering the question: can this fault 

counteract itself and escape detection? 

The faults for which simulation is most valuable are 

those for which counteraction is most likely. 

include: 

These 

1. stuck-ats and shorts in data paths and internal 

registers; 

2. faults involving a general register (stuck-ats, 

shorts, and select failures) that are sensitized more 

than once between verifications. 

3. register select faults affecting only a single bit 

position; and 

4. multiple faults. 
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All of these faults can corrupt data more than once between 

verifications and so may be able to counteract themselves. 

Therefore fault simulation is required to prove their 

detection. 

6.2 GENERAL METHODS FOR FAULT SIMULATION 

Now that the value of fault simulation has been 

discussed, it is important to consider how to conduct such 

simulations. Since the idea of fault simulation is to 

inject a fault into an otherwise healthy microprocessor, it 

is imperative to simulate the internal as well as external 

behavior of the processor. Knowledge of this internal 

behavior is limited, but all of the main elements can be 

identified and simulated. 

For the 8080, this includes such things as the ALU 

temporary registers ACT and TMP; these do not have to be 

included when one is interested only in simulating a good 

processor, but if faults involving these registers are to be 

considered, they must be simulated. Also, the actions of 

the 8080 XCHG must be correctly simulated so that a stuck-at 

in H, for example, is moved to D as the physical memory of 

these registers is exchanged. 

The first step in preparing the simulator is therefore 

identifying all the elements and functions of the processor. 
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This is necessary in order to develop the self-test program, 

so it does not really entail any additional work here. All 

internal registers for which faults are to be simulated must 

be included. The micro-operation breakdown of the 

instruction set is the prime source of information since it 

describes the flow of data through these internal elements. 

This data flow most be correctly simulated to obtain valid 

results. These internal elements are the places where 

faults have the best chance for counteracting themselves, 

since faults in these elements are usually sensitized 

several times between verifications. Therefore, it is 

especially important to properly simulate these internal 

elements. 

The next step is writing the good processor simulator. 

This should be designed so that register selection is 

concentrated into subroutines. Thus there will be a 

subroutine to read a register out of the register array and 

another to write a value into a register of the array. Now 

register select faults can be injected with relative ease, 

changing only one or both of these subroutines to create 

erroneous or multiple selects. This also allows easy 

injection of stuck-ats and shorts into a register; simply 

modify the register write subroutine to inject the fault as 

it loads the register with its new value. 
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Similarly, if faults are to be 

adders of the ALU, then these 

simulated by a single subroutine. 

injected into the full 

full adders should be 

Then all of the adds, 

subtracts, compares, etc. that employ these full adders can 

be made faulty by changing only this one subroutine. 

However, the test procedures are designed so as to ensure 

detection of a fault in a single full adder . (single bit 

position), so it is not necessary to simulate these faults 

to prove their detection. This allows the simulator to be 

designed more efficiently, avoiding a lot of subroutine 

calls by performing additions, subtractions, etc. in the 

separate routines for those instructions instead of having a 

common adder subroutine. These same considerations apply to 

the other functions as well: concentrate into subroutines 

only those functions for which faults are to be simulated. 

Other operations common to many instructions should also 

be concentrated into subroutines. This makes writing the 

good processor simulator somewhat easier at some cost in 

execution time. More importantly, faults can then be 

injected with ease. Some examples of such operations are: 

1. a memory read or write that uses the contents of a 

register in the register array as the memory address 

(register indirect addressing); 
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2. an update of the condition flags based on the results 

of an ALU operation (just pass the result to this 

subroutine) ; 

3. an increment or decrement operation used for 

adjusting the program counter, stack pointer, or 

another general register, especially if the processor 

supports PDP-11 style addressing modes such as 

autoincrement and autodecrement; or 

supports 

as the 

4. a condition evaluation if the processor 

different conditional instructions (such 

8080 1 s conditional jumps, calls, and returns). 

Notice that these operations correspond to 

micro-operations or common sequences of micro-operations. 

Optimally, the simulator would have a routine for each 

micro-operation which the processor can perform. This would 

allow easy injection of any of the faults considered, 

including micro-operation faults. However, such a simulator 

would tend to be terribly inefficient as far as execution 

speed, and most of the faults for which simulation is 

desirable, such as stuck-ats, shorts, and register select 

failures, do not require simulation at this level. 

Once the good processor simulator has been written, a 

self-test program becomes an excellent tool for debugging 
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the simulator, even if the self-test is still in the 

prototype stage. So at this point there is feedback in both 

self-test can detect errors in the directions: the 

simulator, while the simulator can find simple mistakes in 

the self-test that would ~ause a good processor to fail the 

test (such as the test designer forgetting about the carry 

on' an add with carry). 

Now a version of the simulator can be created that 

determines some of the faults sensitized by the test 

program. The test procedures and patterns described in 

Chapter 4 will sensitize the faults considered, but since 

the test designer is only human, there could be some 

mistakes. It is best to find these mistakes before 

conducting much fault simulation to avoid wasting time 

simulating the mistakes. This kind of simulator provides a 

good, quick check for design errors in the self-test. 

A program to determine micro-operation coverage can also 

be written. But as already noted in Chapter 4, filling in 

the checklist covers all but a few special-case 

micro-operations, which should be easily identified, so that 

this program is not really necessary. 
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Next, the good processor simulator can be modified to 

make the various faulty processor simulators that will 

perform the actual fault simulation. The faults are 

generally injected by modifying the subroutines into which 

common operations have been concentrated. These simulators 

should be designed to simulate a whole class of faults in 

one run (one at a time), such as all stuck-at faults in a 

general register or even all stuck-ats in all the general 

registers. This technique permits hundreds of faults to be 

simulated with re la ti ve ease. Some specific examples from 

the 8080 fault simulators are presented in Section 6.3. 

Several different levels of display output should be 

considered. An instruction by instruction execution trace, 

listing the contents of the registers 

available so that the exact effects 

observed. This is also necessary 

and flags, must 

of a fault can 

to prove that 

be 

be 

the 

simulator does generate the correct sequence of faulty 

actions. A "skeleton trace" is also useful; this level 

displays the contents of the various registers only after 

certain instructions (such as a branch), or after every 

tenth or so instruction. This provides periodic samples of 

the faulty execution so that the amount of output does not 

become excessive. A single detected/undetected output is 

useful when accumulating statistics for thousands of faults. 
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Appendices D and E contain examples of a full instruction by 

instruction trace and a "skeleton" trace, respectively. 

A program that compares a good processor simulation trace 

to that for a faulty processor can be quite helpful. This 

program picks out only the information corrupted by the 

fault and so makes analysis of the effects of the fault much 

easier. Such a program was used during simulation of faults 

in the 8080 and was found to be quite useful. Appendix D 

contains a sample output from this program along with the 

full trace example. 

Care must be taken to avoid generating results that are 

address dependent. For example, suppose a fault in a 

register is simulated; the fault counteracts itself and 

avoids detection by the first segments of the self-test. 

Then the register is loaded with a memory address to test 

register indirect addressing and the fault is sensitized by 

this address. Now an incorrect result is generated because 

of the faulty address and the fault is detected. But were a 

different address used, the fault would not be sensitized 

and hence would not be detected. Since the exact address is 

transparent to a test of register indirect addressing, the 

coverage of this fault is address dependent. Such a fault 

must be counted as undetected. This is why the operations 
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that require loading registers with addresses are tested 

last. 

Similarly, coverage of faults in the program counter and 

data paths leading to the address bus also tend to be 

address dependent. Further, such faults can create an 

infinite loop (by causing a sudden branch backwards), so 

that a time limit must be imposed on their simulation. 

In conclusion, the 

thousands of faults to 

techniques just described 

be simulated with ease. 

allow 

This 

provides a lot of feedback to the test designer, who can 

then improve the self-test program as needed. The 

accumulation of fault coverage st a ti sties serves to 

the effectiveness of the self-test (for the 

prove 

faults 

simulated) and provides insight into the internal operation 

of the CPU and the effects of certain faults. 

An interative self-test design procedure can be used. 

Fi~ure 34 illustrates this technique, with fault simulation 

providing the feedback. The final self-test produced by 

this iterative approach will have excellent fault coverage 

and can also be enhanced for speed by eliminating redundant 

test vectors and improving overlap. 
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Write first Verify good 
version of -:r processor .... Simulate 

passes test & , Faults self-test precheck coverage 
J, 

Make No Sufficient 
Enhancements I/ & - coverage -to self-test speed? 

I Yes i 
Done 

Figure 34: Iterative self-test design procedure. 
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6.3 EXAMPLES: FAULT SIMLATORS FOR THE 8080 -- -- --
As discussed in Section 5.3, over 2000 faults were 

simulated to validate the 8080 self-test. The fault 

simulation was conducted on a Z80 microcomputer system using 

the BASIC language for ease of programming. This computer 

system was slow, but the cost of the simulations was 

minimal. In fact, this entire system cost less than $7000, 

which is less than it would have cost to perform the same 

kind of simulation on a mainframe computer system. This is 

especially noteworthy in light of the fact that the proposed 

simulation techniques tend to be fairly inefficient in 

regard to execution time. 

The good processor simulator for the 8080, called SIM~O, 

is listed in Appendix C. All of the internal memory 

elements described in the 8080 system block diagram (Figure 

20 in Chapter 5) were simulated: TMP, ACT, the 16-bi t 

address latch in the register array, the WZ internal 

register pair, and the instruction register IR. A 512 byte 

memory space was simulated with addresses from 0000 to OlFF 

hex. to provide both RAM and ROM. 

SIM80 uses subroutines to perform: memory reads and 

writes (the addresses always come from a register pair of 

the register array); register pair increments and decrements 

by the INX/DCX circuit; additions by the full adders of the 
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ALU; 8-bit register reads and writes; the micro-operation 

that sets flags S, Z, and P based on the result of an ALU 

operation; and condition evaluation. Sixteen-bit register 

selection was not concentrated in a subroutine; this is why 

only twelve 16-bit select faults were simulated. 

Two precheck programs were developed from SIM80. The 

first, SACOV, determined the stuck-ats sensitized by a 

self-test in all of the registers plus the data and address 

buses, the ALU input and output data paths,' the 16-bit 

address latch, and the INX/DCX circuit inputs and outputs. 

Some of this coverage, such as that for the address latch 

and bus, was address dependent. SACOV is listed in Appendix 

I. 

The second program, FNCOV, determined the coverage for 

the inputs to each full adder in the ALU, the XOR, OR, and 

AND gates of the ALU, the INXjDCX circuit, and the 

accumulator complement function. The coverage for the 

INX/DCX circuit was again address dependent since this 

circuit is used to adjust PC and SP. FNCOV is listed in 

Appendix J. 

The faults simulated were described in Section 5.3; the 

paragraphs that follow describe the methods employed for 
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injecting these faults. Some of the considerations are 

specific to the 8080, but the basic ideas are general enough 

to apply to any processor. 

Stuck-ats: A stuck-at-1 is injected by ORing the value in 

the faulty element with a mask to set the faulty bit to one. 

Similarly, a stuck-at-0 is injected by ANDing the value with 

a mask that forces the faulty bit to 0. This was done by a 

single statement of the form: 

REG = (REG AND SAO) OR SAl. 

The mask SAO was -1 (all ones) when injecting stuck-at-l's, 

and SAl was 0 when injecting stuck-at-O's. A single run of 

the program simulated all possible stuck-ats in the chosen 

element, one per pass, by reading new values of the two 

masks as each new pass began. 

Stuck-ats were injected into the accumulator and the 

registers BC, DE, and HL prior to each instruction fetch. 

This will work because these registers are never altered and 

then read back during the execution of a single instruction. 

This technique was also employed to inject stuck-ats in SP, 

which was permissable because no stack operations are 

performed until late in the test (the test initialization 

where user registers were stored was not simulated). Stack 

operations read SP, increment or decrement it, and then read 
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it back again during the same instruction. Stuck-ats in the 

TMP and ACT registers required a different technique, and 

~eparate programs, because data passes through them during 

the course of ALU operations; the faults were therefore 

injected while loading these registers. 

The listing of this fault simulation program can be found 

in Appendix G. It queries the user for the faulty register 

pair (BC, DE, or HL) and for the level of output (full trace 

or "skeleton trace"). 

Shorts: The shorts simulated caused the two shorted bits to 

be set to either the logic AND or the logic OR of the two. 

A mask was employed to pick out the values of the two 

shorted bits; the mask would be 3 for bits O and 1, 9 for 

bi ts 0 and 3, 18 for bi ts 1 and 4, etc. The fault was 

injected as follows: 

Z = REG AND MASK 

IF Z=O OR Z=MASK THEN the fault is not sensitized 

ELSE IF FLAG=l THEN REG = REG OR MASK ELSE 

REG = REG AND (NOT MASK) 

Z is just a temporary variable; FLAG is 0 for logic ANDing 

of the shorted bi ts, or 1 for logic ORing. The first IE' 

statement tests whether the bits are opposite in value; if 

they are equal, then the fault is not sensitized. If they 
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are opposite, then the fault is sensitized and both bits are 

set to either 1 (for ORing) or to 0 (for ANDing). Hence the 

fault is injected. 

The short faults were injected at the same points as were 

the stuck-ats. All 28 possible shorted pairs for an 8-bit 

element were simulated by a single run; a new value of MASK 

was calcuated at the start of each pass. After doing all 

the pairs for logic ANDing, FLAG was set to 1 and the 

process repeated for logic ORing. 

Erroneous 8-bit register selection: Here several flags were 

used. One, FREG, specified the intended register, the one 

not selected due to the fault; another flag, EREG, specified 

the register selected instead, due to the fault; a flag RW 

was 1 if the fault occurred only on read selects, 2 if it 

occurred only on write selects, or 3 if it occurred on both. 

Modifications were made to SIM80 to make all 8-bit 

register selects use the common subroutines; most already 

did, but some operations that affected an entire register 

pair one half at a time 

select subroutines were 

had to be modified. The 8-bi t 

then modified to select the 

erroneously selected register whenever the intended register 

was to be selected, checking flag RW to determine whether 

the fault was active. 
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The program simulated all of the 168 erroneous select 

faults in one run of 168 passes. This was done using three 

main loops: 

FOR FREG = register B to SPl (B,C,D,E,H,L,SPh,SPl) 

FOR RW = 1 TO 3 

FOR EREG = register B to SPl, excluding EREG=FREG 

Simulate CPU test execution, producing a 

"skeleton trace" output to the line printer. 

NEXT EREG 

NEXT RW 

NEXT FREG 

This fault simulator is listed in Appendix H. 

Multiple 8-bit register selects: This was done in a manner 

almost identical to that used for the erroneous selects, 

except that now the 8-bit select routines were modified to 

perform multiple selects. The same flags and loops were 

used as for the erroneous selects, so again 168 faults were 

simulated by a single run; as noted in Chapter 5, two of 

these were not really faults and so were deleted from the 

results. 

Single bit erroneous selects: These faults were injected in 

a manner quite similar to that used for 8-bi t erroneous 

selects. But now another flag, EBIT, is added to specify 
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which bit position has faulty selection. A loop with EBIT 

ranging from 0 to 7 was inserted within the other three 

loops, and the loop for RW ranged only from 1 to 2 so that 

faults active for both reads and writes were not simulated. 

The injection of the fault was complicated by the fact that 

only one bit position was affected, but this required 

changes only in the subroutines that perform 8-bit selects. 

The program thus simulated 896 faults in one run. 

The di splay level was reduced from a "skeleton trace" to 

a simple detected/not detected status indication printed to 

the console terminal. The location of the jump to NOGO was 

displayed along with the status for faults that were 

detected; this provided feedback on where in the self-test 

the faults were detected. The values of all the flags, 

FREG, EREG, EBIT, and RW were printed on the line printer 

for the faults that were not detected or that were detected 

by an invalid GO status. This low level of output was 

necessary in order to simulate all 896 faults in one run, 

since even a "skeleton trace" would have produced a few 

~undred pages of output. 

ALU adder faults: These faults were injected into the 

subroutine that simulates the ALU full adders. This 

subroutine was modified to perform the 8-bi t addition one 
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bit position at a time, so that the fault in just one bit 

position could be simulated. This noticably increased 

execution time, since the full adders are used quite often. 

All of the 192 faults simulated were done in one run by 

using three nested loops. The innermost loop ranged from 0 

to 7 and specified the input pattern for which the full 

adder fault was sensitized. The middle loop also ranged 

from 0 to 7 and specified the faulty bit position. The 

outermost loop determined if the sum, the carry, or both 

outputs were erroneous. 

Appendices D and E contain sample 8080 fault simulation 

listings. Appendix D contains a full instruction by 

instruction trace for the short fault between bits 1 and 2 

of internal register TMP which was discussed in Figure 26 in 

Chapter 5. Appendix E contains sample "skeleton trace" 

outputs for several stuck-at faults in register pair HL; a 

trace line was generated each time the self-test executed a 

branch, providing periodic samples of the effects of the 

faults. 

The addresses in these listings correspond to a slightly 

different version of the CPU test than that listed in 

Appendix A. This version omits Blocks 9 and 10 and the 
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initialization/dispatch section that saves user registers in 

order to avoid address dependencies. A listing of this 

version of the test, QCPU7X, can be found in Appendix F. 



7.1 REVIEW 

Chapter VI I 

CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has presented a methodology for designing 

microprocessor self-test programs. The application for 

which the self-test was primarily intended was a background 

test that periodically suspends user processing in order to 

self-test. The testing was kept transparent to the user by 

saving and restoring all user values and by completing a 

test pass in about 1 millisecond. The entire system can be 

self-tested over a series of these short test passes. 

Self-testing has the advantage of 

amount of additional hardware. 

requiring 

Some of 

only a small 

the hardware 

components, such as the timer that ensures self-test 

completion, were critical elements and so the use of 

redundant logic was recommended. 

Some generalized fault classes were described and then 

procedures that will sensitize these faults were developed. 

These ideas were kept general enough to apply to all 

microprocessors; the techniques and patterns can be applied 

to any form of testing since all tests must sensitize faults 

before they can detect them. 

216 
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Methods for writing the actual CPU self-test program were 

then detailed. Tests of different elements were overlapped 

under the single fault assumption in order to reduce test 

time. This overlap is most important to the fast, periodic 

self-test under consideration, but again the general 

techniques apply to all forms of testing. 

A checklist was proposed to aid the test designer in 

covering all instruction classes and micro-operations; 

completing this checklist exercises the majority of the 

processor control circuitry. Systematic procedures and 

sequences of patterns to test for stuck-ats, shorts between 

any two bi ts of an element, register select faults, and 

errors in the truth tables of boolean functions were 

described in Chapter 4. These procedures prevent most of 

the faults under consideration from counteracting themselves 

by sensitizing a fault only once between verifications. For 

example, each entry in the truth table for a bit position of 

a boolean function was verified separately to prevent 

multiple bad entries from counteracting one another. 

Fault simulation was recommended for failures in elements 

where data can be corrupted more than once between 

verifications, such as data paths. The simulation proves 

whether or not these faults are indeed detected and allows a 

self-test program to be improved for both coverage and 
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speed. Some general methods for simulating faults were 

described in Chapter 6 and an iterative test design 

procedure that uses feedback from fault simulation results 

was proposed. Such an iterative procedure can produce a 

self-test that achieves the best tradeoff between speed and 

fault coverage. The "best" tradeoff of course depends on 

the specific application. 

The test design procedures and fault simulation programs 

were illustrated by developing a self-test for the Intel 

8080 microprocessor. Simulation of over 2000 faults proved 

the coverage of this self-test to be excellent; all of the 

faults for which the test was specifically designed were 

detected. 

Some of the limitations of this self-test include being 

unable to fully verify address dependent elements such as 

the program counter. Also, there was not sufficient time 

available for the CPU self-test to fully verify instruction 

decoding (i.e., not all opcodes could be tested) or to 

attempt detection of pattern sensitive faults. Finally, to 

save adding complex hardware, instructions such as HALT were 

not tested. 

All of the self-test design procedures were oriented 

towards implementation by a human test designer. To this 

end, the methods were kept fairly simple and 
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straight-forward. The feasibility of automating the design 

procedures will be discussed in the next section. 

7.2 IDEAS FOR AUTOMATION 

There would be numerous advantages to having a computer 

automatically generate self-test programs. Such a process 

would take a set of descriptor files that define the 

microprocessor to be tested and would produce a self-te'st 

program in the assembly language of that microprocessor. 

The advantages of performing the self-test design 

automatically instead of manually include: 

1. A computer is better at considering hundreds of 

alternatives and checking dozens of conditions for 

each than is a person. So an automatic self-test 

generation program would have the advantage of being 

able to check many more possibilities and make the 

"best" choice for each instruction in the self-test 

program. 

2. Increased overlap could be achieved by distributing 

tests for the various elements over the whole test 

program. For example, register selection could be 

verified over a series of test blocks instead of 

being tested completely by the first two blocks, and 

this test could be extended to cover all single-bit 

register select faults. 
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3. The computer could keep track of precisely what 

faults have been detected by previous test vectors; 

this would be extremely tedious for the human test 

designer. 

4. The computer could perform some fault simulation 

while designing the test to ensure that a fault will 

not counteract itself. 

5. To be worthwhile, the programs that generate the 

self-test must be general enough to apply to all 

microprocessors. Once these programs have been 

written and debugged, the self-test design problem 

for a new processor would be reduced to simply 

creating the microprocessor descriptor files. 

The main problem in automating the generation of 

self-test programs is providing. the computer with enough 

information for it to make the design decisions and 

presenting this information in a usable format. The 

required information includes: 

1. the processor instruction set; 

2. the hardware elements within the microprocessor; 

3. the elements employed by each instruction; 

4. the time required by each instruction {since speed is 

important) ; 
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5. the faults to be considered; 

6. the methods for sensitizing these faults; and 

7. the basic test strategy {to provide a starting 

point). 

The computer must then generate a set of instructions that 

will not only sensitize possible faults but also verify 

results without permitting faults to counteract themselves. 

In order to make such an automatic test generation 

program general enough to apply to all microprocessors, the 

processor under test must be modelled in terms of certain 

fundamental operations. Registers and other memory elements 

perform the operation of data storage; shorts and stuck-ats 

are possible. Data paths perform the operation of data 

propagation; again, shorts and stuck-ats are possible. Each 

bit position of a boolean function performs some well 

defined transformation and so is described by its truth 

table; one or more entries in a truth table could be faulty. 

The remaining operations control the selection of: 

1. the source of data; 

2. the function (if any) to be performed; 

3. the destination. 

Null, erroneous, and multiple select faults are possible for 

each. 
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The data paths are implied by the movement of data from a 

source to a destination. Faul ts in data paths can be 

equated to faults in the inputs to one or more destinations 

or the outputs from one or more sources. For example, a 

stuck-at in a data path leading to and from a register array 

is equivalent to having that same stuck-at fault in each 

register (assuming there are no alternate data paths to/from 

the array). 

Each processor instruction consists of a series of these 

fundamental operations, typically involving several 

different sources, functions, and destinations. Such a 

model has been developed [8] for use in automatic generation 

of microprocessor test programs. However, this particular 

system involved external testing and so relies on external 

verification of test results. Observability and 

comrnandabili ty of processor memory elements were defined 

based on the accessability of these elements to the outside 

world. These definitions would have to be modified for 

self-test applications. 

The requirement for self-verification of test results 

will greatly increase the complexity of a test generation 

program. This is because the program must generate 

efficient sequences of instructions to read back test 

results (from the various registers) and compare them to 
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expected results. Further, this must be done in a manner 

that prevents a fault from counteracting itself. 

A brute force solution would be to read back and verify 

each test result individually; this would require only 

slight changes to the existing program that relies on 

external verification. Instead of outputting each result to 

the system bus, the result would be moved into the 

accumulator (if necessary), compared to the expected value 

(using immediate instructions such as the 8080 CPI), and 

verified by a jump on nonzero to the NO-GO routine. 

However, this approach would result in a self-test that is 

far too slow for the desired background test application. 

Also, the program would still have to be modified to avoid 

problems such as verifying results of adder tests with 

compares, where the fault could counteract itself. 

It seems better then to consider a series of programs, 

each generating one or two test blocks following the basic 

procedures developed in this thesis. A set of elements 

under test would be defined for each program in the series, 

along with a set of test patterns to employ in that block. 

An input file containing the checklist entries still to be 

covered would also be provided, and each program would 

generate an updated version of the checklist as an output 

file. 
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The biggest problem is still efficient verifications. 

The test generation program must be able to find relations 

between different test results so that it can produce a very 

quick test. For example, if one register contains pattern 

X, and another contains X', then these two can be added 

together to form a sum of -1. This can then be incremented 

to produce a result of zero which can be verified; this also 

overlaps with covering a checklist entry (increment for 

maximum carry propagation). Making a program generate 

instruction sequences that achieve such overlap is most 

difficult because the decision-making process is based on 

quite a few considerations: the speed of the instructions 

employed; how many things are verified at once; 

possibilities for counteractions; modification of current 

values to provide data for the next test block; etc. 

Therefore a lot of information would have to be entered 

to fully describe the microprocessor under test. 

Assimilation and entry of this data would probably take as 

long as writing a prototype self-test by hand. Also, the 

execution time of the test generation program( s) would be 

substantial, so that it might be cheaper for an engineer to 

spend a week writing the self-test rather than having a 

computer work for several hours. Finally, there will 

inevitably be some unusual functions that cannot be modelled 
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very well, such as the 8080 XCHG instruction. So, due to 

the overlap required for this particular self-test, it seems 

best to write the bulk of the self-test program by hand and 

use the computer for simulation and other design aids. 

However, the basic design of the first two self-test 

blocks could probably be automated without excessive 

trouble. These blocks simply distribute logically distinct 

patterns among the various registers and then read them back 

for verification using adds (with carry) and subtracts (with 

borrow). Various conditional branches are tested during the 

readbacks to cover the condition evaluation entries on the 

checklist. The only full verifications of data values 

employ instructions with immediate data (such as the 8080 

CPI and ADI), so that there is little problem generating the 

verifications for these blocks. Similarly, the adder test 

seems systematic enough to be automatically generated. 

Other test blocks tend to be less systematic and more 

overlapped, and so require some insight and qualitative 

analysis; therefore manual design would be better for these 

test blocks. 

The human designer would enhance the computer generated 

test blocks for better overlap, such as testing the ADD and 

SUB instructions with CY=l in Blocks 1 and 2 of the 8080 

test (Chapter 5). Also, certain "shortcuts" would most 
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likely be possible over the computer's design, especially in 

verifications. This is really computer aided design (CAD) 

rather than automatic design. 

True automatic design of mere thorough, 

self-tests does seem feasible, since these 

systematic 

tests would 

require far less overlap; in fact, they might even try to 

avoid overlap in order to partition the testing for 

diagnosis. The verifications would be less of a problem 

here, since less elements would be under test at any one 

time. And, as has been shown [8], automated generation of 

test programs involving external verification is quite 

feasible. 

- fin -
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Appendix A 

8080 CPU TEST LISTING 

•****************************************************** ' ·•·It ** 
i** QCPU7 8080 CPU SELF-TEST VERSION 7.1 ** 
•** ** i•• DAVID HAISLETT 2/19/82 ** ·•·It ** ' •****************************************************** ' 

ORG 0030fl 
; 

*** RST 6 COMES llERE ·H·** 
<<<<<< NO-GO STATUS ROUTINE >>>>>> 

; 
NOGO: XRA A ;rnv TO CLEAR A 

OUT 02H ;& OUTPUT IT 
HX: HLT ; THEN HALT 

JMP llX ; BACK TO HALT 
RST 6 ; OR BACK TO NOGO 

' •****************************************************** ' 

' SLFTS: 

; 

; 

*** RST 7 COMES HERE *** 
SELF-TEST INITIATION (AFTER INTERRUPT) 

SAVE USER REGISTERS AND DISPATCH TO THE 
NEXT TEST IN THE SERIES (CPU, ROM, RAM, OR 1/0) 

PUSH PSW ;SAVE USER'S A AND FLAGS 
PUSH B ; AND USER'S REGISTERS 
PUSH D 
PUSH II 

LHLD NXTS ;LOAD ADDRESS OF NEXT TEST 
PCllL ; AND DISPATCH TO TllAT TEST 

RST 6 ;FAULT IF PCllL NOT TAKEN 
HLT ;STOP IF RST 6 IGNORED TOO 



·****************************************************** , 
; 
; c p u T E S T 
; 

00112 210000 CPUTS: LXI H, 0 ;LOAD HL WITH 0 SO ... 
0045 39 DAD SP ;WE CAN READ BACK SP ... 
0046 220010 SHLD SPSTR ; AND SAVE IT. 

: 
NOW START THE CPU TEST 

LOAD THE REGISTERS USING ORDER 
; 

0049 3A7402 BLKl: LOA PATT A ;A=79 HEX 
004C 060F MVI B, OHi ; B=OF 
004E OE36 MVI c, 36H ;C=36 
0050 11C96C LXI D, 6CC9H ; E=C9, D=6C 
0053 2A7502 LHLD PATHL ; L=55, H=66 
0056 31A533 LXI SP, 33A5H ;SPL=A5, SPH=33 

; 
0059 C35EOO JMP Tl ;TEST UNCONDITIONAL JUMP 
005C F7 RST 6 ; FAULT! TRY TO REACH NOGO 
0050 76 HLT ;FAILING THAT, HALT 

; N 
005E FE79 Tl: CPI 79H ;VERIFY A w 
0060 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY Z=l, NZ CONDITION FALSE ..... 

; 
0063 39 DAD SP ;READ BACK SP; L=FA, H=99 
0064 DA3000 ,JC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=O, C CONDITION FALSE 
0067 88 ADC B ;A=88, CY=O 
0068 FA6EOO JM T2 ;VERIFY S=l, M CONDITION TRUE 
006B C33000 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! JM DIDN'T BRANCH 

; 
006E 9A T2: SBB D ;A=lC, CY=O 
006F FA3000 JM NOGO ;VERIFY S=O & M COND. FALSE NOW 
0072 80 ADC L ;A=16, CY=l 
0073 C27900 JNZ T3 ;VERIFY Z=O, NZ TRUE 
0076 C33000 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

; 
0079 9B T3: SBB E ; A=l1C, CY= 1 
007A EA3000 JPE NOGO ;VERIFY P=O, PE FALSE 

; 
007D 320410 STA IRESl ;STORE INTERMEDIATE RESULT 

; 
0080 9C SBB H ;A=B2, CY=l 
0081 F23000 JP NOGO ; VER I FY S= 1, P FALSE 
0084 89 ADC c ;A=E9, CY=O 
0085 D28BOO JNC T4 ;VERIFY CY=O & NC TRUE 
0088 C33000 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

; 
0088 FEE9 T4: CPI OE9H ; VER I FY RESULT 
008D C23000 JNZ NOGO 



BLOCI< 2 

LOAD REGISTERS IN ORDER 2 
; 

0090 315ACC BLK2: LXI SP, OCC5AH ; SPL=5A, SPH=CC 
0093 2633 MVI H, 3311 ;H=33 
0095 2EAA MVI L, OAAH ; L=AA 
0097 1693 MVI D, 9311 ; D=93 
0099 1 E36 MVI E, 3611 ; E=36 
0098 01C9FO LXI B, OFOC9U ; C=C9, B=FO 
009E 0663 SUI 6311 ;A=86, CY=O 

; 
OOAO FE86 CPI 86M ;VER I FY A 
OOA2 CAA800 JZ T5 ;VERIFY Z=l & Z TRUE 
OOA5 C33000 ,JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
OOA8 39 T5: DAD SP ; HL=OOOll, CY= 1 
OOA9 023000 JNC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=l & NC FALSE 
OOAC BC ADC II ;A=87, CY=O 
OOAD CA3000 JZ NOGO ;VERIFY Z=O & Z CONUITION FALSE 
OOBO BA ADC D ; A=lA, CY=l 
0081 DAB700 JC T6 ;VERIFY CY=l & C CONDITION TRUE 
0084 C33000 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

N , w 
0087 91 T6: SUB c ;A=51, CY=l; TRY SUB WITH CY=l N 

; 
0088 320510 STA IRES2 ;STORE RESULT 

; 
OOBB E2CIOO JPO T7 ;VERIFY P=O & PO TRUE 
OOBE C33000 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
OOCl 023000 T7: JNC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=l; * 
ooc11 80 ADD B ;A=ltl, CY=l 
OOC5 F2C800 JP T8 ;VERIFY S=O & P CONDITION TRUE 
OOC8 C33000 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

; 
OOCB 88 TB: ADC E ;A=78, CY=O 
oocc EA0200 J PE T9 ;VERIFY P=l & PE TRUE 
OOCF C33000 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
OOD2 9D T9: SBB L ;A=74, CY=O 
OOD3 CE8C ACI 8CU ;A=OO, CY=l 
OOD5 C23000 JNZ NOGO ; VER I FY RESULT 
0008 023000 JNC NOGO ; INCLUDING CARRY 



OODB 01AA55 ADDER: LXI B, 55AAH B=55, C=AA 
OODE 11 FFOO LXI D, OOFFH D=OO, E=FF 
OOEl 21FOOF LXI ll, OFFOH H=OF, L=FO 

; 
OOE4 82 ADD D ;00+00+0; A=OO, CY=O 
OOE5 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY RESULT=OO 

; 
OOE8 3F CMG ; CY=l 
OOE9 2F CMA ;A=FF 
OOEA 8B ADC E ; FF+FF+l; A=FF, CY=l 
OOEB 023000 JNC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=l 
OOEE AB XRA E ;VERIFY A=FF; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
OOEF C23000 JNZ NOGO ; FAULT IF NOT 

; 
OOF2 BO ORA B ;A=55, CY=O 
OOF3 88 ADC B ;55+55+0; A=AA, CY=O 
OOFll OA3000 JC NOGO ; vrn I FY CY=O 

; 
oon 320610 STA IRES3 ;STORE INTERMEDIATE RESULT 

; 
OOFA A9 XRA c ;VERIFY A=AA; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
OOFB C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; N OOFE Bl ORA c ;A=AA, CY=O \,;.) 
OOH 37 STC ;CY=l \,;.) 

0100 89 ADC c ;AA+AA+l; A=55, CY=l 
0101 023000 JNC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=l 
01011 A8 XRA B ;VEHIFY A=55; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
0105 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
0108 3F CMG ; CY=l 
0109 BB ADC E ;OO+FF+l; A=OO, CY=l 
OlOA C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY RESULT=OO 

; 
OlOD 2F CMA ;A=FF 
010[ BA ADC D ;FF+OO+l; A=OO, CY=l 
OlOF C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY RESULT=OO 

; 
0112 3f CMG ; CY=O 
0113 7C MOV A, H ;A=OF 
0114 80 AOC L ;OF+FO+O; A=FF, CY=O 
0115 DA3000 JC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=O 
0118 AB XRA E ;VERIFY A=FF; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
0119 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
011C B5 ORA L ;A=FO, CY=O 
0110 BC AOC ti ;FO+OF+O; A=FF, CY=O 
011 E DA3000 JC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=O 
0121 AB XRA E ;VERIFY A=FF; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
0122 C23000 JNZ NOGO 



L 0 G I C F N . T E S T 
; 

0125 01 FFOO LOGIC: LXI B, OOFFH ; B=OO AND C=FF 
0128 69 MOV L, c ; L=FF 

; 
0129 AD XRA L ; XOR ( 0, 1 ) ; A= FF 
012A B2 ORA D ;OR(l,O); A=FF STILL 
0128 Al ANA c ;AND(l,l); A=Ff STILL 
012C BB CMP E ;VERIFY AGAINST KNOWN FF 
0120 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
0130 F6FF ORI OFFH ;OR(l,1); A=FF STILL 
0132 AB XHA B ;XOR(1,0); A=FF STILL 
0133 BD CMP L ;VER I FY 
01311 C23000 ,JNZ NOGO 

; 
0137 AO ANA B ;AND(1,0); A=OO 
0138 C23000 ,JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 

01313 A2 ANA D ;AND(O,O); A=OO STILL 
013C C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VEH I FY 

; 
013F E6FF ANI OFFll ;AND(0,1); A=OO AGAIN N 01111 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY w 

-P--



R 0 T A T E T E S T 
; 

Ol 4ll 113936 ROT: U<I 0, 363911 ;0=36 & E=39 
01117 016C33 LXI B, 336Cll ;0=33 & C=6C 
014A 216699 LXI H, 996611 ;H=99 & L=66 
0140 F9 SPl-IL ;SP=9966 FOR LATER 

; 
Oll1E 78 MOV A, B ;A=33; CY=O AFTER LOGIC TEST 
01 llF 17 RAL ;A=66, CY=O 
0150 OEOO SBI OH ;A=66 & CY=O STILL 
0152 37 STC ; NOW SET CY=l 
0153 07 RLC ;A=CC, CY=O 
0154 3f CMG ;CY=l 
0155 17 RAL ;A=99, CY=l 
0156 80 ADC L ;A=OO, CY=l 
0157 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 

; 
015A 79 MOV A, c ;A=6C; CY=l STILL 
0156 OF RRC ;A=36, CY=O 
015C 9A SBB D ;A=OO, CY=O 
0150 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
0160 7B MOV A, E ;A=39; CY=O STILL 
0161 lf HAR ;A=lC, CY=l N w 
0162 OE8L1 SBI 8411 ;A=97, CY=l Lil 

; 
0164 320710 STA IRES4 ;STORE INTERMEO. RESULT 

; 
0167 1F RAR A=CB, CY=l 
0168 CE34 ACI 31111 A=OO, CY=l 
016A C23000 JNZ NOGO VERIFY 



B L 0 C K 6 
; 

0160 01 FHF BLK6: LXI B, OFFFFH ;BC=FFFF FOR LATER 
0170 21AAAA LXI H, OAAAAH ;HL=AAAA FOR LATER 
0173 110000 LXI D, 0 ;DE=OOOO 
0176 EB XCHG ;** DE=AAAA; HL=OOOO ** 
0177 39 DAD SP ;HL=9966 
0178 8lf ADD H ;A=99 
0179 85 ADD L ;A=FF 
OllA 2F CMA ;A=OO, COMPLETE CMA COVER 
017B A7 ANA A ; SET FLAGS 
017C CA8201 JZ T11 ; VER I FY A=OO 
017F C33000 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
0182 3 lFOOF T11: LXI SP, OFFOH ; SP=OFFO 
0185 39 DAD SP ;HL=A956 
0186 Blf ORA H ;A=A9 
0187 2F CMA ;A=56 
0188 BD CMP L ;VER I FY 
0169 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
018C 210000 LXI It, 0 ; HL=OOOO 
018F 315555 LXI SP, 5555H ; SP=5555 N 
0192 39 DAD SP ; HL=5555 w 
0193 85 ADD L ;A=AB, CY=O (J'\ 

0194 BC ADC H ;A=OO,CY=1 
0195 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 



B L 0 C I< S 7 & 8 
; 

0198 20 BLl<7: OCR L ; L=54 
0199 3165C9 LXI SP, OC965H ; SP=C965 
019C 33 INX SP ; SP=C966 
0190 23 INX H ;HL=5555 
019E 13 INX D ; DE=AAAB 
019F 03 INX B ;BC=OOOO 

; 
OlAO 85 ADO L ;A=55 
OlAl 82 ADO D ;A=FF 
01A2 3C INR A ;A=OO ( INR FF TO 00) 
01A3 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
01A6 80 ADO B ;A=OO 
01A7 81 ADD c ;A=OO 
01A8 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
OlAB 83 ADD E ;A=AB 
01AC 81• ADD II ;A=OO, CY=l 
01AD C23000 JNZ NOGO ; VER I FY 

; ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
; 

0160 1B BLl<8: DCX D ;DE=AAAA N 
OIB1 2B OGX II ; HL=55511 w 
01B2 33 INX SP ; SP=C967 -...! 

01B3 OB OGX B ;BC=FFFF 
; 

OIB4 813 ADC E ;A=AB (CY WAS STILL 1) 
01B5 811 ADD II ;A=OO, CY=1 
01B6 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
0189 90 SUB B ;A=l, CY=1 

: 
OlBA 320810 STA IRES5 ;STORE INTERMED RESULT 

; 
01BD 89 ADC c ; A= 1, CY=l 
OlBE 023000 JNC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=1 
OlCl 0601 SUI 0111 ;A=OO 
01C3 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
01C6 30 OCR A ;A=FF 
01C7 95 SUB L ;A=AB, CY=O 
01C8 3F CMG ;CY=l 
01C9 9A SBB D ;A=OO 
OlCA C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 
OICD 39 DAD SP ; HL= 1 EBB 
OlCE Bii OHA H ;A=1E 
OlCF 95 SUB L ;A=63, CY=l 
0100 C69D ADI 9011 ;A=OO 
0102 C23000 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 



B L 0 C K S 9 & 10 
; 

01D5 2644 BLK9: MVI H, 44H ;H=44 
0107 310B10 LXI SP, AFTER ;POINT SP AFTER RAM1 & 2 
01DA E5 PUSH H ;(RAM2)=44 (H), ( RAM1 )=BB ( L) 
01DB EB XCHG ;DE=44BB, HL=5554 
01DC 210A10 LXI H, RAM2 ;POINT Ill TO MEMORY LOCATION 
01DF 010910 LXI B, RAM1 ; BC TOO 
01E2 OA LDAX B ;A=BB 
01E3 BA CMP D ;TEST CMP FOR NOT EQUAL 
01E4 CA3000 JZ NOGO ;PUSHED IN WRONG ORDER IF Z=1 
01E7 34 INR M ;(RAM2)=45 
01E8 86 ADD M ; A=OO, CY=1 
01E9 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
OlEC 3655 MVI M, 55H ; ( RAM2 )=55 
01EE EB XCHG ;DE=RAM2, HL=44BB 
OlEF 18 DCX D ;DE=RAMl 
OHO 03 INX B ;BC=RAM2 
Olfl 12 STAX D ; ( RAM1 )=00 
Olf2 E3 XTHL ; HL=5500 
01 F3 BD CMP L ; VER I FY L=OO 
OH4 C23000 JNZ NOGO N 
OH7 H55 XRI 55H ;A=55 w 
OH9 BC CMP H ;VER I FY 00 

OHA C23000 JNZ NOGO 
; 

OHO 219C63 LXI H, 639Cll ;HL=639C 
0200 220910 SHLD RAM1 ;RAM1=9C, RAM2=63 
0203 218877 LXI H, 7788H ; HL=7788 
0206 E3 XTHL ; HL=639C, (RAM2)=77, (RAM1)=88 
0207 Cl POP B ; BC=7788 
0208 3E88 MVI A, 88H ;A=88 
020A B9 CMP c ; VER I FY C=88 
020B C23000 JNZ NOGO 
020E A8 XRA B ;A=FF 
020F 91l SUB II ;A=9C 
0210 F23000 JP NOGO ;MAKE SURE H=63 & NOT 9C (VERIFY ORDER) 
0213 95 SUB L ;A=OO, CY=O 
0214 C23000 JNZ NOGO 

; 
•****************************************************** , 
; 

0217 2A0010 BLK10: LHLD SPSTR ;LOAD SYSTEM STACK PTR TO HL 
021A F9 SPHL ;SO WE CAN RESTORE IT TO SP 

; 
021B CDll702 CALL TSUB ;TEST CALL 
021E 0603 SUI 03H ;VERIFY A=03 AFTER TSUB 
0220 C23000 JNZ NOGO 



G 0 S T A T U S R 0 U T I N E 
; 

0223 4f GO: MOV c, A ; C=OO 
0224 2101110 LXI H, IRES1 ;POINT TO INTERMED. RESULTS 

;A=OO AFTER LAST BLOCK 
0227 86 ADD M ;A=4C 
0228 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0229 23 INX H ;POINT TO IRES2 
022A 96 SUB M ;A=FB 
022B 71 MDV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
022C 23 INX 11 ; PO I NT TO I RES3 
0220 AE XRA M ;A=51 
022E 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
022f 23 INX 11 ; IRES4 
0230 86 ADD M ;A=EB 
0231 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0232 23 INX fl ; IRES5 
0233 9E SBB M ; A=E7 
0234 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0235 80 ADD B ;A=5E 
0236 EEF4 XRI OfllH ;A=AA 
0238 D302 OUT 021-1 ;OUTPUT GO STATUS 

; 
023A 217702 LXI H, ROM TS ;LOAD 11L WITH ADDRESS Of NEXT N w 

; TEST IN THE SERIES \0 

; 
023D 220210 RSTR: SllLD NXTS ;STORE NEXT TEST ADDRESS 
02110 [1 POP 11 ;RESTORE USER'S REGISTERS 
0241 D1 POP 0 
02112 C1 POP B 
02113 f1 POP PSW ;AND USER'S A AND FLAGS 
0244 fB EI ;RE-ENABLE INTERRUPTS 
0245 C9 RET ;RETURN CONTROL TO USER 

; 
0246 f7 RST 6 ;DIDN'T RETURN - FAULT! 



SUBROUTINES FOR TESTING CALLS (BLOCKS 9 & 10) 
; 

0247 EEC6 TSUB: XRI OC6H ;A=C6 
0249 C6CE ADI OCEH ; A=91!, AC, CY, S= 1; P,Z=O 
0211B F5 PUSH PSW ; SAVE A & FLAGS 
024C AF XRA A ;REVERSE ALL FLAGS & SET A=OO 
024D 27 DAA ;A=OO STILL; VERIFY CY=AC=O 
021!E CC7002 CZ TSUB2 ;VERIFY CONDITIONAL CALL 

0251 fl POP PSW ;RESTORE A & FLAGS 
0252 00 NOP ;CHECK NOP FOR ALTERING FLAGS 
0253 CA3000 JZ NOGO ;VERIFY FLAGS Z,S,P 
0256 F23000 JP NOGO 
0259 EA3000 JPE NOGO 

; 
025C 27 DAA ;A=FA, VERIFY AC=CY=l 
025D D6FA SUI OFAli ;VERIFY A=FA 
025F C23000 JNZ NOGO 
0262 81 ADD c ;A=8C, CY,AC=O 
0263 27 DAA ;A=92 ' 
02611 FE92 CPI 92H ;VERIFY MORE Of DAA 
0266 C23000 JNZ NOGO 
0269 C611 ADI lHI ;A=A3, CY,AC=O 
0266 27 DAA ;A=03 N 

~ 
026C C9 RET ;TEST UNCONDITIONAL RETURN 0 
026D C33000 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! RET DIDN'T WORK 

; 
•****************************************************** , 
; 

0270 EO TSUB2: RPO ;VERIFY PO CONDITION FALSE 
0271 OE8C MVI c, 8Cll ;C=8C (WAS 88) 
0273 fO RP ;RETURN (VERIFY S=O) 

JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 



0274 
0275 

0277 

1000 

1000 
1002 

1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 

1009 
100A 
100B 

79 
5566 

INITIAL VALUE CONSTANTS (ROM) 

~ATTA: DB 79H 
PATHL: DB 55H, 66H 

; FOR A 
; FOR L & H 

, 
·****************************************************** , 

R 0 M T E S T WOULD GO llERE 

ROMTS: 
, 
•****************************************************** , 

R A M L 0 C A T I 0 N S 

ORG 1000H ;NEED THESE LOCATIONS IN RAM 
; 
SPSTR: OS 2 ;STORAGE FOR STACK POINTER 
NXTS: DS 2 ;STORAGE FOR NEXT TEST ADDRESS 
; 
IRES1: DS 1 ;STORAGE FOR INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
IRES2: DS 
IRES3: DS . 
IRES4: OS 1 
IRES5: DS 1 
; 
RAM1: DS 1 ;LOCATIONS FOR TESTING MEMORY WRITES 
RAM2: OS 
AFTER: 
; 

END 

N 
.i:-. 
...... 



8080 MACRO ASSEMBLER, VER 2.4 

NO PROGRAM ERRORS 

SYMBOL TABLE 

* 01 

A 0007 ADDER OODB * AFTER 1006 6 0000 
6LK1 0049 * 6LK10 0217 * BLK2 0090 * 6LK6 0160 * 
6LK7 0198 * 6LK8 0160 * 6LK9 0105 * c 0001 
CPUTS 001i2 * D 0002 E 0003 GO 0223 * 
H 0004 HX 0033 IRESl 1004 IRES2 1005 
IRES3 1006 IRES4 1007 IRES5 1008 L 0005 
LOGIC 0125 * M 0006 NOGO 0030 NXTS 1002 
PATHL 0275 PATT A 0274 PSW 0006 RAMl 1009 
RAM2 100A ROM TS 0277 ROT OlL1L1 * RSTR 0230 * 
SLFTS 0038 * SP 0006 SPSTR 1000 Tl 005E 
Tl 1 0182 T2 006E T3 0079 T4 0086 
T5 OOAB T6 0067 T7 OOCl TB OOC6 
T9 0002 TSU6 0247 TSU62 0270 

N 
.p.. 
N 



Appendix B 

MICRO-OPERATIONS FOR THE 8080 

The following is a list of the micro-operations 

determined for the Intel 8080 microprocessor based on the 

clock cycle by clock cycle breakdown of each instruction 

([21], pp. 2-16 to 2-20) and the CPU functional block 

diagram ([21], p. 2-2). 

Key: 

r8 

rl6 

ACT 

TMP 

A 

CY 

DBUS 

ABUS 

Any 8-bit register of the register array. 

Any 16-bit register pair of the array. 

Accumulator latch (internal temporary reg.). 

The other ALU internal temporary register. 

The accumulator. 

The carry flag. 

The external 8-bit data bus. 

The external 16-bit address bus. 

8080 Micro-operations: 

1) r16 => ABUS 

2) r16a + 1 => rl6b 

3) DBUS => TMP/IR 

4) r8 => TMP 

5) A => TMP 

243 
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6) TMP => r8 

7) TMP => A 

8) DBUS => r8 

9) DBUS => A 

10) DBUS => TMP 

11) TMP => DBUS 

12) A => DBUS 

13) r8 => DBUS 

14) HL <=> DE (XCHG) 

15) rl6a => rl6b 

16) A => ACT 

17) r8 => ACT 

18) ACT + TMP => ALU Outputs 

19) ACT + TMP + CY => ALU Outputs 

20) ACT - TMP => ALU Outputs 

21) ACT - TMP - CY => ALU Outputs 

22) TMP + 1 => ALU Outputs 

23) TMP - 1 => ALU Outputs 

24) ALU Outputs => r8 

25) ALU Outputs => A 

26) ALU Outputs => DBUS 

27) r16a - 1 => r16b 

28) Decimal Adjust => A, Flags 

29) ACT AND TMP => ALU Outputs 

30) ACT OR TMP => ALU Outputs 
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31) ACT XOR TMP => ALU Outputs 

32) ALU=> Flags S,Z,P & AC 

33) ALU => CY 

34) CY => ALU 

35) A => ALU 

36) Rotate Right (RRC) 

37) Rotate Right with CY (RAR) 

38) Rotate Left (RLC) 

39) Rotate Left with CY (RAL) 

40) NOT A => A 

41) NOT CY => CY 

42) 1 => CY 

43) Judge Condition 

44) 00 => W register 

45) Flags => DBUS 

46) DBUS => Flags 

47) Set INTE F/F 

48) Reset INTE F/F 

49) Halt Mode 

50) Status: 

51) Status: 

52) Status: 

53) Status: 

54) Status: 

Instruction Fetch 

Memory Read 

Memory Write 

Stack Read 

Stack Write 

55) Status: I/O Read (IN) 
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56) Status: I/O Write (OUT) 

57) Status: Interrupt Acknowledge 

58) Status: Halt Acknowledge 

59) Status: Interrupt Ack while HALT 

60) DBUS => rl6high and rl6low 



100 

110 

120 

Appendix C 

SIM80: 8080 GOOD PROCESSOR SIMULATOR 

SIM80 An 8080 Simulator for Fault Detection Tests 

David Haislett 9/28/81 

Main Variables: 
A% Accumulator 
TMP% Temp Reg 
ACT% Accum. latch 
IR% Instr. Reg 
DBUF% Input buffer from data bus 
DBUS% Output buffer to data bus 
ABUS% Output burrer to addr. bus 
CY%, PF%, ZF%, SF%, & AC%= flags CY,P,Z,S,AC 

REG%() contains the register pairs; 
normally accessed through RS%() as REG%( RS%( i)) 
i is 0 for BC, 1 DE, 2 HL, 3 SP, 4 WZ, 5 PC, 

6 addr latch, or 7 for inc/dee circuit 

subroutines: 
Address Function 
10000 Memory Read 
10050 Reg. pair increment 
10100 addition (ALU for ADD, SUB, CMP, ... ) 
10150 Memory write 

150 ' 10200 Reg. pa i r dee remont 
10250 Read 8-bit reg. of pair, or A, or M 
10300 Set flags S, P, & Z 

160 ' 10350 Write 8-bit reg. of pair, or A, or M 
10400 Judge condition 

300 DEF FNH$(DO%)=RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(REG%(RS%(D0%))),4) 
' Make a 4-digit hex. string from a register pair ' -

400 HEX0$="0123456789ABCDEF" 
500 DEF FNH%(00$)=1NSTR(1,HEXO$,MIO$(D0$,2,1))-1 + 

(INSTR( 1,HEXO$,MIO$(DO$, 1, 1) )-1 )*16 
Convert 2 digit hex string to integer 

600 DEF FNMSB%(DO%)=(DO% AND 32512)/256 - 128*( 00%<0 
' Return MSB of 16 bit quantity 

700 DEF FN116%(DO%,D1%)=(DO% + 256*(01% ANO 127)) OR 
( (NOT 32767)*(-((01% AND 128)=128)) ) 

701 ' Make a 16-bit integer out of two 8-bit integers 



800 
1000 
1010 

1030 
1040 

1049 

1050 

1060 

1070 

1100 
1110 

1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
2000 

DIM MEM%(511), REG%(7), RS$(7), PAR%(15) 
PRINT CHR$(10);"SIM80 - V02.0l f;CHR$(10) : CR$=CHR$(13)+CHR$(10) 
PRINT "Input file"; : INPUT HFIL$ : 
IF INSTR(l,HFIL$,".")=0 THEN HFIL$=HFIL$+".HEX11 

OPEN 11 111 , #1, HFIL$: L%=0 
INPUT 11 1s this a CMS object file"; Z$ : 
CMS%=1 : IF Z$<>'"' HIEN Z$=LEFT$(Z$, 1) : 
IF Z$="Y" OR Z$= 11 y11 HIEN CMS%=2 
' CMS files start in column 2 instead of column 1 
I 

Load the Object Code in MEM%() 

LINE INPUT #1, H$ : H$=MID$(H$,CMS%) : 
IF LEFT$(H$,1)<>":" THEN 1050 ELSE HBYTE%=FNH%(MID$(H$,2,2)) 
IF HBYTE%=0 THEN 1100 ELSE Z%=FNH%(MID$(H$,4,2)) 
Z1%=FNH%(MID$(H$,6,2)) : ADDR%=FNl16%(Z1%,Z%) : 
ll$=MID$(H$,10,HBYTE%+HBYTE%) 
MEM%(ADDR%)=FNH%(11$) : 11$=MID$(H$,3) : L%=L%+1 : 
IF H$= 1111 THEN 1050 ELSE ADDR%=ADDR%+1 : GOTO 1070 
PRINT CR$;L%;" ( 11 ;HEX$(L%);"H) bytes loaded";CR$ : CLOSE 
PRINT CR$·"Listing file"; : INPUT LFIL$: 
IF LFIL$=~" THEN 1110 ELSE IF INSTR(1,LFIL$,".")=O THEN 

LFIL$=LFIL$+".LST 11 

LST%=10 : OPEN 11 011 ,#2 LFIL$ 
PRINT #2, "Program: '';HFIL$;CR$;"Fault: None";CR$ 
INPUT "Start Address"; SADDR% 
PRINT CR$;"Simulation begins ... 11 ;CR$ 
BC%=0 : DE%=1 : HL%=2 : SP%=3 : WZ%=4 : PC%~5 : ADL%=6 : INC%=7 
I 

M A I N S I M U L A T I 0 N 

2010 FOR Z%=0 TO 7 : RS%(Z%)=Z% ; NEXT Z% 
2020 REG%(RS%(PC%))=SADDR%: INTE%=0 'I nit PC=start addr; no interrupts 
2030 FOR Z%=0 TO 15 : READ PAR%(Z%) : NEXT Z% 
2040 DATA o,1,1,o,1,o,o,1,1,o,o,1,o,1,1,o 
2100 I 

Instruction Fetch 

2105 GOSUB 11000 
2110 R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
2120 IR%=DBUF% : B76%=1NT( IR%/64) AND 3 : 

B543%=1NT( IR%/8) AND 7 : B210%=1R% AND 7 
2130 ON 876%+1 GOTO 2200, 3000, 4000, 5000 

N 
~ 
00 



2200 
Opcodes with bits 6&7 = 00 

2210 RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
ON B210%+1 GOTO 2100,2220,2300,2500,2550,2600,2650,2700 
1 NOP I NR OCR MV I 

2219 1 LXI & DAD 
I 

2220 IF (B543% AND 1) THE'N 2250 ELSE R%=PC%: GOSIJB 10000 
GOSlJB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 

2230 RH%=DBUF%: REG%(RS%(RP%))=FN116%(RL%,Rll%) ' LXI rp, 016 
22110 GOTO 2100 
2249 I DAD 

' 2250 ACT%=REG%(RS%(RP%)) AND 255 : TMP%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 
CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 : CYIN%=CYOUT% : RL%=ALUOUT% 

2260 ACT%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(RP%))) : TMP%=FNMSU%(REG%(RS%(HL%))) 
GOSUB I 0100 : CY%=CYOUT% : RH%=ALlJOUT% 
REG%( RS%( HL%) )=FN 116%( RL%, RH%) 

2270 GOTO 2100 
2299 I STAX/LOAX/SHLD/LHLD/STA/LDA 

2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2350 
2360 
21100 

21110 
21120 

2430 
21149 

2450 

21160 
21199 

IF RP%>1 THEN 2400 ELSE R%=RP% 
IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2350 
DBUS%=A% : GOSUB 10150 'DO STAX OR FINISH STA 
GOTO 2100 
GOSlJB 10000 : A%=DBUF% 1 DO LDAX OR FINISH LOA 
GOTO 2100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% : 
REG%(RS%(HZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : R%=HZ% 

' WZ now contain addr for STA,LDA,SHLD, or LHLD 
IF RP%=3 THEN 2310 ELSE IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2450 
DBUS%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10050 
DBUS%o=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(HL%))) : GOSUB 10150 'SHLD 
GOTO 2100 
I 

UILD 
GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSlJB 10050 : 
GOSUU 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : REG%( RS%( HL%) )=FN 116%( HL%, RH%) 
GOTO 2100 
' 

INX & DCX 
2500 H%=RP% : IF ( B543% AND I) TllEN GOSlJB 10200 ELSE GOSUB 10050 
2510 GOTO 2100 

N 
-!:" 
l.O 



2549 

2550 

2560 
2570 
2599 

2600 

2610 
2620 
26119 

INR 
S%=B51t3% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : ALUOUT%=( TMP%+1) AND 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=-((TMP% AND 15)+1 >15) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

OCR 
S%=B543%: GOSUB 10250: TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%-1) AND 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=1+( (TMP% AND 15)+15 > 15 ) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

MVI 
2650 S%=B543% : R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : TMP%=DBUF% 

R8%=TMP% : GOSUB 10350 
2660 GOTO 2100 
2700 ON 65113%+1 GOTO 2710,2740,2770,2800,2830,2870,2900,2950 

2710 

2720 
2739 
2740 
2750 
2769 
2770 

2780 
2799 
2800 
2810 
2829 

I . 

RLC 
A%=A%+A% : IF (A% AND 256 )=O TUEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%= 1 : 
A%=(A% AND 255) + 1 
GOTO 2100 
' RRC 
Z%=:1NT(A%/2) : CY%=A% AND 1 : IF CY% THEN Z%=Z%+128 
A3=Z% : GOTO 2100 
' RAL 
A%=A%+A%+CY%: IF (A% AND 256)=0 THEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%=1 
A%=A% AND 255 
GOTO 2100 
' RAR 
Z%=1NT(A%/2)+ 128*CY%: CY%=(A% AND 1) : A%=Z% 
GOTO 2100 
' 

DAA 
2830 Z%=A% AND 15 : IF AC%=1 OR Z%>9 THEN A%=A%+6 : 

IF (Z%+6) AND 16 HIEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
28110 Z1%=1NT(A%/16) : IF (A% AND 256)<>0 OR CY%=1 OR Z1%>9 THEN A%=A%+96 

IF A%<256 THEN CY%=1 ELSE CY%=0 : A%=A% AND 255 
2850 ALUOUT%=A% : GOSUB 10300 : GOTO 2100 
2869 ' 

' CMA 
2870 A%=(NOT A%) AND 255 
2880 GOTO 2100 

N 
\J1 
0 



2899 

2900 
2949 
2950 
2999 

3000 

3010 
3020 
3030 
3999 

STC 
CY%=1 : GOTO 2100 
I CMC 
~Y%=1-CY% : GOTO 2100 

MOVs & HLT 
IF 8543%=6 AND 8210%=6 THEN PRINT #2, "HALT at address"; 
RIGltT$( 11ooo"·HtEX$(A8US%j.4);"H" : GOTO 32000 'HLT 
S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : R8%=TMP% 
S%=B543% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

ALU Instructions (ADD,ADC,SU8, ... ORA) 

tiooo S%=B210% : GOSUB '10250 : TMP%=R8% : ACT%=A% : 

11010 
4020 
11030 
4100 
4200 

4210 
11220 

11230 
ti300 

4310 
41100 
41110 
111120 
4500 
11600 
11100 

11710 
11120 

11730 

ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
' Read source operand into TMP & A into ACT; dispatch ... 
I 

CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 1 ADD 
AC%==XAC% : CY%=CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
GOTO 2100 
CYIN%=CY% : GOSUB 10100 : GOTO 4020 ' AOC 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT 1MP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSIJB 10110 I SUB (add l's comp.+ 1) 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : A%=ALIJOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% : 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%= 1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1-CY% 
GOSUB 10110 I SBB (add l's comp. +CY-bar) 
GOTO IQ10 
ALUOUT%=TMP% AND ACT% I ANA (logical AND) 
GOSUB 10300 : CY%=0 : AC%=0 : A%=ALUOUT% 
GOTO 2100 
ALUOUT%=TMP% XOR ACT% : GOTO 4410 
ALUOUT%=TMP% OR ACT% : GOTO 4410 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 
GOSUB 10110 1 CMP 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : GOSUB 10300 

I XRA (log ica I XOR) 
I ORA ( I og i ca I OR) 

255 : ALUC%=1 

Z%=(ALU1% ANO 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 

N 
Lil 
I-' 



11999 
lmmediates, branches, specials (XTHL,IN,EI, ... ) 

5000 ON 8210%+1 GOTO 5010,5100,5200,5300,5400,5500,5600,5700 
5009 I 

50'10 
5019 
5020 

5030 
5040 
5100 

5110 

5120 

5130 

5140 
5150 

5160 
5180 

5190 
5199 

5200 
5209 
5210 

5220 

5230 
5300 
5309 
5310 

5320 

5330 

conditional RETurn 
GOSUB 101100 : IF C%=0 THEN 2100 
' RET comes here 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : Rll%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
REG%( RS%( WZ%) )=FN 116%( RL%, RH%) : REG%( RS%( PC%) )=REG%( RS%( WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF B543% AND 1 THEN ON RP%+1 GOTO 5020,30000,5150,5180 

' RET *** PCHL SPHL 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
IF RP%<3 THEN REG%(RS%(RP%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) : GOTO 2100 
' POP rp 
A%=RH% : CY%=RL% AND 1 : PF%=( RL% AND L1 )/4 : 
AC%=(RL% AND 16)/16 : ZF%=(RL% AND 64)/611 : 
SF%=(RL% AND 128,/128 
GOTO 2100 POP PSW 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( Ill%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( AOL%)) 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 'PCHL 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( HL%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( ADL%)) 
REG%( RS%( SP%) )=REG%( RS%( I NC%)) 
GOTO 2100 
' 

Conditional JuMP 
GOSUB 101100 
' JMP comes here 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RL%=OBUF% 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% 
REG%( RS%(WZ%) )=FN 116%( HL%, RH%) : 
I F C% THEN REG%( RS%( PC%) )=REG%( RS%( WZ%) ) 
GOTO 2100 
C%=-1 : ON B543%+1 GOTO 5210,30000,5310,5310,5350,5370,5380,5380 
' OUT & IN 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : 
REG%( HS%( WZ%) )= FN 116%( DBUF%, DBUF%) : 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) ) =REG%( RS%( WZ%), ) : ABUS%=REG%( RS%( ADL%) ) 
IF (B543% AND 1) TllEN PRINT 'Input from Port ";DBUF%; : 
INPUT Z% : A%=Z% AND 255 : GOTO 2100 'IN 
PRINT #2, "Output from Port";DBUF%;"= ";RIGHT$("O"+HEX$(A%),2);"H" 
GOTO 2100 

N 
V1 
N 



5349 

5350 

5360 

5365 
53 70 

5380 
5399 

51100 
51109 
51110 

5420 

5430 

51140 
51~99 

5500 
5510 

5520 

5530 
5599 

5600 
5610 
5699 

5-rDO 

5110 

5720 

XTllL 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : Rll%=DBUF%: HEG%(RS%(WZ%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) 
DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(HL%))) : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 
DBUS%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 : GOSUB 10150 : 
REG%(RS%(HL%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
Z%=RS%(HL%) : RS%(HL%)=RS%(DE%) : RS%(DE%)=Z% : GOTO 2100 

I XCllG 
INTE%=B543% AND 1 : GOTO 2100 1 El & 01 
I 

Conditional CALL 
GO SUB 101100 
' CALL converges here 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : 
GOSUB 10050 : GOSlJB 10000 : GOSlJB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) : 
If C%=0 THEN 2100 ELSE R%=SP% : GOSUB 10200 : 
OBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(PC%))) 
GOSlJB 10150 : GOSUB 10200: DE3US%=REG%(RS%(PC%)) AND 255 
GOSUB 10150 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) : GOTO 2100 
I 

CALL & PUSH 
C%=-1 : IF 85113% AND 1 HIEN IF 8543%=1 THEN 51110 ELSE 30000 
RP%=B543%/2 : R%=SP% : GOSlJB 10200 : 
IF RP%=3 THEN OBUS%=A% ELSE OBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(RP%))) 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 : 
IF RP%<>3 THEN DBUS%=REG%(RS%(RP%)) AND 255 
ELSE DBUS%=128*SF%+64*ZF%+16*AC%+4*PF%+2+CY% 
GOSlJB 10150 : GOTO 2100 
I 

Immediate ALU op's (ADI, ... ) 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : ACT%=A% : TMP%=DBUF% 
ON 8543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,11600,4700 
I 

RST n 
R%=SP% : DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(PC%))) : GOSUB 10200 : 
GOSUB 10150: GOSlJB 10200: DBUS%=REG%(RS%(PC%)) AND 255 
GOSUB 10150 : TMP%=1R% AND 56 : REG%(RS%(WZ%))=TMP%: 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 

N v1 
w 



9999 

10000 

10010 

100119 

10050 

10099 

10100 
10110 
10120 

10130 
10149 

10150 

10160 

10170 
10199 

10200 

***** S U 13 R 0 U T I N E S ***** 
Memory fetch: Read MEM3() byte pointed to 
by REG%( RS%( R% ) ) . R3 passed~. The data 
is returned in DBUF%. 

REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( R%)) : ABUS%=REG%( RS%( ADL3)) 
IF ABUS3<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31000 ELSE 
OBUF%=MEM%(ABUS%) : RETURN 
I 

Increment Register Pair REG3(RS%( R% )) ''R% passed". 
Reg. pair is returned incremented. 

REG%( RS%( ADL3J )=REG%( RS%( R%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( ADL%J) 
REG3(RS3(R%J)=REG%(RS3( INC%))+1 : RETURN 
I 

Add sources in TMP, ACT, & CYIN; 
results returned in ALUOUT%, XAC%, and CYOUT% 
Enter at 10110 with sources in ALU13,ALU2%,ALUC% when 
doing subtractions (see SUB,SBB,& CMP) 

ALlJ13=ACT% : ALU2%=TMP% : ALUC%=CY IN% 
Z%=AUJ1%+ALU2%+ALUC%: IF (Z% AND 256) THEN CYOUT%=1 ELSE CYOUT%=0 
ALUOUT%=Z% AND 255 : XAC3=0 : 
IF (ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU23 AND 15)+ALUC% > 15 THEN XAC3=1 
RETURN 
I 

Memory write: Data passed in DBUS% is written to 
MEM3() location pointed to by REG%( RS%( R% )). 

REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( R%)) : Al3US%=REG%( RS%( ADL%)) : 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS3>511 THEN 31050 ELSE 
MEM3(ABUS%l=DBUS% 
PRINT #2, 6MEM( IT;RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(ABUS%),4);" ) becomes "; 
RIGHT$("O"+HEX$(0BUS%),2);"H" 
RETURN 
I 

Decrement reg. pair REG%(RS%( R% )) 

REG%(RS%(AOL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS3(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(R3))=REG%(RS3( INC%))-1 : RETURN 

N 
lJI 
~ 



10249 

10250 
10260 

10270 

10280 
10299 

10300 

10310 
103119 

10350 
10360 

10370 

10380 
10390 
10399 

10400 

1011 HJ 
101120 

Read an 8-bit value from A, reg. array, or Memory 
Passed S3=SSS (source); value returned in R8% 

IF S%=7 THEN R8%=A3 : RETURN ' Accum 
IF S%=6 THEN Z%=R% : R%=HL3 : GOSUB 10000 : 
R%=Z% : R8%=DBUF3 : RETURN 
Z%=S% AND 1 ; Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : IF Z% THEN R8%=REG%(RS3(Z1%)) AND 255 

ELSE R8%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(Z1%))) 
RETURN 
I 

Set flags Z, S, & P based on ALUOUT% 

ZF%=1+(ALUOUT%<>0) : SF%=-((AUJOUT% AND 128)<>0) : 
Z%=1NT(ALUOlJT%/16): PF%=1-(PAR%(Z%) XOR PAR%(ALUOUT% AND 15)) 
RETIJHN 
I 

Write 8-bit value to A, reg. array, or Memory; 
S%=DDD; value to write must be in R8% 

IF S%=7 HIEN A%=R8% : RETURN 
IF S%=6 THEN Z%=R% : R%=HL%: OBUS%=R8% : 
GOSUB 10150 : R%=Z% : RETURN 
Z%=S% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : RL%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 : 
RH%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( Zl % ) ) ) : IF Z% HIEN RL%=RB% ELSE Rll%=R8% 
REG%(RS%(Z1%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) 
RETURN 
I 

Judge condition; Passed CCC in B543%; returns C%=-1 if 
true, C%=0 i f fa I se 

Z%=B543% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF Z1%=0 THEN Z1%=ZF% ELSE IF Z1%=1 THEN Z1%=CY% ELSE 
IF Z1%=2 THEN Z1%=PF% ELSE Z1%=SF% 
C%=(Z%=Z1%) 
RETURN 

N 
lTI 
lTI 



11000 

11010 

11020 

11030 

110110 

11050 
30000· 

30010 

31000 

31010 

31050 

31060 

32000 
32767 

P R I N T S U B R 0 U T I N E 

LST%=LST%+1 : IF LST%=11 HIEN PRINT #2, CR$;" A BC DE"; 
11 HL SP PC WZ M CY Z S P AC INTE IR" : LST%=0 

PRINT #2, RIGHT$("O"+HEX$(A3),2);" ";FNH$(BC"L); 11 ";FNH$(DE"L); 
" ";FNH$(HL%); 11 11 ;FNH$(SP%); 11 ";FNH$(PC%);lf ";FNH$(WZ%); 11 "; 
1 display the registers 
Z%=REG%( RS~( HL%)) : IF Z%<512 AND Z%>-1 HIEN PR I NT #2, 

RIGHT$( 11 0 +HEX$(MEM%(Z%)1,2); ELSE PRINT #2, "**"; 
PRINT #2, II ";HEX$(CY%).(1 11 ;HEX$(ZF%); 11 11 ;HEX$(SF%); 11 "; 

HEX$(PFf.l·" ";HEX$(AC%);(' ";HEX$( INTE%); 11 11 ; 

RIGHT$( fob+HEX$( IR%),2) 
RETURN 
I 

I nva I Id Opcode 
PRINT "Invalid Opcode: IR contains"; 
RIGflT$("0 11 +HEX$(1R%),2);"M": GOTO 32000 
I 

Memory Read addr. out of range 
PRINT "Attempted memory read from addr. "; 
RIGHT$( 11 000"+HEX$(ABUS%),4); 11 H11 : GOTO 32000 
I 

Memory Write addr. out of range 
PR I NT "Attempted memory write to addr. 11 ; 

RIGHT$("000 11 +HEX$(ABUS%),4); 11 H11 

CLOSE 2 
END 

N 
Vi 

°' 



Appendix D 

FAULT SIMULATION WITH FULL TRACE 

This appendix contains a full instruction by instruction 

trace for the fault where internal temporary register TMP 

has bits 1 and 2 shorted together with logic AND. This is 

the same fault described in Figure 26 of Chapter 5. Each 

trace line displays the contents of the registers and flags; 

the entry under "M" is the contents of the memory location 

pointed to by the HL register pair. This is shown as "**" 
if the address is not in the range 0000 to OlFF. Each trace 

line reflects the data after the execution of the 

instruction shown for that line. 

After the full trace listing, the output from the FOLLOW 

program is shown. This program extracts just the effects of 

the fault by comparing the faulty processor simulation trace 

to the trace for the good processor. The last line of this 

output shows that the processors diverge; the good processor 

has taken a conditional jump ( JZ TS) while the faulty 

processor has not. The faulty processor then executes the 

unconditional jump to the NO-GO routine and the fault is 

detected, as shown by the full trace. The notation "PC+" in 

the FOLLOW output indicates that the value shown is the 

value of PC after the current instruction has been fetched. 

257 



Program: QCPU7X ** Ful I Trace ** 
Fau 11:: TMP has bits 1 & 2 shorted together with logic AND 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY Z S P AC INTE IR 
LOA 79 0000 0000 0000 0000 0003 01A7 3A 0 0 0 0 0 0 3A 

MVI B 79 OFOO 0000 0000 0000 0005 01A7 3A 0 0 0 0 0 0 06 
MVI C 79 OF36 0000 0000 0000 0007 01A7 3A 0 0 0 0 0 0 OE 
LXI D 79 OF36 6CC9 0000 0000 OOOA 01A7 3A 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
LHLD 79 OF36 6CC9 6655 0000 0000 01A9 ** 0 0 0 0 0 0 2A 
LXI SP 79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0010 01A9 ** 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 

JMP 79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 0 CJ 
CPI 79 Of36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0017 0015 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 FE 
JNZ 79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 001A 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 C2 

DAO SP 79 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0018 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 39 
JC 79 Of36 6CC9 99f6 33A5 OOlE 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 DA 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY Z S P AC INTE IR 
ADC B 88 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 OOH 01A3 ** 0 0 1 1 1 0 88 

JM 88 OF36 6CC9 99f6 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 0 FA 
SBB D 20 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0026 0025 ** 0 0 0 0 1 0 9A 

JM 20 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0029 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 0 FA 
ADC L 16 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 002A 01A3 ** 1 0 0 0 0 0 8D 

JIU 16 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 0 0 C2 
SBB E 4C OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0031 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 0 0 9B 
JPE 4C OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0034 01A3 ** 1 0 0 0 0 0 EA N 

Ln 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 00 

STA 4C OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0037 OlAA if it 1 0 0 0 0 0 32 
SBB H 82 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0038 OlAA ** 1 0 1 1 1 0 9C 

,IP B2 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0038 01A3 ** 1 0 1 1 1 0 F2 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY Z S P AC INTE IR 
ADC C E9 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 003C 01A3 ** 0 0 1 0 0 0 89 

JNC E9 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 0 0 02 
CPI E9 OF36 6CC9 99f6 33A5 00114 0042 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 FE 
JNZ E9 OF36 6CC9 99F6 33A5 00111 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 C2 

LXI SP E9 OF36 6CC9 99F6 CC5A 004A 01A3 *l~ 0 1 0 1 1 0 31 
MVI Ii E9 OF36 6CC9 31F6 CC5A 0011c 01A3 ii•* 0 1 0 1 1 0 26 
MVI L E9 OF36 6CC9 31A8 CC5A 004E 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 2E 
MVI D E9 OF36 91C9 31A8 CC5A 0050 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 16 
MVI E E9 OF36 9136 31A8 CC5A 0052 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 lE 
LXI B E9 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A 0055 01A3 ** 0 1 0 1 1 0 01 

SUI 88 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A 0057 01A3 ** 0 0 1 1 1 0 06 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY Z S P AC INTE IR 
CPI 88 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A 0059 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 0 FE 

JZ 88 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A 005C 005F *•It 0 0 0 0 1 0 CA 
JMP 88 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A OIA3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 0 C3 

XRA A 00 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A 01A4 01A3 *•It 0 1 0 1 0 0 AF 
Output from Port 2 = OOH 

OUT 00 FOC9 9136 31A8 CC5A 01A6 0202 ** 0 1 0 1 0 0 D3 
HALT at address 01A6H 
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Output from the FOLLOW program 
showing the effects of the fault. 

B:TMPSB07.LST vs A:QCPU7X.LST (Program: QCPU7X.HEX) 
Fault: TMP has bits 1 & 2 shorted together with logic AND 

PC+=OOlB: DAD SP 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=OOlE: JC 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=OOlF: ADC B 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0025: JM 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0026: SBB D 
Good A=lC HL=99FA ff=COZOSOPOAO 
Faulty A=20 HL=99F6 ff=COZOSOPOAl 

PC+=0029: 
Good A=lC 
Faulty A=20 

JM 
HL=99FA 
HL=99F6 

PC+=002A: ADC L 

f f=COZOSOPOAO 
f f=COZOSOPOAl 

Good HL=99FA f f=ClZOSOPOAl 
Faulty HL=99F6 ff=ClZOSOPOAO 

PC+=0030: JNZ 
Good HL=99FA f f=ClZOSOPOAl 
Faulty HL=99F6 ff=ClZOSOPOAO 

PC+=0031: SBB E 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0034: JPE 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 



PC+=0037: STA 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0038: SBB H 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=003B: JP 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=003C: ADC C 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0042: JNC 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0044: CPI 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

PC+=0047: JNZ 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

260 

PC+=004A: LXI SP 
Good HL=99FA 
Faulty HL=99F6 

<<<< Block 2 begins 

PC+=004C: MVI H 
Good HL=33FA 
Faulty HL=31F6 

PC+=004E: MVI L 
Good HL=33AA 
Faulty HL=31A8 

PC+=OOSO: MVI D 
Good DE=93C9 HL=33AA 
Faulty DE=91C9 HL=31A8 

PC+=0052: MVI E 
Good DE=9336 HL=33AA 
Faulty DE=9136 HL=31A8 



PC+=0055: LXI B 
Good DE=9336 HL=33AA 
Faulty DE=9136 HL=31A8 

PC+=0057: SUI 

261 

Good A=86 DE=9336 HL=33AA ff=COZOSlPOAl 
Faulty A=88 DE=9136 HL=31A8 ff=COZOSlPlAl 

PC+=0059: CPI 
Good A=86 DE=9336 HL=33AA ff=COZlSOPlAl 
Faulty A=88 DE=9136 HL=31A8 ff=COZOSOPOAl 

Processors diverge: Good PC+=OOSF while bad PC+=OOSC 



Appendix E 

EXAMPLE SKELETON TRACE OUTPUT 

This "skeleton" trace output was generated by the FSA16 

program listed in Appendix G. The faults simulated are all 

of the single stuck-at faults in HL. 

Test Program: QCPU7X.HEX 
Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 0 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC WZ M CY Z S P AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6654 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99F8 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
14 OF36 6CC9 99F8 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 1 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4AH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
E7 OF36 6CC9 99F8 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
E7 OF36 6CC9 99F8 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 0 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 1 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC 
79 OF36 
Jump from 
88 OF36 
Jump from 
14 OF36 
MEM( OlAA 
Jump from 
E7 OF36 
Jump from 
E7 OF36 

DE HL SP 
6CC9 6655 33A5 
PC=OOlF: 
6CC9 99F8 33A5 
PC=002A: 
6CC9 99F8 33AS 
) becomes 4AH 
PC=003C: 
6CC9 99F8 33A5 
PC=0044: 
6CC9 99F8 33A5 

Output from Port 2= OOH 

PC 
0015 

0025 

0030 

0042 

01A3 
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wz 
0015 

0025 

0030 

0042 

01A3 

M 
** 

** 

** 

** 

** 

CY Z S P AC 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 l 1 

0 0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 0 0 

IR 
C3 

FA 

C2 

D2 

C2 
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HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 2 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6651 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99F2 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
OE OF36 6CC9 99E'2 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 0 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
44 OF36 6CC9 99F2 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 1 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 3 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99F2 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
OE OF36 6CC9 99F2 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 0 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
44 OF36 6CC9 99F2 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 1 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 4 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6645 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99EA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
06 OF36 6CC9 99EA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 1 1 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
3C OF36 6CC9 99EA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 0 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
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********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 5 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99DA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
F6 OF36 6CC9 99DA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 0 0 1 1 1 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
2D OF36 6CC9 99DA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 1 0 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 6 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6615 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99BA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
D6 OF36 6CC9 99BA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 0 0 1 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes ODH 
Jump from PC=0038: 
74 OF36 6CC9 99BA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 1 F2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 7 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 997A 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
96 OF36 5CC9 997A 33A5 0030 0030 ** 0 0 1 1 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes CDH 
Jump from PC=0038: 
33 OF36 6CC9 997A 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 1 1 F2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
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HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 8 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33AS 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 98FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 98FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
EA OF36 6CC9 98FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
EA OF36 6CC9 98FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 9 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6455 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump f rorn PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 95FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 95FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
ED OF36 6CC9 95FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
ED OF36 6CC9 95FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 10 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6255 33AS 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 91F.Z:~ 33AS 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
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Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 91FA 33AS 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
Fl OF36 6CC9 91FA 33AS 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 1 D2 
jump from PC=0044: 
Fl OF36 6CC9 91FA 33AS 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 11 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 91FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 91FA 33AS 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
Fl OF36 6CC9 91FA 33AS 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 1 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
Fl OF36 6CC9 91FA 33AS 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 12 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 89FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 89FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
F9 OF36 6CC9 89FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
F9 OF36 6CC9 89FA 33AS 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 
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Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 13 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 4655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 59FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 59FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 

'MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003F: 
29 OF36 6CC9 59FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 0 0 C3 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 14 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 2655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 19FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 19FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=0038: 
32 OF36 6CC9 19FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 F2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 15 stuck at 0 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 19FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 19FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=0038: 
32 OF36 6CC9 19FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 F2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
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********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 0 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99FB 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
17 OF36 6CC9 99FB 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 1 1 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
4D OF36 6CC9 99FB 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 0 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 1 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6657 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99FE 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
lA OF36 6CC9 99FE 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
50 OF36 6CC9 99FE 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 1 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 2 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99FE 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
lA OF36 6CC9 99FE 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
50 OF36 6CC9 99FE 33A5 01A3 OlP.3 ** 1 0 0 1 1 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 
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Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 3 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY Z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 665D 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 9AOA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
26 OF36 6CC9 9AOA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 0 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes SDH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
F9 OF36 6CC9 9AOA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
F9 OF36 6CC9 9AOA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 0 0 0 0 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault~ Register Pair HL has bit 4 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33AS 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 99FA 33AS 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 99FA 33AS 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
E9 OF36 6CC9 99FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0059: 
86 FOC9 9336 33BA CCSA OOSF OOSF ** 0 1 0 1 1 CA 
Jump from PC=0068: 
lA FOC9 9336 0014 CCSA 006E 006E 76 1 0 0 0 0 DA 
MEM( OlAB ) becomes SlH 
Kump from PC=0072: 
51 FOC9 9336 0014 CCSA 0078 0078 76 1 0 0 0 1 E2 
Jump from PC=007C: 
41 FOC9 9336 0014 CCSA 0082 0082 76 1 0 0 1 0 F2 
Ju.1Tlp from PC=0083: 
78 FOC9 9336 0014 CCSA 0089 0089 76 0 0 0 1 0 EA 
Jump from PC=008C: 
FO FOC9 9336 0014 CCSA 01A3 01A3 76 0 0 1 1 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 
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Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 5 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6675 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 9A3A 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
56 OE'36 6CC9 9A3A 33A5 0030 0030 ** 0 0 0 1 1 C2 
Jump from PC=0031: 
SD OE'36 6CC9 9A3A 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 1 0 EA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 6 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OE'36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OE'36 6CC9 99E'A 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OE'36 6CC9 99E'A 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
E9 OE'36 6CC9 99E'A 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0059: 
86 E'OC9 9336 33EA CC5A 005F 005F ** 0 1 0 1 1 CA 
Jump from PC=0068: 
lA FOC9 9336 0044 CC5A 006E 006E C2 1 0 0 0 0 DA 
MEM( OlAB ) becomes SlH 
Jump from PC=0072: 
51 FOC9 9336 0044 CC5A 0078 0078 C2 1 0 0 0 1 E2 
Jump from PC=007C: 
41 FOC9 9336 0044 CCSA 0082 0082 C2 1 0 0 1 0 F2 
Jump from PC=0083: 
78 E'OC9 9336 0044 CC5A 0089 0089 C2 0 0 0 1 0 EA 
Jump from PC=008C: 
co FOC9 9336 0044 CC5A 01A3 01A3 C2 0 0 1 1 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 7 stuck at 1 
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Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 66D5 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 9AFA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 9AFA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
E8 OF36 6CC9 9AFA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
ES OF36 6CC9 9AFA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 1 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 8 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6755 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
E7 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
E7 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 0 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 9 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

.A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33AS 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33AS 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
E7 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
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Jump from PC=0044: 
E7 OF36 6CC9 9BFA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 0 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 10 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 9DFA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 9DFA 33AS 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
ES OF36 6CC9 9DFA 33AS 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 1 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
ES OF36 6CC9 9DFA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 1 0 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 11 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6E55 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 A9FA 33AS 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 A9FA 33AS 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
D9 OF36 6CC9 A9FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 0 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
D9 OF36 6CC9 A9FA 33AS 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 1 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 12 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY Z S P AC IR 
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79 OF36 6CC9 7655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
C9 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
C9 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 0 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at ~ddress 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 13 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=003C: 
C9 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 0042 0042 ** 0 0 1 1 0 D2 
Jump from PC=0044: 
C9 OF36 6CC9 B9FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 1 0 1 C2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 

Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 14 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 6655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlF: 
88 OF36 6CC9 D9FA 33A5 0025 0025 ** 0 0 1 1 1 FA 
Jump from PC=002A: 
16 OF36 6CC9 D9FA 33A5 0030 0030 ** 1 0 0 0 1 C2 
MEM( OlAA ) becomes 4CH 
Jump from PC=0038: 
72 OF36 6CC9 D9FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 0 0 1 1 F2 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 
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Fault: Register Pair HL has bit 15 stuck at 1 

Jump from PC=OOlO: 

A BC DE HL SP PC wz M CY z s p AC IR 
79 OF36 6CC9 E655 33A5 0015 0015 ** 0 0 0 0 0 C3 
Jump from PC=OOlB: 
79 OF36 6CC9 99FA 33A5 01A3 01A3 ** 1 1 0 1 1 DA 
Output from Port 2= OOH 
HALT at address 01A6H 
********************************************************** 



N 
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0000 
0003 
0005 
0007 
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0010 
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0014 
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0016 
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001f 
0022 

0025 
0026 
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002A 
0020 

0030 
0031 

003t1 

0037 
0038 
003B 
003C 
003F 

0042 
001•4 

3AA701 
060F 
OE36 
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2AA801 
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C31500 
F7 
76 

FE79 
C2A301 

39 
DAA301 
88 
FA2500 
C3A301 

9A 
FAA301 
80 
C23000 
C3A301 

9B 
EAA301 

32AA01 

9C 
F2A301 
89 
D2tt200 
C3A301 

FEE9 
C2A301 

APPENDIX F 

8080 TEST USED FOR FAULT SIMULATIONS 

, 
BLK1: 

, 
T1: 

12: 

b: 

i-4: 

QCPU7X 8080 CPU TEST VERSION 7.1X 
DAVE HAISLETT 2/19/82 

THIS VERSION OMITS ALL ADDRESS DEPENDENT PORTIONS 
OF QCPU7. IT INCLUDES BLOCKS 1-8. 

LOA 
MVI 
MVI 
LXI 
LliLD 
LXI 

JMP 
RST 
HLT 

CPI 
JNZ 

DAD 
JC 
ADC 
JM 
JMP 

SBB 
JM 
ADC 
JNZ 
JMP 

SBB 
JPE 

STA 

SBB 
JP 
ADC 
JNC 
JMP 

CPI 
JNZ 

PATT A 
B, 
c, 
D, 
PATHL 
SP, 

T1 
6 

79H 
NOGO 

SP 
NOGO 
B 
T2 
NOGO 

D 
NOGO 
L 
T3 
NOGO 

E 
NOGO 

IRES1 

ll 
NOGO 
c 
T4 
NOGO 

OE91i 
NOGO 

OFH 
3611 
6CC911 

33A5H 

;A=79 HEX 
; B=OF 
; C=36 
;E=C9, D=6C 
; L=55, H=66 
; SPL=A5, SPH=33 

;TEST UNCONDITIONAL JUMP 
;FAULT! TRY TO REACH NOGO 
;FAILING THAT, HALT 

;VERIFY A 
;VERIFY Z=1, NZ CONDITION FALSE 

;READ BACK SP; L=FA, H=99 
;VERIFY C=O, C CONDITION FALSE 
;A=88, CY=O 
;VERIFY S=1, M CONDITION TRUE 
;FAULT! JM DIDN'T BRANCH 

·A=1C CY=O 
;VERIFY S=O & M COND. FALSE NOW 
;A=16, CY=1 
;VERIFY Z=O, NZ TRUE 
;FAULT! 

; A=ltC, CY= 1 
;VERIFY P=O, PE FALSE 

;STORE INTERMEDIATE RESULT 

;A=B2, CY=1 
;VERIFY S=1 P FALSE 
;A=E9, CY=O 
;VERIFY CY=O & NC TRUE 
; FAULT! 

; VER I FY RESULT 



B L 0 C K 2 
i 

00111 315ACC BLK2: LXI SP, OCC5AH ; SPL=5A, SPH=CC 
OOltA 2633 MVI H, 33H ;H=33 
0011c 2EAA MVI L, OAAll ; L=AA 
OOllE 1693 MVI D, 93H ; D=93 
0050 1 E36 MVI E , 36H ; E=36 
0052 01C9FO LXI B, OFOC9H ;C=C9, B=FO 
0055 D663 SUI 63H ;A=86, CY=O 

; 
0057 FE86 CPI 8611 ; VERIFY A 
0059 CA5FOO JZ T5 ;VERIFY Z=l & Z TRUE 
005C C3A301 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
005F 39 T5: DAD SP ; HL=OOOll, CY= 1 
0060 D2A301 JNC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=l & NC FALSE 
0063 8C ADC H ;A=87, CY=O 
00611 CAA301 JZ NOGO ;VERIFY Z=O & Z CONDITION FALSE 
0067 8A ADC D ;A=lA, CY=l 
0068 DA6EOO JC T6 ;VERIFY CY=l & C CONDITION TRUE 
006B C3A301 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
006E 91 T6: SUB c ;A=51, CY=l; TRY SUB WITH CY=l 

; N 

006F 32AB01 STA IRES2 ; STORE RESULT " °' ; 
0072 E27800 JPO T7 ;VERIFY P=O & PO TRUE 
0075 C3A301 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

; 
0078 D2A301 T7: JNC NOGO ; VER I FY CY= 1 ; * 
0078 80 ADO B ; A=41, CY=l 
007C F28200 JP T8 ;VERIFY S=O & P CONDITION TRUE 
007F C3A301 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

; 
0082 8B T8: ADC E ;A=78, CY=O 
0083 EA8900 JPE T9 ;VERIFY P=l & PE TRUE 
0086 C3A301 JMP NOGO ;FAULT! 

; 
0089 9D T9: SBB L ; A=7LI, CY=O 
008A CE8C ACI 8CH ;A=OO, CY=l 
OOBC C2A301 JNZ NOGO ; VER I FY RESULT 
008F D2A301 JNC NOGO ; INCLUDING CARRY 



0092 01AA55 ADDER: LXI 8, 55AAH 8=55, C=AA 
0095 1 lFFOO LXI D, OOFFH D=OO, E=FF 
0098 21 FOOF LXI H, OFFOH ll=OF, L=FO 

; 
009B 82 ADD D ;OO+OO+O; A=OO, CY=O 
009C C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY RESULT=OO 

; 
009F 3f CMC ;CY=l 
OOAO 2F CMA ;A=FF 
OOAl 88 ADC E ;FF+FF+l; A=FF, CY=l 
OOA2 D2A301 JNC NOGO ;VERIFY CY=l 
OOA5 AB XRA E ;VERIFY A=FF; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
OOA6 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;FAULT IF NOT 

OOA9 BO ORA B ;A=55, CY=O 
OOAA 88 ADC B ;55+55+0; A=AA, CY=O 
OOA8 DAA301 JC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=O 

OOAE 32AC01 STA IRES3 ;STORE INTERMEDIATE RESULT 

0081 A9 XRA c ;VERIFY A=AA; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
OOB2 C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; N 
OOB5 Bl ORA c ;A=AA, CY=O ....... 
0066 37 STC ;CY=l ....... 
OOB7 89 ADC c ;AA+AA+l; A=55, CY=l 
0088 D2A301 JNC NOGO ;VERIFYCY=l 
OOBB A8 XRA B ;VERIFY A=55; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
OOBC C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; 
OOBF 3F CMC ;CY=l 
ooco 8B ADC E ;OO+FF+l; A=OO, CY=l 
OOC1 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY RESULT=OO 

; 
oocti 2f CMA ;A=FF 
OOC5 8A ADC D ;FF+OO+l; A=OO, CY=l 
OOC6 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY RESULT=OO 

OOC9 3F CMC ;CY=O 
OOCA 7C MOV A, H ;A=OF 
OOCB 8D ADC L ;OF+FO+O; A=FF, CY=O 
oocc DAA301 JC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=O 
OOCF AB XRA E ; vrn I FY A= FF; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
OODO C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; 
OOD3 B5 ORA L ;A=FO, CY=O 
OOD4 8C ADC H ;FO+OF+O; A=FF, CY=O 
0005 DAA301 JC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=O 
OOD8 AB XRA E ;VERIFY A=FF; NOW A=OO, CY=O 
0009 C2A301 JNZ NOGO 



L 0 G I C F N . T E S T 
; 

OODC 01 FFOO LOGIC: LXI B, OOFFH ; B=OO AND C= FF 
OODF 69 MOV L, c ; L=FF 

OOEO AD XRA L ;XOR(0,1); A=FF 
OOEl B2 ORA 0 ;OR(l,O); A=FF STILL 
OOE2 Al ANA c ;AND(l,1); A=FF STILL 
OOE3 BB CMP E ;VERIFY AGAINST KNOWN FF 
OOE4 C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; 
OOE7 F6FF ORI OFHI ;OR(l,1); A=FF STILL 
00[9 AB XRA B ;XOR(1,0); A=FF STILL 
OOEA BD CMP L ;VERIFY 
OOEB C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; 
OOEE AO ANA B ;AND(l,O); A=OO 
OOEF C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 

; 
OOF2 A2 ANA D ;AND(O,O); A=OO STILL 
OOF3 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 

OOF6 E6FF ANI OFFH ;AND(0,1); A=OO AGAIN 
OOF8 C2A301 JIU NOGO ;VER I FY N 

'-I 
o::> 



R 0 T A T E T E S T 
; 

OOFB 113936 ROT: LXI D, 3639H ;D=36 & E=39 
OOFE 016C33 LXI 8, 336CH ;8=33 & C=6C 
0101 216699 LXI H, 9966H ;H=99 & L=66 
0104 F9 SPHL ;SP=9966 FOR LATER 

; 
0105 78 MOV A, 8 ;A=33, CY=O AFTER LOGIC TEST 
0106 17 RAL ;A=66, CY=O 
0107 DEDO S81 OH ;A=66 & CY=O STILL 
0109 37 STC ; NOW SET CY= 1 
010A 07 RLC ;A=CC, CY=O 
0108 3F CMC ;CY=l 
OlOC 17 RAL ;A=99, CY=1 
0100 80 ADC L ;A=OO, CY=1 
OlOE C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 

; 
0111 79 MOV A, c ;A=6C; CY=1 STILL 
0112 OF RRC ;A=36, CY=O 
0113 9A S88 D ;A=OO, CY=O 
011 t1 C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; 
0111 7B MOV A, E ;A=39; CY=O STILL 
0118 1F RAR ;A=1C, CY=1 N 

-..J 
0119 0£84 SBI 841i ;A=97, CY=1 \0 

; 
0118 32AD01 STA IRES4 ;STORE INTERMED. RESULT 

; 
OllE 1F RAR A=CB, CY=1 
01 H CE34 ACI JltH A=OO, CY=1 
0121 C2A301 JNZ NOGO VERIFY 



B L 0 C K 6 
; 

01211 01 FFFF BLK6: LXI B, OFHFH ;BC=FFFF FOR LATER 
0127 21AAAA LXI H, OAAAAH ;HL=AAAA FOR LATER 
012A 110000 LXI 0, 0 ;OE=OOOO 
012D EB XCHG ;** DE=AAAA; HL=OOOO ** 
012E 39 DAD SP ; HL=9966 
012F 811 ADD II ; A=99 
0130 85 ADD L ;A=FF 
0131 2f CMA ;A=OO, COMPLETE CMA COVER 
0132 A7 ANA A ; SET FLAGS 
0133 CA3901 JZ T 11 ; VER I FY A=OO 
0136 C3A301 JMP NOGO ; FAULT! 

; 
0139 31 FOOF Tll: LXI SP, OFFOH ; SP=OFfO 
013C 39 DAD SP ; HL=A956 
013D 134 ORA H ;A=A9 
013E 2F CMA ;A=56 
013F BD CMP L ;VER I FY 
0140 C2A301 JNZ NOGO 

; 
01113 210000 LXI H, 0 ;UL=OOOO 
01116 315555 LXI SP, 5555H ; SP=5555 
0149 39 DAD SP ; HL=5555 1-V 

(X) 

014A 85 ADD L ;A=AB, CY=O 0 
Oll1B BC ADC Ii ;A=OO,CY=l 
01 ll(~ C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 



B L 0 C K S 7 & 8 
' ; 

014F 2D BLK7: OCR L ; L=Sl1 
0150 3165C9 LXI SP, OC965H ; SP=C965 
0153 33 INX SP ; SP=C966 
0154 23 INX H ; HL=5555 
0155 13 INX D ;DE=AAAB 
0156 03 INX B ;BC=OOOO 

; 
0157 85 ADD L ;A=55 
0158 82 ADO D ;A=FF 
0159 3C INR A ;A=OO ( INR FF TO 00) 
015A C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
0150 80 ADO B ;A=OO 
015E 81 AOO c ;A=OO 
015F C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
0162 83 ADO E ;A=AB 
0163 84 ADO H ;A=OO, CY=1 
0164 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 

; 
·******************************** , 
; 

0167 1B BLK8: DCX D ;DE=AAAA 
0168 2B ocx H ; HL=55511 N 

0169 33 INX SP ; SP=C967 00 
I-' 

016A OB ocx B ; BC= FF FF 
; 

0166 8B AOC E ;A=AB (CY WAS STILL 1) 
016C 811 ADO H ;A=OO, CY=l 
0160 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VER I FY 
0170 90 SUB B ;A=l, CY=1 

; 
0171 32AE01 STA IRES5 ;STORE INTERMEO RESULT 

; 
0174 89 ADC c ;A=l, CY=l 
0175 D2A301 JNC NOGO ; VER I FY CY=1 
0178 0601 SUI 0111 ;A=OO 
017A C2A301 JNZ NOGO ; VER I FY 
0170 30 OCR A ;A=FF 
017E 95 SUB L ;A=AB, CY=O 
017F 3F CMC ;CY=l 
0180 9A SBB 0 ;A=OO 
0181 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ; VERIFY 
01811 39 DAD SP ; HL=l EBB 
0185 B4 ORA H ;A=lE 
0186 95 SUB L ;A=63, CY=l 
orn·r C690 ADI 901-1 ;A=OO 
0189 C2A301 JNZ NOGO ;VERIFY 



G 0 STATUS R 0 U T I N E 

018C 4F MOV c, A ;C=OO 
0180 21AA01 LXI ~I, IRESl ;POINT TO INTERMED. RESULTS 

;A=OO AFTER LAST BLOCK 
0190 86 ADD M ; A=ltC 
0191 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0192 23 INX H ;POINT TO IRES2 
0193 96 SUB M ;A=FB 
01911 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0195 23 INX H ; PO I NT TO I RES3 
0196 AE XRA M ;A=51 
0197 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0198 23 INX H ; I RESlt 
0199 86 ADD M ;A=EB 
019A 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
0198 23 INX H ; IRES5 
019C 9E SBB M ;A=E7 
0190 71 MOV M, c ;WRITE OVER RESULT 
019E EEl1D XRI 1101-1 ;A=AA 
01AO 0302 OUT 02H ;OUTPUT GO STATUS 
01A2 76 HLT ;QUIT 

; 
•******************************** Iv 

' CXl 
N 

N O - G 0 S T A T U S R 0 U T I N E 
; 

01A3 AF NOGO: XRA A ;TRY TO CLEAR A 
OlAl1 0302 OUT 0211 ; & OUT PUT IT 
01A6 76 HLT ; THEN flALT 

; 
·******************************** ' ; 
; INITIAL VALUE CONSTANTS 
; 

01A7 79 PAHA: DB 791-1 ; FOR A 
01A8 5566 PAntL: DB 55H, 66H ; FOR L & II 

STORAGE FOR INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
; 

01AA IRESl OS 
OlAB IRES2 OS 
OIAC IRES3 OS 
OJA() I RESl1 OS 
OlAE IRES5 OS 

; 
END 



8080 MACRO ASSEMBLER, VER 2.4 

NO PROGRAM ERRORS 

SYMBOL TABLE 

* 01 

A 0007 ADDER 0092 * 
BLK2 00117 it BLK6 0124 * 
c 0001 D 0002 
IRES1 OlAA IRES2 OlAB 
IRES5 OlAE L 0005 
NOGO 01A3 PAHIL 01A8 
ROT OOFB it SP 0006 
T2 0025 T3 0030 
T6 006E T7 0078 

B 0000 
BLK7 01lif it 

E 0003 
IRES3 OlAC 
LOGIC OODC it 

PATT A 01A7 
Tl 0015 
Tll 00112 
T8 0082 

BL Kl 
BLK8 
H 
IRES4 
M 
PSW 
Tl 1 
T5 
T9 

0000 it 

0167 * 
OOOL1 
OlAD 
0006 
0006 
0139 
005f 
0089 

N 
00 w 



N 
00 
~ 

100 

105 

300 

ltOO 
500 

600 

700 

701 

800 
1000 
1010 

IOl10 

Appendix G 

STUCK-AT FAULT SIMULATION PROGRAM 

FSA16: 8080 Simulator for injecting al I stuck at 
faults (1 & 0) into a 16 bit register (pair) BC,DE,or HL. 

David Haislett 11/24/81 

Variables SAO% & SA1% provide the stuck-ats; 
You must OR the reg. with SA1% & AND it with SAO% 

DEF FNH$(DO%)=RIGHT$("ooo"+HEX$(REG%(RS%(D0%))),4) 
' Make a 4-digit hex. string from a register pair 
I 

HEX0$="0123456789ABCDEF" 
DEF FNH%(D0$)=1NSTR(1,HEXO$,MID$(D0$,2,1))-1 + 

( INSTR(1,HEXO$,MID$(D0$,1,1))-1)*16 
Convert 2 digit hex string to integer 

DEF FNMSB%(DO%)=(DO% AND 32512)/256 + (128 AND ( D0%<0 )) 
' Return MSB of 16 bit quantity 

DEF FNl16%(DO%,D1%)=(DO% + 256*(D1% AND 127)) OR 
( (NOT 32767) AND ((D1% AND 128)=128)) 
Make a 16-blt integer out of two 8-bit integers 

DIM MEM%(511), REG%(7), RSl(7), PAR%(15) 
PRINT CHR$(10);"FSA16 - V02.01 f;CHR$(10) : CR$=CHR$(13)+CHR$(10) 
PRINT "Input file"; : INPUT HFIL$ : 
IF INSTR(1,HFIL$,".")=O THEN HFIL$=HFIL$+".HEX" 
INPUT "Is this a CMS object file"; Z$: 
CMS%=1 : IF Z$<>"" THEN Z$=LEFT$( Z$, 1) : 
IF Z$="Y" OR Z$="y" THEN CMS%=2 
' CMS files start in column 2 instead of column 1 
I 

1050 PRINT "Enter I ist file base name or I for LP: "; : 
LINE INPUT LFIL$: IF LFIL$="/" HIEN OUTFLAG%=-1 ELSE OUTFLAG%=0 : 
PRINT "output will go to files ";LFIL$;"oo.LST thru ";LFIL$;"1F.LST11 



1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 

1120 
1160 
1170 
1'-l99 

1500 
1505 
1510 
1519 

1520 
1530 
1535 
15'-lO 
15'-l ,, 

151,5 
1550 
1555 
1560 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 

11110 

PASS%=0 'Pass counter; go from 0 to 31 
FOR Z%~O TO 15 : READ PAR%(Z%) ; NEXT Z% 
DAT A 0, 1 , 1 I 0, 1 , 0, 0, 1 , 1 , 0, 0, 1 , 0, 1 , 1 , 0 
MFLAG%=-1 flag says to load object code 
INPUT "Start address <O>";SADDR% 
PRINT "Faulty register pair (BC,DE, or HL)"; : INPUT Z$ 
Z%=1NSH<(l,"BC DE HL",Z$) : IF Z%=0 THEN 1110 ELSE 
FREG%=(Z%-1 )/3 
FREG$=Z$ 
BC%=0 : DE%=1 : HL%=2 : SP%=3 : WZ%='-l : PC%=5 : ADL%=6 : INC%=7 
IF OUTFLAG% THEN LPRINT "Test Program; ";llFIL$ 
I 

Loop back to here for start of each pass 

OFIL$=LFIL$+RIGHT$("O"+HEX$(PASS%),2)+".LST" 
PRINT "Pass";PASS% 
READ SA1%,SAO% 
I 

Stuck-at-0 faults (16 bit data) 
DATA 0, &lffFFE, 0, &llFFFD, 0, &llHFB, 0, &llFFF7 
DATA 0, &lff FEF, 0, &HFFDF, 0, &flFFBF, 0, &HFF7 F 
DATA O,&HFEFF, O,&HFDFF, O,&HFBFF, O,&lff7FF 
DATA 0, &llEFFF, 0, &llDFFF, 0, &llBFFF, 0, &H7HF 
I 

Stuck-at-1 faults (16 bit data) 
DATA &HOOO I, -1, &110002, -1, &HOOO'-l, -1, &H0008, -1 
DATA &HOOlO, -1, &H0020, -1, &HOOIJO, -1, &H0080, -1 
DATA &110100,-1, &H0200,-1, &HO'-l00,-1, &110800,-1 
DATA &Hl000,-1, &112000,-1, &H'-l000,-1, &118000,-1 
IF OlJTFLAG%=0 THEN OPEN 11 0 11 ,#2,0FIL$: PRINT #2, "Program: ";llFILS 
LST%=10 
IR%=0 : ZF%=0 : SF%=0 : CY~=O : AC3=0 : PF%=0 
Z$="Fault: Register Pair '+FREG$+'V has bit"+STR$(PASS% AND 15)+ 
" stuck at " : IF PASS3<16 THEN Z$=Z$+"o"+CR$ 
ELSE Z$=Z$+"1"+CR$ 
IF OUTFLAG% TllEN LPRINT CR$;Z$ ELSE PRINT #2, Z$ 

N 
00 
Vl 



2000 

2010 
2020 
2030 
20LIO 
20119 

2050 

2060 

2070 

2090 
2100 

2101 

2102 

2105 
2110 
2120 

2130 
2200 

M A I N S I M U L A T I 0 N 

FOR Z%=0 TO 7 : RS%(Z%)=Z% : REG%!Z%)=0 : NEXT Z% 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=SAODR(v: INTE%=0 lnit PC=start addr; no interrupts 
IF MFLAG% THEN OPEN 'l",#1,HFIL$ ELSE 2100 
L%=0 
I 

Load the Object Code into MEM%() 

LINE INPUT #1, H$ : H$=MIO$(H$,CMS%) : 
IF LEFT$(H$,1)<>":" mm 2050 ELSE llBYTE%=FNH%(MID$(H$,2,2)) 
IF HBYTE%=0 mm 2090 ELSE Z%=FNH%(MID$(H$,t1,2)) : 
Z1%=FNH%( Ml 0$( 11$,6, 2)) : AODR%=FN 116%( Z1%,Z%) : 
H$=MID$(H$,10,HBYTE%+HBYTE%) 
MEM%(AODR%)=FNH%(1i$) : 11$=MID$(H$,3) : L%=L%+1 : 
IF 11$="" THEN 2050 ELSE ADDR%=AOOR%+1 : GOTO 2010 
CLOSE 1 : MFLAG%=0 
I 

Instruction Fetch 

***** Inject Fault ***** 
REG%(FREG%)=(REG%(FREG%) AND SAO%) OR SA1% 
I 

IF OUTFLAG%=0 THEN GOSUB 11000 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
IR%=DBUF% : B76%=1NT( IR%/64) ANO 3 : 
B5L13%= I NT( I R%/8) ANO 7 : B210%= IR% ANO 7 
?N B76%+1 GOTO 2200, 3000, 4000, 5000 

Opcodes with bits 6&7 = 00 

2210 RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
ON B210%+1 GOTO 2100,2220,2300,2500,2550,2600,2650,2700 
1 NOP I NR OCR MVI 

1--.J 
CXl 

°' 



2219 I LXI & DAD 
I 

2220 IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2250 ELSE R%=PC%: GOSUB 10000 : 
GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 

2230 Rll%=DBUF% : REG%( RS%( RP%) )=FN 116%( RL%, RH%) 1 LXI rp, D16 
2240 GOTO 2100 
2249 I DAD 

2250 ACT%=REG%(RS%(RP%)) AND 255 : TMP%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 
CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 : CYIN%=CYOUT% : RL%=ALUOUT% 

2260 ACT%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(RP%))) : TMP%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(HL%))) 
GOSUB 10100 : CY%=CYOUT% : RH%=ALUOUT% 
REG%(RS%(HL%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) 

2270 GOTO 2100 
2299 1 STAX/LDAX/SHLD/LHLO/STA/LDA 

2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2350 
2360 
21~00 

2lJ 10 
2ll20 

2l130 
2449 

21150 

21160 
2499 

IF RP%>1 THEN 2400 ELSE R%=RP% 
IF (8543% AND 1) THEN 2350 
DBUS%=A% : GOSUB 10150 'DO STAX OR FINISH STA 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 10000 : A%=DBUF% 'DO LDAX OR FINISH LDA 
GOTO 2100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% : 
REG%(RS%(HZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : R%=WZ% 

' WZ now contain addr for STA,L.DA,SHLD, or LHLD 
IF RP%=3 THEN 2310 ELSE IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2450 
DBUS%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10050 
DBUS%= FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( HL%)) ) : GOSUB 10150 1 SllLD 
GOlO 2100 
I 

LllLO 
GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF%: REG%(RS%PIL%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) 
GOTO 2100 
I 

INX & DCX 
2500 R%=RP% : IF ( 851~3% AND 1) TllEN GOSUB 10200 ELSE GOSUB 10050 
2510 GOTO 2100 

N 
00 ....... 



25ll9 

2550 

2560 
2570 
2599 

2600 

2610 
2620 
26119 

INR 
S%=B543%: GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%+1) ANO 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=-((TMP% ANO 15)+1 >15) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

OCR 
S%=B543%: GOSUB 10250: TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%-1) ANO 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=1+( (TMP% ANO 15)+15 > 15 ) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

MVI 
2650 S%=B5ll 3% : R%= PC% : GO SUB 10000 : GO SUB 10050 : TMP%=OBU F% 

R8%=TMP% : GOSUB 10350 
2660 GOTO 2100 
2700 ?N 0543%+1 GOTO 2710,2740,2770,2800,2830,2870,2900,2950 

2710 

2720 
2739 
21110 
2750 
2769 
2770 

2780 
2799 
2800 
2810 
2829 

RLC 
A%=A%+A% : If (A% ANO 256 )=O HIEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%= 1 : 
A%=(A% ANO 255) + 1 
GOTO 2100 
I RRC 
Z%=1NT(A%/2) : CY%=A% ANO 1 : IF CY% THEN Z3=Z%+128 
A%=Z% : GOTO 2100 
I RAL 
A3=A%+A%+CY% : IF (A% ANO 256) =O TllEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%= 1 
A%=A% ANO 255 
GOTO 2100 
I RAR 
Z%=1NT(A%/2)+ 128*CY3: CY3=(A% ANO 1) : A%=Z3 
GOTO 2100 
I 

OAA 
2830 Z%=A% AND 15 : IF AC%=1 OR Z%>9 THEN A%=A%+6 : 

IF (Z3+6) AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
28110 Z1%=1NT(A%/16) : If (A% AND 256)<>0 OR CY%=1 OH Z1%>9 THEN A%=A%+96 

IF A%<256 THEN CY%=1 ELSE CY%'-"O : A%=A% AND 255 
2850 ALUOUT%=A% : GOSUB 10300 : GOTO 2100 

N 
C1:J 
C1:J 



2869 

2870 
2880 
2899 

2900 
2949 
2950 
2999 

3000 

3010 
3020 
3030 
3999 

CMA 
A%=(NOT A%) ANO 255 
GOTO 2100 
' 

STC 
CY%=1 : GOTO 2100 
I CMG 
CY%=1-CY% : GOTO 2100 
I 

MOVs & HLT 
IF B543%=6 AND B210%=6 THEN ZS="HALT at address "+ 
RIGHT$(~OOO"+HEX$(ABUS%1,4)+"H" : GOTO 32000 1 HLT 
S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : R8%=TMP% 
S%=B543% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
' ALU Instructions (ADD,ADC,SUB, ... ORA) 

11000 S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : ACT%=A% : 

4010 
4020 
4030 
4100 
4200 

4210 
11220 

4230 
4300 

4310 
4400 
4410 
4420 
4500 
4600 

ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
' Read source operand into TMP & A into ACT; dispatch ... 
' 
CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 1 ADD 
AC%=XAC% : CY%=CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
GOTO 2100 
CYIN%=CY% : GOSUB 10100 : GOTO 4020 1 ADC 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) ANO 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB 10110 1 SUD (add l's comp. + 1) 
CY%= 1-CYOlJT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GO SUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% : 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) ANO 255 : ALUC%=1-CY3 
GOSUB 10110 1 SBB (add l's comp. +CY-bar) 
GOTO 4210 
ALUOUT%=TMP% AND ACT% ' ANA (logical AND) 
GOSlJB 10300 : CY%=0 : AC%=0 : A%=ALUOIJT% 
GOTO 2100 
ALUOUT%=TMP% XOR ACT%: GOTO 4410 ' XRA (logical XOR) 
ALUOUT%=TMP% OR ACT% : GOTO 4410 1 ORA (logical OR) 

N 
CXl 
l.D 



4700 

4710 
L1720 

4BO 
4999 

ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB 10110 I CMP 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%= 1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
I 

lmmediates, branches, specials (XTHL,IN,EI, ... ) 

5000 ON B210%+1 GOTO 5010,5100,5200,5300,5400,5500,5600,5700 
5009 I 

5010 
5019 
5020 

5030 
5011() 
5100 

51 IO 

5120 

5130 

51LW 
5150 

5160 
5180 

5190 

Conditional RETurn 
GOSUB 101100 : IF C%=0 THEN 2100 
1 RET comes here 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUf% : GOSUB 10050 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
If 8543% AND 1 THEN ON RP%+1 GOTO 5020,30000,5150,5180 

I RET +HHt PCllL SPHL 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUf% : GOSUB 10050 
If RP%<3 THEN REG%(RS%(RP%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : GOTO 2100 
' POP rp 
A%=RH% : CY%=RL% AND 1 : PF%=(RL% ANO 4)/4 : 
AC%=(RL% ANO 16)/16 : ZF%=(RL% AND 64)/64 : 
SF%=(RL% AND 1281/128 
GOTO 2100 POP PSW 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%(RS%01L%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%) )=REG%(RS%(AOL%)) 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 'PCHL 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) ) =REG%( RS%( HL%) ) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( AOL%) ) 
REG%(RS%(SP%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 

N 
l.O 
0 



5199 

5200 
5209 
5210 

5220 

5230 
5300 
5309 
5310 

5320 

5330 

5335 
531•9 

5350 

5360 

5365 
5370 

5380 

Conditional JuMP 
GOSUB 10400 
' JMP comes here 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : 
GOSU6 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=D6UF% 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : Z%=REG%(RS%(PC%))-3 : 
IF C% HIEN REG%(RS%(PC%)),=REG%(RS%(WZ%),): 
IF OUTFLAG3 THEN LPRINT 'Jump from PC=';RIG1ff$( 11 000 11 +HEX$(Z3),4);":" 
GOSU6 11000 
GOTO 2100 
C%=-1 : ON 65433+1 GOTO 5210,30000,5310,5310,5350,5370,5380,5380 
I OUT & IN 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FN116%(DBUF%,DBUF%) : 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( WZ%), ) : ABUS%=REG3( RS%( ADL%) ) 
IF (6543% AND 1) THEN PRINT 'Input from Port ";DBUF%; : 
INPUT Z% : A%=Z% AND 255 : GOTO 2100 1 IN 
Z$="Output from Port"+STR$(DBUF3)+"= 11 +RIGHT$( 11 0"+HEX$(A%),2)+ 11 H11 

IF OUTFLAG% THEN LPRINT Z$ ELSE PRINT 1/2, Z$ 
GOTO 2100 
I 

XTHL 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF3 : GOSU6 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF%: REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH3) 
DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(HL%))) : GOSUB 10150 : GOSU6 10200 
DBUS%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 : GOSU6 10150 : 
REG%( RS%( HL3) )=REG%( RS%(WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
Z%=RS%(HL%) : RS%(HL%)=RS%(DE%) : RS%(DE%)=Z% : GOTO 2100 

I XCHG 
I NTE%=65li3% AND 1 : GOTO 2100 1 EI & DI 

N 
~ ...... 



5399 

51100 
5ll09 
51110 

5420 

5430 

5t1ltO 
51199 

5500 
5510 

5520 

5530 
~j599 

5600 
5610 
5699 

Conditional CALL 
GOSUB 1 Ot100 
' CALL converges here 
R%=PC% ; GOSUB 10000 ; RL%=DBUf% : 
GOSUB 10050 : GOSUB 10000 : GOSlJB 10050 : RH%=DBUf% 
REG%( RS%( WZ%) )=fN 116%( RL%, RH%) : 
If C%=0 THEN 2100 ELSE R%=SP3 ; GOSUB 10200 : 
DBllS%=fNMSB3(REG3(RS3(PC3))) 
GOSllB 10150 ; GOSUB 10200 : DBUS3=REG%(RS3(PC%)) AND 255 
GOSUB 10150 
REG%(RS3(PC3))=REG3(RS%(WZ%)) : GOTO 2100 
I , 

CALL & PUSH 
C%=-1 : IF 85433 AND 1 THEN If 6543%=1 THEN 5410 ELSE 30000 
RP%=B543%/2 : R%=SP% : GOSUB 10200 ; 
IF RP%=3 THEN DBUS%=A% ELSE DBUS3=FNMSB3(REG%(RS3(RP3))) 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSlJB 10200 : 
If RP%<>3 THEN DBlJS%=REG%(RS%(RP%)) AND 255 
ELSE DBUS%= 128*SF%+64 *Zf%+16*AC%+11 *PF%+2+CY% 
GOSUB 10150 ; GOTO 2100 
I 

Immediate ALU op' s (AD I, ... ) 
R%=PC% ; GOSUB 10000 ; GOSUB 10050 ; ACT%=A% : TMP%=DBUF% 
ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
' RST n 

5700 R%=SP3: DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(PC%))) : GOSUB 10200 : 
GOSUB 10150 ; GOSlJB 10200: DBUS3=REG%(RS%(PC%)) AND 255 

sno GOSUB 10150: TMP%=1R% AND 56 : REG%(RS%(WZ%))=TMP%: 
REG%(RS3(PC%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) 

5720 GOTO 2100 

N 
l.O 
N 



9999 

10000 

10010 

10049 

10050 

10099 

10100 
10110 
10120 

10130 
10149 

***** S U B R 0 U T I N E S ***** 
Memory fetch: Read MEM%() byte pointed to 
by REG%(RS%( R% )) 'R% passedl. The data 
is returned in DBUF%. 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31000 ELSE 
~BUF%=MEM%(ABUS%) : RETURN 

Increment Register Pair REG%(RS%( R% )) r:R% passed'''· 
Reg. pair is returned incremented. 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(R%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))+1 : RETURN 
I 

Add sources in TMP, ACT, & CYIN; 
results returned in ALUOUT%, XAC%, and CYOUT% 
Enter at 10110 with sources in ALU1%,ALU2%,ALUC% when 
doing subtractions (see SUB,SBB,& CMP) 

ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%~TMP% : ALUC%=CYIN% 
Z%=ALU1%+ALU2%+ALUC% : IF (Z% AND 256) THEN CYOUT%=1 ELSE CYOUT%=0 
ALUOUT%=Z% AND 255 : XAC%=0 : 
IF (ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% > 15 THEN XAC%=1 
RETURN 
I 

Memory write: Data passed in DBUS% is written to 
MEM%() location pointed to by REG%( RS%( R% )). 

10150 REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) : 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31050 ELSE 

MEM%( ABUS% )=DBUS% . 
10155 IF ABUS%<L% THEN PRINT "Wrote over object code!": MFLAG%=-1 
10160 IF OUTFLAG%=0 THEN PRINT #2, "MEM( 11 ; 

RIGHT$( 11 000"+HEX$(ABUS%),4); 11 ) becomes 11 ;RIGHT$( 11 011 +HEX$(DBUS%),2); 11 H11 

10170 RETURN 

N 
\D w 



10199 

10200 

10249 

10250 
10260 

10270 

10280 
10299 

10300 

10310 
103119 

10350 
10360 

10370 

10380 
10390 
10399 

101100 

10410 
10420 

Decrement reg. pair REG%(RS%( R% )) 

REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( R%) ) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( AOL%) ) 
REG%( RS%( R%) )=REG%( RS%( I NC%) )-1 : RETURN 
t 

Read an 8-bit value from A, reg. array, or Memory 
Passed S%=SSS (source); value returned in R8% 

IF S%=7 THEN R8%=A% : RETURN 1 Accum 
IF S%=6 HIEN Z%=R%: R%=11L% : GOSUB 10000 : 
R%=Z% : R8%=DBUF% : RETURN 
Z%=S% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : IF Z% THEN R8%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 

ELSE R8%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(Z1%lll 
RETURN 
l 

Set flags Z, s, & P based on ALUOUT% 

ZF%=1+(ALUOUT%<>0) : SF%=-((ALUOUT% AND 128)<>0) : 
Z%=1NT(ALUOUT%/16) : PF%=1-(PAR%(Z%) XOR PAR%(ALUOUT% AND 15)) 
RETURN 
t 

Write 8-bit value to A, reg. array, or Memory; 
S%=DDO; value to write must be in R8% 

IF S%=7 HIEN A%=R8% : RETURN 
IF S%=6 THEN Z%=R% : R%=HL% : DBUS%=R8%: 
GOSllB 10150 : R%=Z% : RETURN 
Z%=S% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : RL%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 : 
R11%= FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( Zl % ) ) ) : IF Z% TllEN RL%=R8% ELSE RH%=R8% 
REG%(RS%(Z1%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) 
RETURN 
t 

Judge condition; Passed CCC in B543%; returns C%=-1 if 
true, C%=0 if false 

Z%=B543% ANO 1 : Z1%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF Z1%=0 THEN Z1%=ZF% ELSE IF Z1%=1 THEN Z1%=CY% ELSE 
If Z1%=2 THEN Z1%=PF% ELSE Z1%=SF% 
C%=(Z%=Z1%) 
RETURN 

N 
\.0 
.i::-



11000 

11010 

11020 

11030 

110110 

11050 
30000 

30010 

31000 

31010 

31050 

31060 

31999 

32000 

32010 
32020 
32767 

P R I N T S U B R 0 U T I N E 

LST%=LST%+1 : If LST%=11 THEN Z$=CR$+" A BC DE"+ 
11 HL SP PC WZ M CY Z S P AC INTE IR" : LST%=0 

If OUTFLAGI THEN LPRINT ZS ELSE PRINT #2, Z$ 
Z$=RIGHT$( fo"+HEX$(A%),2)+" "+FNH$(BC%J+" "+FNH$(DE%)+ 
II "+FNH$(HL%J+" "+FNH$(SP%J+" ''+FNH$(PC%J+" "+FNH$(WZ%)+" II 

IF OUTFLAG% THEN LPRINT Z$; ELSE PRINT #2, Z$; 
Z%=REG3(RS~(HL%)) : IF Z%<512 AND Z3>-1 THEN 
Z$=RIGHT$(~O"+HEX$(MEM%(Z%)),2) ELSE Z$="**" 
Z$=Z$+" "+llEX$(CY3)+" "+llEX$(ZF%J+" "+HEX$(SF%)+" "+ 
HEX$(PFI)+" "+HEX$( AC%)+" "+HEX$( INTE%)+" "+ 
RIGHT$( 'O"+HEX$( IR%),2) : IF OUTFLAG% THEN LPRINT Z$ ELSE PRINT #2, Z$ 
RETURN 
I 

I I legal opcode 
Z$="1nvalid opcode: IR contains"+ 
RIGHT$("O"+HEX$( IR%),2)+"H" : GOTO 32000 
1 

Memory read addr. out of range 
ZS="Attempted memory read from addr. "+ 
RIGHT$( 11 000 11 +HEX$(ABUS%J,lq+"ll" ; COTO 32000 
I 

Memory write addr. out of range 
Z$="Attempted memory write to addr. "+ 
RIGHT$("000 11 +HEX$(ABUS%),4)+"H" 
1 

End of a simulation pass 

IF OUTFLAG% THEN LPRINT Z$;CR$;STRING$(63,42);CR$ 
ELSE PRINT #2, Z$ : CLOSE 2 
PASS%=PASS%+1 : IF PASS%<32 THEN 1500 
IF OUTFLAG% THEN LPRINT CHR$(12); 
END 

l'>J 
\D 
Vl 



N 
\.() 

°' 

100 

110 

120 

125 
130 

I 

I 

140 I 

Appendix H 

8-BIT REGISTER SELECT FAULT SIMULATION PROGRAM 

FRS8LP: 8080 Simulator for injecting various erroneous 
8-bit register select faults. 

**** Skeleton Trace Output to LP **** 
David Haislett 12/09/81 

Main Variables: 

it is 
where 

Main 

A% Accumulator 
TMP% Temp Reg 
ACT% Accum. latch 
IR% Instr. Reg 
DBUF% Input buffer from data bus 
DBUS% Output buffer to data bus 
ABUS% Output buffer to addr. bus 
CY%, PF%, ZF%, SF%, & AC%= flags CY,P,Z,S,AC 

REG%() contains the register pairs; 
normally accessed through RS%() as REG%( RS%( i )) 
i is 0 for BC, 1 DE, 2 HL, 3 SP, 4 WZ, 5 PC, 

6 addr latch, or 7 for inc/dee circuit 

subroutines: 
Address Function 
10000 11 Memory Read 
10050 Reg. pair increment 
10100 addition (ALU for ADD, SUB, CMP, ... ) 
10150 Memory write 

150 ' 10200 Reg. pa i r dee rernen t 
10250 Read 8-bit reg. of pair, or A, or M 
10300 Set flags S, P, & Z 

160 ' 10350 Write 8-bit reg. of pair, or A, or M 
10400 Judge condition 
10500 Read both halves of reg. pair 
10550 Write both halves of reg. pair 

300 DfFOFNH$(DO%)=RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(REG%(RS%(D0%))),4) 
' Make a 4-digit hex. string from a register pair 
I . 



400 HEX0$="0123456789ABCDEF" 
500 DEF FNH%(D0$)=1NSTR( 1,HEXO$,MID$(D0$,2, 1) )-1 + 

(INSTR( 1,llEXO$,MID$(DO$, 1, 1) )-1 )·11-16 
Convert 2 digit hex string to integer 

600 

700 

701 

800 
1000 
1010 

lOIJO 

1045 
10119 

1050 

1060 

1070 

1080 
1100 
1140 
1160 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1240 

DEF FNMSB%(D0%)=(00% AND 32512)/256 - 128*( D0%<0 
' Return MSB of 16 bit quantity 

DEF FNl16%(DO%,D1%)=(DO% + 256*(D1% AND 127)) OR 
( (NOT 32767)*(-((01% AND 128)=128)) ) 
Make a 16-bit integer out of two 8-bit integers 

DIM MEM%(511), REG%(7), RS%pl, PAR%(15) 
PRINT CMR$(10);"FRS8LP - VOl.03 1 ;CHR$(10) : CR$=CHR$(13)+CHR$(10) 
PRINT "Input file";: INPUT HFIL$: 
IF INSTR( 1, HF IL$,"." )=O HIEN HF I L$=HF IL$+". HEX" 
INPUT "Is this a CMS object file"; Z$: 
CMS%=1 : IF Z$<>"" TliEN Z$=LEFT$(Z$, 1) : 
IF Z$="Y" OR Z$="y" THEN CMS%=2 
' CMS files start in column 2 instead of column 1 
I 

GOTO 1100 
I 

Load the Object Code in MEM%() 

LINE INPUT #1, H$ : H$=MID$(H$,CMS%) : 
IF LEFT$(H$,1)<>":" THEN 1050 ELSE HBYTE%=FNH%(MID$(H$,2,2)) 
IF HBYTE%=0 THEN 1080 ELSE Z%=FNH%(MID$(H$,4,2)) 
Z1%=FNH%(MID$(H$,6,2)) : ADDR%=FNl16%(Z1%,Z%) : 
H$=MID$(H$,10,HBYTE%+HBYTE%) 
MEM%(ADDR%)=FNH%(H$) : H$=MID$(H$,3) : L%=L%+1 : 
IF H$="" THEN 1050 ELSE ADDR%=ADDR%+1 : GOTO 1070 
CLOSE 1 : PR I NT L%; " (";HEX$( L%); "H) bytes I oaded" : RETURN 
I 

INPUT "Start Address"; SADDR% 
BC%=0 : DE%=1 : HL%=2 : SP%=3 : WZ%=4 : PC%=5 : ADL%=6 : INC%=7 
PASS%=0 : RW$="Reads" : RW%=1 : RSE%=0 
RSF%=0 ' Start with Bas base reg. (reg. not selected due to fault) 
IF RSF%=RSE% THEN RSE%=1 
FOR Z%=0 TO 15 : READ PAR%(Z%) : NEXT Z% 
DATA 0,1,1,o,1,o,o,1,1,o,o,1,o,1,1,o 
MFLAG%=-1 

N 
\0 
-...J 



1499 

1500 
1510 
"1520 
1530 

1540 

1550 
1560 
2000 

2010 
2020 
2030 
2100 

2110 
2120 

2130 
2200 

Loop back here for start of each pass 

IF MFLAG% THEN L%=0 : OPEN 11 111 ,#1,HFIL$ : GOSUB 1050 : MFLAG%=0 
LPRINT "Fault: Register"; 
IF RSE%>5 THEN LPRINT MID$( 11 SPhSPl 11 ,(RSE%-6)*3+1,3); 
ELSE LPRINT MID$( 11 BCDEHL",RSE%+1 1); 
LPRINT" is selected instead of ~;MID$( 11 BCDEHLSS",RSF%+1,1); 
IF RSF%>5 THEN IF RSF%=6 THEN LPR I NT 11 Ph"; ELSE LPR I NT 11 P1 11 ; 

LPRINT 11 on 8-bit 11 ;RW$ 
LST%=10 
I 

M A I N S I M U L A T I 0 N 

FOR Z%=0 TO 7 : RS%(Z%)=Z% : REG%(Z%}=0 : NEXT Z% 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=SADDR%: INTE%=0 lnit PC=start addr; no interrupts 
GOTO 2110 
I 

Instruct ion Fetch 

R%=PC% : GOSU8 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
I R%=DBU F% : B76%= I NT ( I R%/6l1) AND 3 : 
B5113%= I NT ( I R%/8) AND 7 : 8210%= IR% AND 7 
?N B76%+1 GOTO 2200, 3000, 4000, 5000 

Opcodes with bits 6&:7 = 00 

2210 RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
ON 6210%+1 GOTO 2100,2220,2300,2500,2550,2600,2650,2700 
' NOP I NR DCR MVI 

2219 ' LXI & DAD 
I 

2220 IF (8543% AND 1) THEN 2250 ELSE R%=PC%: GOSUB 10000 
GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 

2230 RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10550 
2240 GOTO 2100 

N 
~ 
CX> 



22119 I DAD 
I 

2250 S3=RP%+RP%+1 : GOSUB 10270 : ACT%=R8% : S%=HL%+HL%+1 
GOSUB 10270 : TMP%=R8% : CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 : 
CYIN%=CYOUT% : R83=ALUOUT3 : GOSUB 10370 
' Read RPI & L; write sum to L 

2260 S%=RP%+RP% : GOSUB 10270 : ACT%=R8% : S%=HL%+HL% : 
GOSUB 10270 : TMP%=R8% : GOSUB 10100 : CY%=CYOUT% : 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10370 
' Read RPh & H;write sum to H 
I 

2270 GOTO 2100 
2299 I STAX/LDAX/SHLD/LHLD/STA/LDA 

2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2350 
2360 
21wo 

! 
21~ 10 
21120 

2430 
211119 

21150 

2460 
21199 

I F RP%> 1 TllEN 2400 ELSE R%=R P% 
IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2350 
DBUS%=A% : GOSUB 10150 1 00 STAX OR FINISH STA 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 10000 : A%=DBUF% 1 00 LDAX OR FINISH LOA 
GOTO 2100 
R%~PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% : 
Q%=RP% : RP%=WZ% : GOSUB 10550 : RP%=Q% : R%=WZ% 
I HZ nov/ contain addr for STA,LDA,SHLD, or LHLD 
If RP%=3 THEN 231p ELSE If (B543% AND 1) THEN 2450 
RP%=HL% : GOSUB 10500 : DBUS%=RL% : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10050 
DBUS%=RH% : GOSUB 10150 'SHLD 
GOTO 2100 
I 

LHLD 
GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : RP%=HL% : GOSUB 10550 
GOTO 2100 
I 

INX & DCX 
2500 H%=RP% : IF ( B51t3% AND 1) TllEN GOSIJB 10200 ELSE GOSUB 10050 
2510 GOTO 2100 

N 
\0 

'° 



25119 

2550 

2560 
2570 
2599 

2600 

2610 
2620 
2649 

INR 

S%=B5Ll3%: GOSUB 10250: TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%+1) ANO 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=-((TMP% AND 15)+1 >15) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

OCR 
S%=B543%: GOSUB 10250: TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%-1) ANO 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=1+( (TMP% ANO 15)+15 > 15 ) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
I 

MVI 
2650 S%=B543% : R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : TMP%=DBUF% 

R8%=TMP% : GOSUB 10350 
2660 GOTO 2100 
2700 ~N B51t3%+1 GOTO 2710,2740,2770,2800,2830,2870,2900,2950 

2110 

2720 
2739 
21110 
2750 
2769 
2770 

2780 
2799 
2800 
2810 
2829 

RLC 
A%=A%+A% : IF (A% ANO 256 )=0 TUEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%= 1 : 
A%=(A% AND 255) + 1 
GOTO 2100 
I RRC 
Z%= I NT( A%/2) : CY%=A% ANO 1 : IF CY% THEN Z%=Z%+128 
A%=Z% : GOTO 2100 
I RAL 
A%=A%+A%+CY% : IF (A% ANO 256 )=O THEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%=1 
A%=A% ANO 255 
GOTO 2100 
I RAR 
Z%=1NT(A%/2)+ 128*CY%: CY3=(A% AND 1) : A%=Z% 
GOTO 2100 
I 

OAA 
2830 Z%=A% ANO 15 : IF AC%=1 OR Z%>9 TllEN A%=A%+6 : 

IF (Z%+6) AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
2840 Z1%=1NT(A%/16) : IF (A% AND 256)<>0 OR CY%=1 OR Z1%>9 THEN A%=A%+96 

IF A%<256 THEN CY%=1 ELSE CY%=0 : A%=A% ANO 255 
2850 ALUOUT%=A% : GOSUB 10300 : GOTO 2100 

l.JJ 
0 
0 



2869 

2870 
2880 
2899 

2900 
2949 
2950 
2999 
$ 
3000 

3010 
3020 
3030 
3999 

CMA 
A%=(NOT A%) AND 255 
GOTO 2100 
I 

STC 
CY%=1 : GOTO 2100 
I CMC 
CY%=1-CY% : GOTO 2100 
I 

MOVs & HLT 
IF 85431=6 AND 8210%=6 THEN LPRINT "HALT at address"; 
RIGIJT$( 1fooo"+HEX$(ABUS%1.4l;"H" : GOTO 32000 'HLT 
S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : R8%=TMP% 
5%=8543% : GOSU8 10350 
GOfO 2100 
I 

ALU Instructions (ADD,ADC,SUB, ... ORA) 

11000 S%=8210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : ACT%=A% : 

llQ10 
11020 
11030 
t1100 
4200 

11210 
lt220 

4230 
11300 

4310 
11400 
1+410 
41+20 
11500 
11600 

ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
' Read source operand into TMP & A into ACT; dispatch ... 
I 

CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 1 ADD 
AC%=XAC% : CY%=CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
GOTO 2100 
CYIN%=CY% : GOSUB 10100 : GOTO 4020 1 ADC 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSU8 10110 ' SUB (add l's comp. + 1) 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% ANO 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% : 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1-CY% 
GOSUB 10110 I SBB (add 1 1 S comp. +CY-bar) 
GOTO 4210 
ALUOUT%=TMP% AND ACT% I ANA (logical AND) 
GOSUB 10300 : CY%=0 : AC%=0 : A%=ALUOUT% 
GOTO 2100 
ALUOUT%=TMP% XOR ACT% : GOTO 4410 ' XRA (logical XOR) 
ALUOUT%=TMP% OR ACT% : GOTO 4410 1 ORA (logical OR) 

w 
0 
...... 



4700 

4710 
11720 
,, 7 30 
11999 

ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) ANO 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB 10110 1 CMP 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% 
IF Z% AND 16 HIEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
1 

lmmediates, branches, specials (XTllL,IN,EI, ... ) 

5000 ON 8210%+1 GOTO 5010,5100,5200,5300,5400,5500,5600,5700 
5009 1 

5010 
5019 
5020 

5030 
5040 
5100 

5110 

5120 

5130 

5140 
5150 

5160 
5180 

5190 

Conditional RETurn 
GOSUB 101100 : IF C%=0 TMEN 2100 
1 RET comes here 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
RP%=\·IZ% : GOSIJB 10550 : REG%( RS%( PC%) )=REG%( RS%( WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF B5113% AND 1 mm ON RP%+1 GOTO 5020,30000,5150,5180 

1 RET *** PCHL SPiil 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
IF RP%<3 THEN GOSUB 10550 : GOTO 2100 
1 POP rp 
A%=Rll% : CY%=RL% ANO 1 : PF%=(RL% AND 4)/4 : 
AC%=(RL% AND 16)/16 : ZF%=(RL% AND 64)/64 : 
SF%=(RL% ANO 12a1112a 
GOTO 2100 POP PSW 
REG%( RS%( ADL%) )=REG%( RS%( ML%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( AOL%)) 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 'PCHL 
REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(ML%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(SP%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 

w 
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5199 

5200 
5209 
5210 

5220 

5230 
5300 
5309 
5310 

5320 

5330 

53lt9 

5350 

5360 

5365 
5370 

5380 
5399 

Conditional JuMP 
GOSUB 10400 
' JMP comes here 
R3=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : Rll%=DBUF% 
RP%=WZ% : GOSUB 10550 : 
IF C% THEN LPRINT "JMP at PC=";RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(REG%(PC%)-3),4);"H:" 
GOSUB 11000: REG%(RS%(PC%J)=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
C%=-1 : ON 8543%+1 GOTO 5210,30000,5310,5310,5350,5370,5380,5380 
I OUT & IN 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : 
RL%=013UF% : Rll%=DBUF% : RP%=WZ% : GOSUB 10550 : 
REG%(RS%(AOL%))=REG%(RS%(WZ3),l : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
IF (85113% AND 1) HIEN PRINT 'Input from Port ";DBUF%; : 
INPUT Z~ : A%=Z% AND 255 : GOTO 2100 'IN 
LPRINT lfoutput from Port";DBUF%;"= ";RIGltT$("O"+HEX$(A%),2); 11 1l 11 

GOTO 2100 
I 

XTHL 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=013UF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : Rll%=DBUF% : RP%=WZ% : GOSUB 10550 
RP%=HL% : GOSUB 10500 : DBUS%=RH% : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 
DBUS%=RL% : GOSUB 10150 : 
REG%( RS%( HL%) )=REG%( RS%( WZ3)) 
GOTO 2100 
Z%=RS%( Ill%) : RS%( HL%)=RS%( OE%) : RS%( DE% )=Z% : GOTO 2100 

I XCHG 
I NTE%=B51t3% AND 1 : GOTO 2100 1 EI & DI 
I 

Conditional CALL 
5400 GOSlJB 10400 
5L109 ' CALL converges tie re 
5lt 10 R%= PC% : GO SUB 10000 : RL%=DBU F% : 

GOSUB 10050 : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% 
51120 RP%=WZ% : GOSUB 10550 : 

If C%=0 HIEN 2100 ELSE R%=SP% : GOSUB 10200 
RP%= PC% : GOSlJB 10500 : OBUS%=Rll% 

5430 GOSUB 10150 : GOSlJB 10200 : DBUS%=RL% 
GOSUB 10150 

5440 REG%(RS%(PC%JJ=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) : GOTO 2100 

w 
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5Lf99 

5500 
5510 

5520 

5530 
5599 

5600 
5610 
5699 

5700 

5710 

5720 
9999 

10000. 

10010 

100119 

10050 

CALL & PUSH 
C%=-1 : IF 8543% AND 1 THEN IF B543%=1 THEN 5410 ELSE 30000 
RP%=B543%/2 : R%=SP3 : GOSUB 10200 : 
IF RP%=3 lHEN DBUS%=A% ELSE GOSUB 10500 : DBUS%=RH% 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 : 
IF RP%<>3 HIEN D8US%=RL% 
ELSE DBUS%=128*SF%+64*ZF%+16*AC%+4*PF%+2+CY% 
GOSUB 10150 : GOTO 2100 
I 

Immediate ALU op' s (AD I , ... ) 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : ACT%=A3 : TMP%=DBUF% 
ON 85113%+1 GOTO llOlO, 11100,11200, '-1300, 111100, 11500, 4600, 1t700 
I 

RST n 
R%=SP% : RP%=PC% : GOSU8 10500 : DBUS3=RH% : GOSUB 10200 
COSU8 10150 GOSUB 10200 : DBUS%=RL% 
GOSUB 10150 TMP%=1R% AND 56 : RP%=WZ% : RH%=0 : RL%=TMP% 
GOSUB 10550 REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) 
GOTO 2100 
I 

***** S U B R 0 U T I N E S ***** 

Memory fetch: Read MEM%() byte pointed to 
by REG%(RS%( R% )) ~R% passedl. The data 
is returned in D8UF%. 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : A8US%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
IF A8US%<0 OR A8US%>511 THEN 31000 ELSE 
DBUF%=MEM%(ABUS%) : RETURN 
I 

Increment Register Pair REG%(RS%( R% )) [R% passed~. 
Reg. pair is returned incremented. 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) .: REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(R%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))+1 : RETURN 

w 
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10099 

10100 
10110 
10120 

10130 
10149 

10150 

10160 
10165 
10170 
10199 

10200 

10249 

10250 
10260 

10269 

10270 
10275 

10280 

Add sources in TMP, ACT, & CYIN; 
results returned in ALUOUT%, XAC%, and CYOUT% 
Enter at 10110 with sources in ALU1%,ALU2%,ALUC% when 
doing subtractions (see SUB,SBB,& CMP) 

ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=TMP% : ALUC%=CYIN% 
Z%=ALU1%+ALU2%+ALUC% : IF (Z% AND 256) THEN CYOUT%=1 ELSE CYOUT%=0 
ALUOUT%=Z% AND 255 : XAC%=0 : 
IF (ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% > 15 THEN XAC%=1 
RETURN 
I 

Memory write: Data passed in DBUS% is written to 
MEM%() location pointed to by REG%( RS%( R% )). 

REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( R%) ) : ABUS%=REG%( RS%( AOL%) ) 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31050 ELSE 
MEM%(ABUS%)=DBUS% 
I 

I F ABUS%<L% THEN PR I NT "Wrote over object code! 11 

RETURN 
I 

MFLAG%=-1 

Decrement reg. pair REG%(RS%( RI )) 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(R%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))-1 : RETURN 
I 

Read an 8-bit value from A, reg. array, or Memory 
Passed S%=SSS (source); value returned in R8% 

If S%=7 THEN R8%=A%: RETURN 1 Accum 
IF S%=6 mm Z%=R% : R%=flL% : GOSUB 10000 : 
R%=Z% : R8%=DBUF% : RETURN 
I 

>>>>>>> Inject Fault on reads <<<<<<< 

G%=S%: IF S%=RSF% AND (RW% AND 1)=1 THEN G%=RSE% 
Z%=G% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(G%/2) : IF Z% THEN R8%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 

ELSE R8%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(Z1%))) 
RETURN 
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10299 

10300 

10310 
10349 

10350 
10360 

10369 

10370 
10375 

10380 
10390 
10399 

10400 

10410 
1Qll20 
10499 

10500 

10510 
10549 

10550 

10560 

Set flags Z, S, & P based on ALUOUT% 

Zf%=1+(ALUOUT%<>0) : Sf%=-((ALUOUT% ANO 128)<>0) : 
Z%=1NT(ALUOUT%/16) : Pf%=1-(PAR%(Z%) XOR PAR%(ALUOUT% AND 15)) 
RETURN 
I 

Write 8-bit value to A, reg. array, or Memory; 
S%=DDD; value to write must be in R8% 

IF S%=7 THEN A%=R8% : RETURN 
IF S%=6 THEN Z%=R% : R%=HL% : OBUS%=R8% : 
GOSUB 10150 : R%=Z% : RETURN 
I 

>>>>>>> Inject fault on writes <<<<<<< 

G%=S% : If S%=RSf% AND (RW% ANO 2)=2 THEN G%=RSE% 
Z%=G% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(G%/2) : GL%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 : 
GH%=fNMSB%(REG%(RS%(Z1%))) : IF Z% THEN GL%=R8% ELSE Gll%=R8% 
REG%(RS%(Z1%))=FNl16%(GL%,GH%) 
RETURN 
I 

Judge condition; Passed CCC in B543%; returns C%=-1 if 
true, C%=O if false 

Z%=B5l13% AND 1 : Z1%= I NT( 85113%/2) : 
If Z1%=0 HIEN Z1%=Zf% ELSE If Z1%=1 THEN Zle=CY% ELSE 
IF Z1%=2 THEN Z1%=PF% ELSE Z1%=SF% 
C%=(Z%=Z1%) 
RETURN 
I 

Read both halves of reg. pair RP% into RL% & RH% 

S%=RP%+RP% : GOSUB 10270 : RH%=R8% : S%=S%+1 : 
GOSUB 10270 : RL%=R8% 
RETURN 
I 

Write both halves of reg. pair RP% from RL% & RH% 

S%=RP%+RP%+1 : R8%=RL% : GOSUB 10370 
S%=S%-1 : R8%=RH% : GOSUB 10370 
RETURN 
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11000 

11010 

11020 

11030 

110~0 

11050 
30000 

30010 

31000 

31010 

31050 

31060 

32000 

32010 
32020 
32050 

32060 
32767 

P R I N T S U B R 0 U T I N E 

LST%=LST%+1 : IF LST%=11 THEN LPRINT CR$;" A BC DE 11 ; 
11 HL SP PC WZ M CY Z S P AC INTE IR" : LST%=0 

LPRINT RIGHT$("O"+HEX$(A%),2); 11 ";FNH$(BC%); 11 ";FNH$(DE%); 
II ";FNH$(HL%); 11 ";FNH$(SP%);" ";FNH$(PC%); 11 ";FNH$(WZ%); 11 

' display the registers 
11 Z%=REG%(RSl(HL%)) : IF Z%<512 AND Z%>-1 THEN LPRINT 

RIGHT$1 11 0 +HEX$(MEM%(Z%\),2); ELSE LPRINT 11 ** 11 ; 
LPRINT i'o 11 ;HEX$(CY%);" (';HEX$(ZF%); 11 ";HEX$(SFo/.); 11 "; 

HEX$(PF~)·" ";HEX$(AC%); 11 ";HEX$(1NTE%); 11 if. 
RIGHT$( foi'+HEX$( IR%),2) 
RETURN 
I 

Invalid Opcode 
LPRINT 11 1nval id Opcode: IR contains"; 
RIGHT$("O"+HEX$( IR%),2); 11 H11 : GOTO 32000 
I 

Memory Read addr. out of range 
LPRINT "Attempted memory read from addr. "; 
RIGHT$( 11 000 11 +HEX$(ABUS%),4);"H" : GOTO 32000 
I 

Memory \-/rite addr. out of range 
LPRINT "Attempted memory write to addr. "; 
RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(ABUS%),4);"H" 
LPRINT CR$;STRING$(63,&H2A);CR$;CR$ : 
PASS%=PASS%+1 : IF PASS%=21 THEN 32767 
RSE%=RSE%+1 : IF RSF%=RSE% THEN 32010 
IF RSE%<8 THEN 1500 
IF PASS%=14 THEN RW$="Reads & Writes" : RW%=3 : 
RSE%=-1 : GOTO 32010 
RW$="Writes 11 : RW%=2 : RSE%=-1 : GOTO 32010 
RSF%=RSF%+1 : RSE%=0 : RW%=1 : RW$="Reads" : PASS%=0 
LPRINT CHR$(12); : IF RSF%<8 THEN 1500 ELSE END 

"· ' 
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100 

400 
500 

600 
700 

800 
1000 
1010 

1030 
10110 

w 
0 1050 
00 

1060 

1070 
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1120 
11 IJO 
1150 
1160 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
201.0 

Appendix I 

LI ST I NG OF SACOV PRECHECI< PROGRAM 

SACOV: Determine how wel I register & data path 
bits are exercised by a self-test program. Each 
bit is checked for being 1 and O. 

HEX0$="0123456"789ABCDEF" 
DEF FNH%( DO$)= I NSTH( 1, HEXO$, MI 0$( DO$, 2, 1) )-1 + 

( INSrR( 1,HEXO$,MID$(DO$, 1, 1) )-1 )*16 
DEF FNMSB%(DO%)=(DO% AND 32512)/256 - 128*(00%<0) 
DEF FN116%(DO%,D1%)=((00% AND 255) + 256*(D1% AND 127)) OR 

( {NOT 32767)*(-((01% ANO 128)=128)) ) 
DIM MEM%(511), REG%(7), RS%(7) PAR%(15), EFLAG%(11,1) 
PRINT CHR$(10); 11 SACOV - V01.0l{';CllR$(10): CR$=CllR$(13)+CHR$(10) 
PRINT "Input file"; : INPUT HFIL$: 
IF INSTR(1,HFIL$,".")=O THEN HFIL$=HFIL$+".HEX" 
OPEN 11 111 , #1, llFIL$: L%=0 
INPUT "Is this a CMS object file"; Z$ : 
CMS%=1 ; IF Z$<>'"' THEN Z$=LEFT$( Z$, 1) ; 
IF Z$="Y" OR Z$="y" THEN CMS%=2 
LINE INPUT #1, H$ ; H$=MIO$(H$,CMS%) : 
IF LEFT$(H$,1)<>":" HIEN 1050 ELSE llBYTE%=FNH%{MID$(1l$,2,2)) 
IF llBYTE%=0 HIEN 1100 ELSE Z%=FNH%(MIO$(H$,t1,2)) ; 
Z1%=FNH%(MID$(H$,6,2)) : AOOR%=FN116%(Z1%,Z%) : 
H$=MID$(H$,10,HBYTE%+HBYTE%) 
MEM%(ADDR%)=FNll%(H$) : H$=MID$(H$,3) : L%=L%+1 : 
IF H$= 1111 THEN 1050 ELSE ADDR%=AODR%+1 : GOTO 1070 
PRINT CR$;L%;" (";HEX$(L%); 11 H) bytes loaded" ; CLOSE 
LST%=10 
INPUT "Start Address"; SADDR% 
PRINT CR$;"Simulating ... " 
BC%=0 ; DE%= 1 : llL%=2 ; SP%=3 ; WZ%=t1 ; PC%=5 ; ADL%=6 : I NC%=7 
' Main Simulation 
FOR Z%=0 TO 7 : RS%(Z%)=Z% : NEXT Z% 
REG%( RS%( PC%) )=SAODR%. ; I NTE%=0 
FOR Z%=oO TO 15 : READ PAR%(Z%) : NEXT Z% 
DATA o,1,1,o,1,o,o,1,1,o,o,1,0,1,1,o 



20119 

2050 

2060 

2070 
20-15 

2090 
2100 

2110 
2120 

2125 
2130 
2200 
2210 

2220 

2230 
2235 
22110 
2250 

2255 
2260 

2265 
2270 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2350 
2355 
2360 

Initialize Flags 

FOR Z%=0 TO 11 : EFLAG%(Z%,0)=-1 : EFLAG%(Z%,1)=0 : NEXT Z% 
A0%=-1 : A1%=0 : ACT0%=-1 : ACT1%=0 : TMP0%=-1 : TMP1%=0 
ADL0%=-1 : ADL1%=0 
INCIN0%=-1 : INCIN1%=0 : INCOUT0%=-1 : INCOUT1%=0 
ABUS0%=-1 : ABUS1%=0 : IR0%=-1 : IR1%=0 
DBUS0%=-1 : DBUS1%=0 : DBUF0%=-1 : DBUF1%=0 
ALU1S0%=-1 : ALU1S1%=0 : ALU2S03=-1 : ALU2S1%=0 : 
ALUOUT0%=-1 : ALUOUT1%=0 
RR%=PC% : GOSUB 20400 
I 

Instruction Fetch 

R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
IR%=DBUF% : B76%=1NT( IR%/64) AND 3 : 
B543%=1NT( IR%/8) AND 7 : B210%=1R% AND 7 
IR0%=1RO% AND IR% : IR1%=1R1% OR IR% 

ON 876%+1 GOTO 2200, 3000, 4000, 5000 
I 

RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
ON 8210%+1 GOTO 2100,2220,2300,2500,2550,2600,2650,2700 
IF (8543% AND 1) TllEN 2250 ELSE R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : 
GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
RH%=DBUF% : REG%(RS%(RP%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) 
RH%=RP% : GOSUB 20400 
GOTO 2100 
ACT%= REG%( RS%( RP%)) AND 255 : TMP%=REG%( RS%( Ill%)) AND 255 
CY I N%=0 : GO SUB 10100 : CY I N%=CYOUT% : RL%=AllJOUT% 
GOSUB 20050 : GOSUB 20100 
ACT%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( RP%))) : TMP%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( HL%))) 
GOSUB 10100 : CY%=CYOUT% : RH%=ALUOUT% : 
REG%( RS%( Ill%) )=Hll 16%( RL%, RH%) 
GOSUB 20050 : GOSUB 20100 : RR%=HL% : GOSUB 201100 
GOTO 2100 
IF RP%>1 THEN 21~00 ELSE R%=RP% 
IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2350 
DBUS%=A% : GO SUB 10150 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 10000 : A%=DBUF% 
GOSlJB 20000 
GOTO 2100 
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21100 

21105 
2410 
2420 

21130 
21150 

21155 
2460 
2500 
2510 
2550 

2555 
2560 
2570 
2600 

2605 
2610 
2620 
2650 

2655 
2660 
2700 
2710 

2715 
2720 
271JO 
2750 
2770 

2775 
2780 
2800 
2805 
2810 

R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=OBIJF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=OBUF% : 
REG%( RS%( WZ%) ) = FN 116%( RL%, RH%) : R%=WZ% 
RR%=WZ% : GOSUB 201100 
IF RP%=3 THEN 2310 ELSE IF (8543% AND 1) THEN 2450 
DBUS%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10050 
DBUS%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( HL%))) : GOSUB 10150 
GOTO 2100 
GO SUB 10000 : RL%=DBU F% : GO SUB 10050 : 
GO SUB 10000 : RH%'-'Dl3U F3 : REG%( RS%( HL%) ) = FN 116%( RL%, RH%) 
RR%=HL% : GOSUB 20400 
GOTO 2100 
R%=RP% ; IF (13543% AND 1) THEN GOSUB 10200 ELSE GOSUB 10050 
GOTO 2100 
S%=B5113% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : ALU1%=0 : ALU2%=TMP% 
ALUC%=1 : GOSUB 10110 : GOSUB 10300 : AC%=XAC% 
GOSUB 20100 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
S%=B5113% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : ALU1%=255 : ALU2%=TMP% : 
ALUC%=0 : GOSUB 10110 : GOSUB 10300 : AC%=1+( (TMP% AND 15)+15 > 15 ) 
GOSUB 20100 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
S%=B5113% : R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : TMP%=DBUF% 
R8%=TMP% : GOSUB 10350 
GOSUB 20100 
GOTO 2100 
ON B5113%+1 GOTO 2710,2740,2770,2800,2830,2870,2900,2950 
ALUOUT%=A%+A% : CY%=-((ALUOUT% AND 256)<>0) : 
A%=(ALUOUT% AND 255) + CY% 
GOSUB 20000 : GOSUB 20300 
GOTO 2100 
CY3=A% AND 1 : ALUOUT%=1NT(A%/2)+128*CY% 
A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 20000 : GOSUB 20300 : GOTO 2100 
ALUOUT%=A%+A%+CY% : CY%=-( ( AUJOUT% AND 256) <>O) : 
A%=ALUOUT% AND 255 
GOSUB 20000 : GOSUB 20300 
GOTO 2100 
ALUOUT%=1NT(A%/2)+128*CY% : CY%=A% AND 1 : A%=ALUOUT% 
GOSUB 20000 : GOSUB 20300 
GOTO 2100 
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2830 

2840 

2845 
2850 
2870 
2875 
2880 
2900 
2950 
3000 

3010 
3015 
3020 
3030 
4000 

4010 
4020 
4025 
4030 
4100 
4200 

4210 
4215 
4220 

11230 
11300 

4310 
111100 
111110 
11415 

lj 1120 

Z%=A% ANO 15 : Z1%=1NT(A%/16) : IF AC%=1 OR Z%>9 THEN A%=A%+6 
IF (Z%+6) AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
IF (A% AND 256)<>0 OR CY%=1 OR Z1%>9 THEN A%=A%+96 
IF A%<256 THEN CY%=·1 ELSE CY%=0 : A%=A% AND 255 
GOSUB 20000 
ALUOUT%=A% : GOSUB 10300 : GOTO 2100 
A%=(NOT A%) AND 255 
GOSUB 20000 
GOTO 2100 
CY%=1 : GOTO 2100 
CY%=1-CY% : GOTO 2100 
IF B543%=6 ANO 6210%=6 THEN PRINT "HALT at address"; 
RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(ABUS%1,4J;"H" : GOTO 32000 
S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 ; TMP%=R8% : R8%=TMP% 
GOSUB 20100 
S%=B543% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% ; ACT%=A% ; 
GOSUB 20050 : GOSUB 20100 : 
ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010, 4100, 4200, 4300, 11400, 4500,4600, 4700 
CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 1 ADO 
AC%=XAC% : CY%=CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
GOSUB 20000 
GOTO 2100 
CYIN%=CY% : GOSlJB 10100 : GOTO 4020 1 ADC 
ALU1%=ACT% ; ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB "!0110 
CY%=1-CYOUT% ; A%=Al.lJOUT% ; GOSUB 10300 
GOSUB 20000 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(Al.U2% AND 15)+ALUC% : 
IF Z% ANO 16 TllEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
ALU1%=ACT% : AL.U2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1-CY% 
GOSUB 10110 
GOTO 4210 
Al.UOUT%=TMP% AND ACT% 
GOSUB 10300 : CY%=0 ; AC%=0 : A%=ALUOUT% 
GOSUB 20000 : GOSUB 20300 : AL.U1SO%=ALU1SO% ANO ALU1% : 
ALU1S1%=Al.U1S1% OR Al.U13 : ALU2SO%=ALU2SO% AND Al.U2% : 
ALU2S1%=ALU2S1% OR ALU2% 
GOTO 2100 
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4500 
4600 inoo 
4710 
4720 

lt73ff 
5000 
5010 
5020 

5030 

5100 

5110 

5120 

5130 

5135 
5140 
5150 

51511 
5155 
5160 
5180 

5185 
5186 
5190 
5200 
5210 

5220 

5230 

ALUOUT%=TMP% XOR ACT% : GOTO 41110 
ALUOUT%=TMP% OR ACT% : GOTO 4410 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB 10110 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% : 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
ON B210%+1 GOTO 5010,5100,5200,5300,5400,5500,5600,5700 
GOSUB lOllOO : IF C%=0 THEN 2100 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF3 : GOSUB 10050 
REG%( RS%( WZ%) )= FN 116%( RL%, RH%) : RR%=WZ% : GOSUB 20400 
GOTO 12000 
RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF B543% AND 1 THEN ON RP%+1 GOTO 5020,30000,5150,5180 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL3=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
IF RP%<3 THEN REG%(RS%(RP%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) 
RR%=RP% : GOSUB 20400 : GOTO 2100 
A%=RH% : CY%=RL% AND 1 : PF%=( HL% AND 4 )/II : 
AC%=( RL% AND 16 )/16 : ZF%=( RL3 AND 64 )/611 : 
SF%=(RL% AND 128)/128 
GOSUB 20000 
GOTO 2100 
REG%( RS%( ADL%) )=REG%( RS%( HL%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( AOL%)) 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
RR%=PC% : GOSUB 20400 
GOSUB 20150 : GOSUB 20200 : GOSUB 20250 
GOTO 2100 
REG%(RS%(ADL%})=REG%(RS3(HL%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(SP%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOSlJB 20150 : GOSUB 20200 : GOSUB 20250 
RR%=SP% : GOSUB 20400 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 10400 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% 
REG3(RS%(WZ%))=FN116%(RL.%,Rll%) : RR%=WZ%: GOSUB 20400 
IF C% THEN 12000 
GOTO 2100 
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5300 
5310 
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55:rn 
5600 
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5710 

C%=-1 : ON 8543%+1 GOTO 5210,30000,5310,5310,5350,5370,5380,5380 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(DBUF%,DBUF%) : 
REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
GOSUB 20150 : RR%=WZ% : GOSUB 20400 : 
ABUSO%=ABUSO% AND ABUS% : ABUS1%=ABUS1% OR ABUS% 
IF (B543% AND 1) THEN PRINT "Input From Port ";DBUF%; : 
INPUT Z% : A%=Z% AND 255 : GOSUB 20000 : GOTO 2100 
PRINT "Output from Port ";DBUF%;" = ";RIGHT$("o"+HEX$(A%),2);"H" 
GOTO 2100 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSIJB 10000 : HH3=DBlJF%: REG3(RS3(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH3) 
RR%=WZ% : GOSUB 20400 
DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(HL%))) : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 
DBIJS%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 : GOSUB 10150 : 
REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) : 
REG%( RS%( INC%))=HEG%{RS%{ADL%)) : 
REG%( RS%( HL%) )=REG%( RS%{ I NC%)) 
GOSUB 20150 : GOSUB 20200 : GOSUB 20250 
RR%=HL% : GOSUB 20400 
GOTO 2100 
Z%==RS%( HL%) : RS%{ HL% )=RS%( DE%) : RS%( DE% )=Z% : GOTO 2100 
INTE%=B543% ANO 1 : GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 1 Ol100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : 
GOSIJB 10050 : GOSUB 10000 : GO SUB 10050 : Rll%=DBU F% 
REG%(RS%{WZ%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) : RR%=WZ%: GOSUB 201100 
IF C%=0 THEN 2100 ELSE R%=SP%: GOSUB 10200 : 
DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(PC%))) 
GOSIJB 10150 : GO SUB 10200 : DBUS%=REG%( RS%( PC%) ) AND 255 
GOSUB 10150 
GOTO 12000 
C%=-1 : IF B5113% AND 1 THEN IF B51J3%=1 HlEN 5410 ELSE 30000 
RP%=B543%/2 : R%=SP% : GOSIJB 10200 : 
IF RP%=3 HIEN DBUS%=A% ELSE DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(RP%))) 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 : 
IF RP%<>3 THEN DBIJS%=REG%(RS%(RP%)) AND 255 
ELSE DBUS%= 128*SF%+611*ZF%+l6*AC%+11-t1·PF%+2+CY3 
GOSUB 10150 : GOTO 2100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : ACT%=A% : TMP%=DBUF% 
GOSUB 20050 : GOSUB 20100 
ON 8543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
R%=SP% : OBUS%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( PC%))) : GOSUB 10200 : 
GOSUB 10150: GOSUB 10200: DBUS%=REG%(RS%(PC%)) AND 255 
GOSUB 10150 : TMP%=1R% ANO 56 : REG%(RS%(WZ%))=TMP% 
GOSUB 20100 : RR%=WZ% : GOSUB 20400 : GOTO 12000 
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10010 
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10250 
10260 

10270 

s u b r o u t i n e s 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31000 ELSE 
DBUF%=MEM%(ABUS%) 
DBUFO%=DBlJFO% ANO DBUF% : DBlJF1%=0BUF1% OR OBIJF% 
ABlJSO%=ABlJSO% ANO ABlJS% : ABlJS1%=ABlJS1% OR ABlJS% 
GOSUB 20150 
RETURN 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( R%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%( AOL%)) 
GOSlJB 20200 : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))+1 
GOSlJB 20150 
GOSUB 20250 : REG%(RS%(R%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
RR%=R% : GOSUB 20400 
RETURN 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALlJ2%=TMP% : ALUC%=CYIN% 
Z%=ALU1%+ALU2%+ALlJC%: IF (Z% ANO 256) THEN CYOUT%=1 ELSE CYOUT%=0 
ALUOUT%=Z% ANO 255 : XAC%=0 : 
IF (ALlJ1% ANO 15)+(ALlJ2% ANO 15)+ALlJC% > 15 THEN XAC%=1 
GOSUB 20300 : ALU1SO%=ALU1SO% ANO ALU1% : ALU1S1%=ALU1S1% OR ALU1% 
ALU2SO%=ALlJ2SO% ANO ALU2% : ALU2S1%=ALU2S1% OR ALU2% 
RETURN 
REG%(RS%(AOL%J)=REG%(RS%(R%)) : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(AOL%)) 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31050 ELSE 
MEM%(ABUS%)=DBUS% 
GOSUB 20150 : DBUS0%=0BUSO% ANO OBUS% : DBUS1%=0BUS1% OR OBlJS% 
ABUSO%=ABUSO% ANO ABUS% : ABUS1%=ABUS1% OR ABUS% 
RETURN 
REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
GOSUB 20200 : 
REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))-1 : REG%(RS%(R%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOSlJB 20150 : GOSUB 20250 : RR%=R% : GOSlJB 20400 
RETURN 
IF S%=7 TllEN H8%=A% : RETURN 
IF S%=6 HIEN Z%=R% : R%=1iL% : GOSUB 10000 : 
R%=Z% : RH%=OBUF% : RETURN 
Z%=S% ANO 1 : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : IF Z% THEN RB%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) ANO 255 

ELSE R8%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( Z1%))) 
10280 RETURN 
10300 ZF%=1+(ALUOUT%<>0) 

Z%=1NT(ALUOIJT%/16) 
10310 RETURN 

SF%=-((ALIJOUT% AND 128)<>0) : 
PF%=1-(PAR%(Z%) ><OR PAR%(ALUOUT% AND 15)) 
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10350 
10360 

10370 

10374 

10375 

10380 
10390 
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12010 
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12025 
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IF S%=7 THEN A%=R8% : GOSUB 20000 : RETURN 
IF S%=6 THEN Z%=R%: R%=HL% : DBUS%=R8% : 
GOSUB 10150 ; R%=Z% : RETURN 
Z%=S% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : RL%=REG%{RS%{Zl%)) AND 255 : 
RH%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%{Zl%))) : IF Z% THEN RL%=R8% ELSE RH%=R8% 
' Update register stuck-at coverage flags 

RR%=RS%(Z1%)*2+Z% : 
EFLAG%{RR%,O)=EFLAG%(RR%,O) ANO RB% 
EFLAG%{RR%,l)=EFLAG%(RR%,1) OR R8% 
REG%(RS%(Z1%))=FN116%(RL%,RH%) 
RETURN 
Z%=B543% ANO 1 : Z1%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF Z1%=0 TllEN Z1%=ZF% ELSE IF Z1%=1 TllEN Z1%=CY% ELSE 
IF Z1%=2 HIEN Z1%=PF% ELSE Z1%=SF% 
C%=(Z%=Z1%) 
REJIJRN 
I 

Subroutine for displaying coverage 

N0%=0 : N1%=0 : ZO$-="" : Z1$="" : FOR C%=0 TO Lfv : 
IF ZO% AND PAR%( C%) TllEN NO%=N0%+1 : ZO$=ZO$+", '+STR$( C%) 
If (Z1% AND PAR%(C%))=0 mm N1%=N1%+1 : Z1$=Z1$+ 11 , 11 +STR${C%) 
NE><T C% : IF NO%+N1%=0 THEN PR I NT 11 ok" : RETURN 
IF NO% THEN PRINT II Bit(s)";MID$(Z0$,2);" never o" 
IF N1% HIEN PRINT" Bit(s)";MID$(Z1$,2);" never 1 11 

RETUHN 
I 

Perform WZ + 1 => PC 

R%=WZ% : GOSUB 10000 
HEG3(RS%(ADL%))=HEG%(RS%(WZ%)) : 
REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) : GOSUB 20200 
REG%( RS%{ INC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))+1 
GOSUB 20150 : GOSUB 20250 
REG%( RS%( PC%) )=REG%( RS%( I NC%)) 
RR%=PC% : GOSUB 20400 
GOTO 2120 
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30000 
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31000 
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Subroutines for setting stuck-at flags xxxO & xxxl 

AO%=AO% AND A% : A1%=A1% OR A% : RETURN 
I 

~CTO%=ACTO% ANO ACT% : ACT1%=ACT1% OR ACT% : RETURN 

TMPO%=TMPO% AND TMP% : TMP1%=TMP1% OR TMP% : RETURN 
I 

~DLO%=AOLO% AND REG%(ADL%) : ADL1%=ADL1% OR REG%(ADL%) : RETURN 

INCIN0%=1NCINO% AND REG%( INC%) : INCIN1%=1NCIN1% OR REG%( INC%) : RETURN 
I 

INCOUT0%=1NCOUTO% AND REG%( INC%) : INCOUT1%=1NCOUT1% OR REG%( INC%) 
RETURN 
ALUOUTO%=ALUOUTO% AND ALUOUT% : ALUOUT1%=ALUOUT1% OR ALUOUT% 
RETURN 
I 

Update register flags for a whole register pair 

ZZ%"' FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( RR%))) ; ZX%=REG%( RS%( RR%)) AND 255 : 
RR%=RS%(RR%)*2 : 
EFLAG%(RR%,O)=EFLAG%(RR%,O) AND ZZ% : 
EFLAG%(RR%,l)=EFLAG%(RR%,1) OR ZZ%: 
EFLAG%(RR%+1,0)=EFLAG%(RR%+1,0) ANO ZX% 
EFLAG%(RR%+1,l)=EFLAG%(RR%+1,l) OR ZX% 
RETURN 
I 

PHINT "lnval id Opcode: IR contains"; 
RIGHT$("0 11 +HEX$(1R%),2); 11 H11 : GOTO 32000 
I 

PRINT "Attempted memory read from addr. "; 
RIGHT$( 11 000 11 +HEX$(ABUS%),4); 11 H11 : GOTO 32000 
I 

PRINT "Attempted memory write to addr. "; 
RIGllT$( 11 000"+HEX$(ABUS%),4); 11 H11 
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32000 

32005 

32010 

32020 

32030 

320110 

32050 

32060 

32767 

Done simulation - Print statistics 

PAR%(0)=1 : PAR%(15)=NOT 32767 : 
FOR Z%=1 TO 14 : PAR%(Z%)=PAR%(Zl-1)*2 : NEXT Z% 
PRINT CR$;"Stuck-ats covered by f;HFIL$;CR$ : L%=15 ; 
FOR S%=0 TO 10 STEP 2 : PRINT MID$("BCDEHLSPWZPC",S%+1,2);":"; : 
ZO%=FNl16%(EFLAG%(S%+1,0),EFLAG%(S%,O)) : 
Z1%~FN116%(EFLAG%(S%+1,l),EFLAG%(S%,1)) : GOSUB 11500 
NEXT s1 : PRINT 1ADL:"; : ZO%=ADLO% : Z1%=ADL1% ; GOSUB 11500 ; 
PRINT flNCin:"·: Z0%=1NCINO%: Z1%=1NCIN1%: GOSUB 11500 
PRINT "INCout:h; : Z0%=1NCOUTO% : Z1%=1NCOUT1% : GOSUB 11500 : 
PRINT "ABus:"· ; ZO%=ABUSO% : Z1%=ABUS1% : GOSUB 11500 
L%=7 ; PRINT hA:"; : ZO%=AO% : Z1%=A1% : GOSUB 11500 : 
PRINT "ACT:"; ; ZO%=ACTO% : Z1%=ACT1% : GOSUB 11500 : 
PRINT "TMP:"· : ZO%=TMPO% ; Z1%=TMP1%: GOSUB 11500 
PRINT 11 00us:~; : ZO%=DBUSO% : Z1%=DBUS1% : GOSUB 11500 
PRINT "DBuf:";: ZO%=DBUFO%: Z1%=DBUF1%: GOSUB 11500 
PRINT "IR:"; : ZO%=tRO%: Z1%=1R1% : GOSUB 11500 
PRINT 11 ALUin1:"; : ZO%=Al.lJ1SO% : Z1%=ALU1S1% : GOSUB 11500 
PR I NT "ALU i n2; "; : ZO%=ALU2SO% : Z 1%=ALU2S1 % : GOSlJB 11500 : 
PRINT "ALUout:";: ZO%=ALUOUTO%: Z1%=ALUOUT1%: GOSlJB 11500 
mo 
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Appendix J 

LISTING OF FNCOV PRECHECK PROGRAM 

FNCOV: Determine how wel I a self-test routine 
exercises CPU functional elements (adders, etc.) 

DH FNB IT%( 00%, B%) =- ( (DO% AND TWO%( B%) ) <>O) 
HEX0$="0123456789ABCDEF" 
DEF FNlt%(00$)=1NSTR(1,HEXO$,MID$(D0$,2,1))-1 + 

( INSTR(1,HEXO$,MID$(D0$,1,1))-1)*16 
DEF FNMSB%(DO%)=(DO% AND 32512)/256 - 128*(D0%<0) 
DEF FN116%(DO%,D1%)=(D03 + 256*(D1% AND 127)) OR 

( (NOT 32767)*(-((D1% AND 128)=128)) ) 
DIM MEM%(511), REG%(7), RS%(7), PAR%(15), TW0%(15) 
DIM ADDP%(7, 7),0RP%(3,7),ANDP%(3,7),XORP%(3,7) 
DIM INC%(3,15), DEC%(3,15) 
PRINT CHR$(10);"FNCOV - V01.02";CHR$(10) : CR$=CHR$(13)+CHR$(10) 
TW0%(0)=1 : TW0%(15)=NOT 32767 : FOR Z%=1 TO 14 
rno%(Z~)=TWO%(Z%-1)*2 : NEXT Z% 
PRINT 'Input file"; : INPUT HFIL$: 
IF INSTR( 1, HF IL$, 11 • ")=O HIEN llf I L$=1ff IL$+". HEX" 
OPEN "1", #1, HFIL$ : L%=0 
INPUT "Is this a CMS object file"; Z$ : 
CMS%=1 : IF Z$<> 1111 HIEN Z$=LEFT$(Z$, 1) : 
If Z$="Y" OR Z$="y" THEN CMS%=2 
LINE INPUT #1, 11$: 11$=MI0$(11$,CMS%) : 
If LEFT$(1-f$,l)<>":" THEN 1050 ELSE HBYTE%=FNH%(MID$(H$,2,2)) 
If llBYIE%=0 HIEN 1100 ELSE Z%=FNll%(MID$(H$,t1,2)) : 
Z1%=FNll%( Ml D$( 11$,6, 2)) : ADDR%=FN I 16%(Z1%,Z%) : 
11$=MID$(11$,10,llBYTE%+HBYTE%) 
MEM%(AODR%)=FNll%(H$) : 11$=MID$(11$,3) : L%=L%+1 : 
IF 11$="" TllEN 1050 ELSE ADDR%=ADDR%+1 : GOTO 1070 
PRINT CR$;L%;" (";HEX$(L%);"11) bytes loaded";CR$: CLOSE 1 
LST%=10 
INPUT "Start Address"; SADDR% 
PRINT CR$;"Simulating ... 11 

BC%=0 : DE%=1 : HL%=2 : SP%=3 : WZ%=4 : PC%=5 : ADL%'-"6 : I NC%=7 
CMA0%=-1 
' **Other flags initialized to o by BASIC 
FOR Z%=0 TO 7 : RS%(Z%)=Z% : NEXT Z% 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=SADDR% : INTE%=0 
FOR Z%=0 TO 15 : READ PAR%(Z%) : NEXT Z% 
DATA 0, 1, 1,0, 1,0,0, 1, 1,0,0, 1,0, 1, 1,0 
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Instruction Fetch 

R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
IR%=DBUF% : B76%=1NT( IR%/64) AND 3 : 
B5113%=1NT( IR%/8) AND 7 : B210%=1R% AND 7 9N B76%+1 GOTO 2200, 3000, 4000, 5000 

RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
ON 8210%+1 GOTO 2100,2220,2300,2500,2550,2600,2650,2700 
IF ( B5113% AND 1) TllEN 2250 ELSE R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : 
GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 
RH%=DBUF%: REG%(RS%(RP%))=FN116%(RL%,IUI%) 
GOTO 2100 
ACT%=REG%(RS%(RP%)) AND 255: TMP%=REG%(RS%(HL%)) AND 255 
CYIN%"'0 : GOSUB 10100 : CYIN%=CYOUT% : RL%=ALlJOUT% 
ACT%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( RP%))) : TMP%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( HL%))) 
GOSUB 10100 : CY%=CYOUT% : RH%=ALUOUT% 
REG%( RS%( HL%) )= FN 116%( RL%, Rll%) 
GOTO 2100 
I F RP%> 1 THEN 21100 ELSE R%=RP% 
IF ( B51l3% AND 1 ) TllEN 2350 
DBUS%=A% : GOSUB 10150 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 10000 : A%=DBUF% 
GOTO 2100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% : 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,Rll%) : R%=WZ% 
IF RP%=3 THEN 2310 ELSE IF (B543% AND 1) THEN 2450 
DBUS%=REG%( RS%( Ill%)) AND 255 : GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10050 
DBUS%= FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( I-IL%) ) ) : GOSUB 10150 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : IU1%=-DBUF% : REG%( RS%( Ill%) )=FN 116%( RL%, Rf-1%) 
GOTO 2100 
R%=RP% : IF ( 8543% AND 1) HIEN GOSUB 10200 ELSE GOSUB 10050 
GOTO 2100 
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S%=B543%: GOSUB 10250: TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%+1) AND 255 
GOSUB 10300: AC%=1+((TMP% AND 15)+1>15) 
RB%=ALUOUT3 : GOSUB 10350 

·GOTO 2100 
S%=B543%: GOSUB 10250: TMP%=R8%: ALUOUT%=(TMP%-1) AND 255 
GOSUB 10300 : AC%=1+( (TMP3 AND 15)+15 > 15 ) 
R8%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
S%=B543% : R3=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : TMP3=DBUf% 
R8%=TMP% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
ON 8543%+1 GOTO 2710,2740,2770,2800,2830,2870,2900,2950 
A%=A%+A% : If (A% AND 256)=0 THEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%=1 : 
A%=(A% AND 255) + 1 
GOTO 2100 
Z%=1NT(A%/2) : CY%=A3 AND 1 : If CY% THEN Z3=Z%+128 
A%=Z3 : GOTO 2100 
A%=A3+A3+CY3 : If (A% AND 256)=0 THEN CY%=0 ELSE CY%=1 
A3=A% AND 255 
GOTO 2100 
Z%=1NT(A%/2)+ 128*CY3: CY3=(A3 AND 1) : A3=Z3 
GOTO 2100 
Z%=A3 AND 15 : Z1%=1NT(A%/16) : If AC%=1 OR Z%>9 THEN A%=A%+6 
If (Z%+6) AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
If (A% AND 256)<>0 OR CY%=1 OR Z1%>9 THEN A%=A%+96 
If A%<256 THEN CY%=1 ELSE CY%=0 : A%=A% AND 255 
ALUOUT%=A% : GOSUB 10300 : GOTO 2100 
I 

CMA - Update Coverage flags 

CMAO%=CMAO% AND A% : CMA1%=CMA1% OR A% : A%=(NOT A%) AND 255 
GOTO 2100 
CY%=1 : GOTO 2100 
CY%=1-CY% : GOTO 2100 
If B51!3~=6 AND B210%=6 THEN PRINT "HALT at address"; 
RI GllT$( '000 11 HIEX$( ABUS% I, 4); "H" : GOTO 32000 
S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 I : TMP%=R8% : R8%=TMP3 
S%=B543% : GOSUB 10350 
GOTO 2100 
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S%=B210% : GOSUB 10250 : TMP%=R8% : ACT%=A% : 
ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
CYIN%=0 : GOSUB 10100 
AC%=XAC% : CY%=CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
GOTO 2100 
CYIN%=CY% : GOSUB 10100 : GOTO 4020 
ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB 10110 
CY%=1-CYOUT% : A%=ALUOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% : 
IF Z% AND 16 THEN AC%=1 ELSE AC%=0 
GOTO 2100 
ALIJ 1 %"'ACT% : ALU2%= (NOT TMP%) AND 255 : ALUC%= 1-CY% 
GOSUB 10110 
GOTO 11210 
I 

AND Function - updat;e coverage flags 

ALUOUT%=TMP% AND ACT% : FOR G%=0 TO 7 : 
V1%=FNBIT%(ACT%,G%) : V2%=FNBIT%(TMP%,G%) 
ANDP%(V2%+V2%+V1%,G%)=-1 : NEXT C% 
GOSUB 10300 : CY%=0 : AC%=0 : A%=ALUOUT% 
GOTO 2100 
I 

XOR Function - update coverage flags 

ALUOUT%=TMP% ><OH ACT% : FOH G%=0 TO 7 : 
V1%=FNBIT%(ACT%,G%) : V2%=fNBIT%(TMP%,G%) ; 
XOHP%(V2%+V2%+V1%,G%)=-1 : NEXT G% : GOTO 4410 
I 

OH Function - update coverage flags 

1t600 ALUOUT%=TMP% OR ACT% : FOR G%=0 TO 7 : 
V1%=FNBIT%(ACT%,G%) : V2%=FNBIT%(TMP%,G%) : 
OHP%( V2%+V2%+V1 %, G% )=-1 : NEXT G% : GOTO 111110 

4700 ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=(NOT HIP%) AND 255 : ALUC%=1 
GOSUB 10110 

4710 CY%=1-CYOUT% : GOSUB 10300 
4720 Z%=(ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% 

IF Z% AND 16 HIEN AC%= 1 ELSE AC%=0 
4730 GOTO 2100 
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5000 
5010 
5020 

5030 
5100 

5110 

5120 
5130 

51 LIO 
5150 

5160 
5180 

5190 
5200 
5210 

5220 

5230 
5300 
5310 

5320 

5330 

5350 

5360 

5365 

ON 8210%+1 GOTO 5010,5100,5200,5300,5400,5500,5600,5700 
GOSUB 10400 : IF C%=0 TMEN 2100 
R%=SP% : GOSUl3 10000 : RL%00 DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
GOSlJB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%J : GOTO 12000 
RP%=1NT(B543%/2) : 
IF 13543% AND 1 THEN ON RP%+1 GOTO 5020,30000,5150,5180 
R%=SP% : GOSlJB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSlJB 10000 : RH%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 
IF RP%<3 TllEN REG%(RS%(RP%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : GOTO 2100 

A%=RH% : CY%=RL% AND 1 : PF%=(RL% AND 4)/4 : 
AC%=(RL% AND 16)/16 : ZF%=(RL% AND 6L1)/6L1 : 
SF3=(RL3 AND 128)/128 
GOTO 2100 
REG3(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(HL%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=REG%( RS%( HL%)) : REG%( RS%( I NC%) )=REG%( RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(SP%))=REG%(RS%( INC%)) 
GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 1 Ol100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RL%=DBUF% 
GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=OBUF% 
REG%( RS%( WZ%) )=FN 116%( RL%, RH%) : 
IF C% TllEN 12000 
GOTO 2100 
C%=-1 : ON 8543%+1 GOTO 5210,30000,5310,5310,5350,5370,5380,5380 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FN116%(0BUF%,DBUF%) : 
REG%( RS%( AOL%) )=HEG%( RS%( WZ%)) : ABUS%=REG%( RS%( AOL%)) 
IF (85113% AND 1) TMEN PRINT "Input from Port ";OBUF%; : 
INPUT Z% : A%=Z% AND 255 : GOTO 2100 
PHINT "Output from Port ";DBUF%;" = ";RIGllT$("O"+HEX$(A%),2);"H" 
GOTO 2100 
R%=SP% : GOSUB 10000 : HL%=DBUF% : GOSUB 10050 : 
GOSUB 10000 : RH%=OBUF%: REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) 
OBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(11L%))) : GOSUB 10150 : GOSIJB 10200 
OBUS%=REG%( RS%( HL%)) ANO 255 : GOSUB 10150 : 
REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(HZ%)) : 
REG%( RS%( INC%)}=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%( RS%( llL%) )=REG%( RS%( I NC%)) 
GOTO 2100 
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5370 
5380 
5400 
5410 

5420 

5430 

5440 
5500 
5510 
5520 

5530 
5600 
5610 
5700 

5710 
5720 
10000 

10010 

10030 
100ll9 

Z%=RS%( HL%) : RS%( HL%)=RS%( DE%) : RS%( DE%)=Z% : GOTO 2100 
INTE%=B543% AND 1 : GOTO 2100 
GOSUB 101100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : RL%=DBUF% : 
GOSUB 10050 : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : RH%=DBUF% 
REG%(RS%(WZ%))=FNl16%(RL%,RH%) : 
IF C%=0 THEN 2100 ELSE R%=SP% : GOSUB 10200 : 
DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(PC%))) 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200: DBUS%=REG%(RS%(PC%)) AND 255 : 
GOSUB 10150 
GOTO 12000 
C%=-1 : IF B543% AND 1 HIEN IF 8543%=1 HIEN 5410 ELSE 30000 
RP%=B543%/2 : R%=SP% : GOSUB 10200 : 
IF RP%=3 THEN DBllS%=A% ELSE DBUS%=FNMSB%( REG%( RS%( RP%))) 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200 : 
IF RP%<>3 THEN DBUS%=REG%( RS%( RP%)) AND 255 
ELSE DBUS%=128*SF%+64*ZF%+16*AC%+4*PF%+2+CY% 
GOSUB 10150 : GOTO 2100 
R%=PC% : GOSUB 10000 : GOSUB 10050 : ACT%=A% : TMP%=DBUF% 
ON B543%+1 GOTO 4010,4100,4200,4300,4400,4500,4600,4700 
R%=SP%: DBUS%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(PC%))) : GOSUB 10200 : 
GOSUB 10150 : GOSUB 10200: DBUS%=REG%(RS%(PC%)) AND 255 
GOSlJB 10150 : TMP%=1R% AND 56 : REG%(RS%(WZ%))=TMP% : 
GOTO 12000 
GOTO 2100 
I 

I ** S U B R 0 U T I N E S ** 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : ABUS%=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
IF ABIJS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31000 ELSE 
DBUF%=MEM%(ABUS%) 
RETURN 
I 

INX Function (16-bit increment) 

10050 REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(ADL%)) 
REG%(RS%(R%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))+1 

10060 GOSUB 20000 : RETURN 
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10099 

10100 
10110 
10120 

10125 

10130 
10150 

10170 
10199 

10200 

10210 
10250 
10260 

10270 

10280 
10300 

10310 
10350 
10360 

10370 

10380 
10390 
10400 

10410 
101120 

Full Adders (ADD, SUB, CMP, ... ) 

ALU1%=ACT% : ALU2%=TMP% : ALUC%=CYIN% 
Z%=ALU1%+ALU2%+ALUC% : IF (Z% AND 256) HIEN CYOUT%=1 ELSE CYOUT%=0 
ALUOUT%~Z% AND 255 : XAC%=0 : 
IF (ALU1% AND 15)+(ALU2% AND 15)+ALUC% > 15 THEN XAC%=1 
VC%=ALUC% : FOR G%=0 TO 7 : V1%=FNBIT%(ALU1%,G%) 
V2%= FNB IT%( ALU2%, G%) : Z%=tr~V2%+vl %+Vl %+VC% : 
ADOP%( Z%, G%)=-1 : VC%=-( V1%+V2%+vC%>1) : NE?<T G% 
RETURN 
REG%( RS%( ADL%) )=REG%( RS%( R%)) : ABUS%=REG%( RS%( AOL%)) 
IF ABUS%<0 OR ABUS%>511 THEN 31050 ELSE 
MEM%(ADUS%)=DBUS% 
RETURN 
I 

DCX function (16-bit decrement) 

REG%(RS%(ADL%))=REG%(RS%(R%)) : REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS%(AOL%)) 
HEG%( HS%( R%) )=REG%( RS%( I NC%) )-1 
GOSUB 20100 : RETURN 
IF S%=7 THEN R8%=A% : RETURN 
IF S%=6 HIEN Z%=R% : R%=HL% : GOSUD 10000 : 
H%=Z% : R8%=DBUF% : RETURN 
Z%=S% AND I : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : IF Z% THEN R8%=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 

ELSE R8%=FNMSB%(REG%(RS%(Z1%))) 
RETURN 
ZF%=1+(ALUOUT%<>0) : SF%=-((ALUOUT% AND 128)<>0) : 
Z%=1NT(ALUOUT%/16) : Pf%=1-(PAR%(Z%) XOH PAR%(ALUOUT% AND 15)) 
HETlJRN 
IF S%=7 THEN A%=H8%: RETURN 
IF S%=6 THEN Z%=R%: R%=HL%: OBUS%=R8%: 
GOSUB 10150 : R%=Z% : RETURN 
Z%0=S% ANO 1 : Z1%=1NT(S%/2) : RL%o=REG%(RS%(Z1%)) AND 255 : 
R11%= rNMSB%( REG%( RS%( Z 1 % ) ) ) : IF Z% HIEN RL%=R8% ELSE RH%=R8% 
REG%(RS%(Z1%))=fN116%(RL%,RH%) 
RETURN -
Z%=B543% AND 1 : Z1%=1NT(B51t3%/2): 
IF Z1%=0 HIEN Z1%=ZF% ELSE IF Z1%=1 HIEN Z1%=CY% ELSE 
IF Z1%=2 lHEN Z1%=PF% ELSE Z13=SF% 
C%=(Z%=Z1%) 
RETURN 
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12000 

12010 
12020 

12030 
20000 

20010 

20020 
20100 

20110 
30000 
30010 

31000 
31010 

31050 
31060 

32000 

32010 
32020 

32030 

320110 

32050 

End of CALL,JMP,RET,RST: fetch from WZ; PC <- WZ+l 
R%=WZ% : GOSUB 10000 
REG%(RS%(AOL%)J=REG%(RS%(WZ%)) : 
REG%( RS%( INC%))=REG%(RS3(AOL%)) : 
REG%(RS%(PC%))=REG%(RS%( INC%))+1 
GOSUB 20000 : GOTO 2120 
I 

Half adder coverage in INC/DEC ckt. 

vc3~1 : FOR G%=0 
Z%=V1%+V1%~·VC% : 
RETUHN 
VC%=1 : FOR G%=0 
Z%=V1%+V1%+VC% 
RETURN 
I 

TO 15 : V1%=FNBIT%(REG%( INC%),G%) : 
INC%(Z%,G%)=-1 : VC%=-(Z%=3) : NEXT G% 

TO 15 : V1%=FNBIT%(REC%( INC%J,G%) : 
OEC%(Z%,G%)=-1 : VC%=-(Z%=1) : NEXT G% 

PRINT "Invalid Opcode: IR contains"; 
RIGHT$("O"+HEX$( IR%),2);"H" : GOTO 32000 
I 

PRINT "Attempted memory read from addr. "; 
RIGHT$("OOO"+HEX$(ABUS%),4);"11 11 : GOTO 32000 
I 

PRINT "Attempted memory write to addr. "; 
RIGHT$( "OOO"+HEX$( ABUS%), 11); "H" 
I 

Simulation done - Print statistics 

PRINT CH$;"Function (exercise) coveraHe for ";llFIL$;CR$ 
PRINT "ALU Ful I Adders:";CH$;TAB( 12); Input Pattern (TMP:ACT:CYin)"; 
CR$; II Bi t 000 001 010 011 1 00 101 110 111 II 
C%=0 : FOR C%=0 TO 7 : PRINT G%;CHR$(9); : FOR Z%=0 TO 7 : 
If AODP%(Z%,C%) HIEN PRINT "Yes"; ELSE PRINT II No"; 
C%=C%-AODP%(Z%,G%) : NEXT Z% : PRINT : NEXT G% : 
PRINT "Coverage is";C%/.64; 1r%" 
X%=0 : A%=0 : 0%=0 : 
PRINT CR$;"ALU Logic Gates:";CH$·TAB(14);"0R";TAB(29);"AND"; 
TAB(44);"XOR";CR$; 11 Bit";TAB(19);'1nput Pattern (TMP:ACT) 11 ;CR$; 
cuR$(9J:"oo 01 10 11 oo 01 10 11 oo 01 10 11 11 
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32060 

32070 

32080 

32090 

32100 

32110 

32120 

32130 

321110 

32150 

32160 

32i-/O 

32180 

32190 
32200 
32767 

FOR G%'-"O TO 7 : PR I NT G%; CUR$( 9); : FOR Z%=0 TO 3 : 
IF ORP%(Z%,G%) THEN PRINT 11 Y ";ELSE PRINT 11 N 11 ; 

0%=0%-0RP%(Z%,G%) : NEXT Z% : PRINT 11 "; : FOR Z%=0 TO 3 : 
IF ANDP%(Z%,G%) THEN PRINT 11 Y 11 ; ELSE PRINT 11 N 8 ; 
A%=A%-ANDP%( Z%, G%) : NEXT Z(V : PR I NT 11 11 ; : FOR Z%=0 TO 3 : 
IF XORP%(Z%,G%) THEN PRINT r Y "; ELSE PRINT 11 N "; 
X%=X%-XORP%(Z%,G%) : NEXT Z% : PRINT : NEXT G% : 
PR I NT "Coverage: IL TAB( 14); 0%/. 32; "%";TAB( 29); A%/. 32; 11 %"; 
TAB(44);X%/.32;"%' 
PRINT CR$;"Register Array Inc/Dec circuit:";CR$; 
''INC: 11 ;CR$; 11 Patt.";TAB(30); 11 Bit 11 ;CR$;"S:CYin";CHR$(9); : 
FOR G%=0 TO 15 : PRINT RIGHT$(STR$,G%),2); 11 11 ; : NEXT G% : PRINT 
C%=0: FOR Z%=0 TO 3: PRINT MID$('00011011",Z%*2+1,2);CHR$(9);: 
FOR G%=0 TO 15 : IF INC%(Z%,G%) TllEN PRINT 11 Y 11 ; ELSE 
IF ( Z% AND 1 )=O AND G%=0 TllEN PR I NT II - II; ELSE PR I NT II N II; 
C%=C%-INC%(Z%,G%) : 
NEXT G% : PRINT : NEXT Z% : PRINT "Coveraue is 11 ·C%/.62·"%11 

PR 1 NT CR$; "DEC:" ;CR$; "Patt."; TAB( 30); 11 0 i t 11 ·CR$; ''s: BWi n''; CllR$( 9); 
FOR G%=0 TO 15 : PRINT RIGHT$(STR$(G%),2);' "; : NEXT G% : PRINT 
C%=0 : FOR Z%=0 TO 3 : PRINT MID$("00011011",Z%*2+1,2);CHR$(9); 
FOR G%=0 TO 15 ; I F DEC%( Z%, G%) HIEN PR I NT 11 Y 11 ; ELSE 
IF ( Z% AND 1 )=0 AND G%=0 HIEN PR I NT II - II; ELSE PR I NT II N II; 
C%=C%-DEC%(Z%,G%) : NEXT G% : PRINT : NEXT Z% : 
PRINr "coverage is";C%/.62;"% 11 

PHINT CH$; 11 Accumulator Complement Function (CMA): 11 ;CR$; 
11 Patt.";TAB(20); 11 Bit";CR$;CHR$(9);: FOH G%=0 TO 7: 
PRINT G%; : NEXT G% : PRINT 
C%=0 : PR I NT 11 0 11 ; CHR$( 9); : FOR G%=0 TO 7 : 
IF (CMAO% AND TWO%(G%)) THEN PRINT 11 N "; ELSE PRINT 11 Y "; : 
C%=C%+1 
NEXT G% : PRINT CR$; 11 111 ;CHR$(9); : FOR G%=0 TO 7 
IF (CMA1% AND TWO%(G%))=0 THEN PRINT 11 N 11 ; ELSE PRINT 11 Y "; 
C%=C%+1 
NEXT G% : PRINT 
PRINT 8coverage is";C%/.16; 11 %" 
END 
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A METHODOLOGY FOR SELF-TESTING MICROPROCESSORS 

by 

David W. Haislett 

(ABSTRACT) 

Procedures for designing and writing a CPU self-test 

program are developed for microprocessors in general. 

Specific examples of these procedures are then provided for 

both a simple example processor and for the Intel 8080; 

fault coverage stati sties are provided for the 8080 test. 

The self-test methodology overlaps the tests for different 

elements within the CPU in order to attain a very quick test 

suitable for periodic background testing. Generalized fault 

classes are defined for the CPU and methods for sensitizing 

and detecting these faults are detailed. General procedures 

and hardware requirements for self-testing the entire 

microcomputer system within its operating environment are 

discussed. Fault simulation techniques are also discussed; 

simulation provides feedback on the effectiveness of a self-

test and allows the test to be improved for better coverage 

and faster execution. 
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